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Page One...
Member & Subscriber Update

A FREE PAIR OF RED/BLUE GLASSES IS
AVAILABLE BY SENDING A SELF-ADDRESSED

STAMPED ENVELOPE TO:

SUSAN PINSKY

PO BOX 35

DUARTE CA 91010

It was an enjoyable challenge creating this month's
cover to the NEWS. This anaglyph is a "first" for the
publication, but its cost will prevent it from becoming
a "regular" feature. It is hoped it
will provide you with interesting 3-D
viewing and an insight into the 3-D
process.

After discussions with several Club

Board members, it was decided not to
include the necessary red/blue viewing
glasses with each issue due to the
additional cost of both the glasses
and postage. It was felt that most
readers already have a pair from prior anaglyph viewing,
such as the 3-D TV programs, comic books, or various
publications such as "Fantastic 3-D" or "Amazing 3-D".
But if you don't have a pair, do not hesitate to write
for your free pair for this and future viewing. Enjoy!

—Tony Alderson

Stereo Activity Calendar

SUN JUL 15 Club Awards Banquet - Pikes Verdugo Oaks -
Glendale - Reserve with Holly Weisbuch

WED AUG 1 Copy Deadline - August NEWS
THU AUG 16 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

L.A. County Fair Stereo Exhibition

A hearty welcome to this new Club member;

ALBERT K. BENDER

PO Box 45713

Los Angeles CA 90045
R (213)645-0193

Club membership anniversaries for July:

Ward Clark - 20 years
John Doyle - 1 year
Sam Gillad - 4 years
John Hart - 2 years
Elaine Hepburn - 3 years
Mike Hepburn - 3 years
David Hutchison - 2 years
Dr. Masahiko Kawamura - 3 years
Ron Labbe - 2 years
Ernest Marjoram - 2 years
Myrna Megdal - 1 year
David Metcalf - 2 years
Bill Minty - 2 years
Richard Ogle - 8 years
Paul Peyto - 4 years
Steve Ruffy - 5 years
Bill Shepard - 2 years
Melba Simms - 1 year
Maudie Stergis - 13 years
Evelyn Stewart - 2 years
Elaine Stewart - 3 years
Roberta Stilley - 6 years
Jeff Sylvan - 1 year
Paul Taylor - 1 year
Russ Terrill - 26 years
Jon Turetsky - 5 years
Alan Williams - 1 year

Club Board 1983-84

AFFILIATED WITH THE PHOTOGFIAPHIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA AND THE INTERNATIONAL STEREOSCOPIC UNION

PRESIDENT

Tony Alderson
5100 Willow Crest Ave.
No. Hollywood 91C01
R(Q18)985-0«76

VICE PRESIDENT

Bob Kneisel

1187 u. Catalina

Pasadena 91104

R(aiS)797-2707
SECRETLY
Bill Daggett
2160 Oregon Avenue
Long Beach 90306
R(213)591-1212

TREASURER

James W. Riggs, Jr.
11522 Doverwood Drive

Riverside 92505

R(714)687-4750
BANQUET DIRECTOR
Holly Weisbuch
420 N. St. Andrews PI.

Los Angeles 90004
R(213)466-026e

COMPETITION DIRECTOR

Oliver Dean

19009 Laurel Park Rd.
Dominguez Hills 90220
R(213)537-8037

3-D NLWS EDITOR

Jerry Walter
1098 Hontecito Drive
Los Angeles 90031
R(213)225-6042
B{213)481-5501

EQUIPMENT DIRECTOR
Stuart Weisbuch

420 N. St. TUidrews PI.
Los Angeles 90004
R(213}466-0266

HOUSE DIRECTOR

David Starkman

PO Box 35

Duarte 91010

R(018)357-8345
HOSPITALITY DIRECTOR

Ursula Sylvan
4329 N. Fireside Lane
Moorpark 93021
R(005)529-3277

MOVIE DIVISION DIRECTOR

John Hart
3008 Hopeton Rd.
La Crescenta 91214

R(31Q)248-1446

3(818)446-0131x215
MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR

Susan Pinsky
PO Box 35
Duarte 91010

R(810)357-0345
OUTING DIRECTOR

Rich Evans
1224 1/2 Westgate Ave.
Los Angeles 90025
R(213)477-7111
0(213)025-6398

PROGRAM DIRECTOR

David Kuntz

2386 Harbor Blvd. #108
Costa Mesa 9262C

R(714)966-835Q
13(714) 556-8200

WORKSHOP DIRECTOR

Bill Shepard
425 N. Morada Ave.
W. Covina 91790

R(810)962-5501
8(310)331-0011x2216

MEETINGS; Third Thursday of each month (except July s. December) at 7:30 at the
Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 So, Parkview St., L.A. Visitors and guests always
welcome. MEMBERSHIP; Annual dues are Single/$12f Couple/S18j Patron/any add'l
amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for the first partial
year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS
is published monthly; $8 for 12 issues for non-mernbers; send fees to the Editor.
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Let's Join Together...

On July 15
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Once again, here are the details of the Club Awards
Banquet for 1984. Remember: this is our regular July
meeting; there is no July meeting at the Photo Center.

Sunday July 15
Pikes Verdugo Oaks Restaurant
1010 North Glendale Ave., Glendale
Cocktails at 6 PM

Buffet Dinner at 7 PM

$13.00 per person (eat all you want!)
Reservations: Holly Weisbuch (213)466-0268

Here is the only Club social activity of the year that
allows us to sip a little wine, meet stereo friends
and family, enjoy a great buffet dinner (with many
going back for seconds and thirds), and then to top it
off, seeing all the slides entered in the Club's Slide
of the Year Competition. Competition Director Oliver
Dean is busy concocting a great show from these slides
tentatively titled:

"Sherlock Holmes Meets Godzilla In The
Singular Affair Of The Missing Spectacles"

You won't want to miss it! In addition there will be
installation of new officers (always a dramatic event),
presentation of high-place Club Competition medals for
1983-84, and the surprising results of the Slide of the
Year Competition. Don't miss this one annual oppor
tunity to be with your 3-D friends in a social atmos
phere. Call me for reservations now!

Holly Weisbuch, Banquet Director

"And... with theobvious exception of thesquashcasserole... bless this food.

...On August 16

In August we will feature slides accepted in the L.A.
County Fair International Stereo Slide Exhibition.
Slides from all over the world are submitted for this
Exhibition, which is judged by members of SCSC. Winners
of the awards are displayed at the Los Angeles County
Fair. Viewing these slides gives us a chance to see
the work of other stereo photographers; it is inter
esting and informative to see what directions stereo
photography is taking today, and to see how members of
our own Club fit into this growth. If you don't have
an entry form for your own slides, write to Aileen
Robinson, PO Box 2250, Pomona CA 91769. And come by
the Photo Center on August 16 to see the results.

—David Kuntz, Program Director

Classified

FOR SALE: Bound issues of the twelve issues of the
1983-84 3-D NEWS. $5.00 at Club; $6.00 by mail, all
proceeds to the Club. Contact Jerry Walter, 1098 Mon-
tecito Drive, Los Angeles CA 90031 (213)225-8042

Looking Backward to...

...June 21

A large crowd gathered at the Photo Center for the June
meeting to view two very special programs. The first
was a collection of slides made from antique stereo
cards; this presentation was hastily assembled by Tony
Alderson, Susan Pinsky and David Starkman, to whom I
wish to express heartfelt thanks. These slides were
presented using twin Kodak Carousel projectors, the
first time such a format has been used at the Club.
The large, bright image made these historic images come
to life on the screen, and I think we were all impressed
with both the content and the method of presentation
of these slides. After seeing what twin projectors
can do for old stereo views, I am anxious to see full-
frame color stereo slides projected in this manner.

The second show consisted of the results of the one
roll assignment. Although events seemed to conspire
against the one roll assignment, the ultimate results
were as unexpected and enjoyable as last year's. The
main problem in putting this year's one roll assignment
together was that Kodak has shifted all stereo mounting
to their Rochester plant; this means that it now takes
about three weeks for slides to be returned when stereo
mounting is specified. Kodak also seems to be re-eval-r
uating the charge for stereo mounting, and it is pos
sible that you will receive an invoice with your slides
even if you have used a PK36 mailer. What all this
means is that I received most of the slides for the
assignment during the week of the Club meeting; two
boxes arrived so late that, unfortunately, they could
not be included in the show. Participants in the
assignment were Tony Alderson, Earl Anderson, Bob
Kneisel, David Kuntz, Bill Shepard, Jerry Walter and
Paul Wing. The rather esoteric and nebulous subjects
for this year's assignment did not deter these indi
viduals, and compositions spanned a large range of
styles and interpretations. For me, the most inter
esting aspect of the one roll assignment is that it
contrasts the approaches of the various participants;
it is this exposition of the creative process that I
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find most enjoyable, and ultimately the most profitable,
in the one roll assignment. While the individual re
sults of the assignment are Impossible to predict, the
basic interpretations and style that each photographer
has are consistent, and it is observing, analyzing and
learning from these that makes the one roll assignment
worthwhile for me. I have summed up my impressions of
the assignment by reducing my assessment of each par
ticipant's style to one word:

Tony Alderson
Earl Anderson

Bob Kneisel

David Kuntz

Bill Shepard
Jerry Walter
Paul Wing

Lighthearted
Sensitive

Straightforward
Surreal

Creative

Dynamic
Picturesque

What do you think? Whether or not you agree with that,
I think we can all agree that the one roll assignment
again provided an entertaining and enjoyable show.

—David Kuntz, Program Director

m\cago

PSA Convention

There was a significant omission in last month's NEWS
write-up which listed the stereo programs at the August
PSA Convention in Chicago. Rolf Koch of West Germany
will be presenting "Romantisce Strasse" (The Romantic
Road). This program will feature slides relating to
the 350 km road from Wurzburg to Fuessen in West
Germany. It includes many charming landscapes, fine
Baroque castles, interesting churches, and villages.
It will be presented in a special format: 40x40mm
superslide pairs projected with Kodak Carousels syn
chronized with music and commentary in English. It
will be a real treat for all attenting.

Movie Division News

Formal shooting has begun on the Division's first 3-D
film production. The final planning session was con
ducted at the regular quarterly meeting on Saturday,
June 2, at the Longley Way Center in Arcadia, chaired
by John Hart. The "show and tell" portion of the meet
ing featured Edd McWatters' award-winning (2-D) comedy
short.

Then, a group gathered early Saturday morning, June 9,
to begin shooting various scenes from the Alan Williams/
Tony Alderson script. Alan is also directing the film
and Stu Weisbuch is behind the camera, a I6mm Eclair
with an Elgeet stereo attachment. Props are coordin
ated by Susan Pinsky, and Daphne Shepard is in charge
of costumes. Other members involved in various pro
duction aspects and acting are Earl Colgan, David
Starkman, Holly Weisbuch, John Hart, Oliver Dean, Bill
Shepard, Tony Alderson, Charlie Piper, and John
Rupkalvis.

Once the shooting schedule is completed, editing and
soundtrack recording will begin. SCSC members can
look forward to a premier showing at an upcoming monthly
meeting. Anyone desiring to get involved in 3-D movie
making should contact Division Director John Hart at
(818)248-1446 or (818)446-0131x215.

—Bill Shepard, Division Director

Holography In L. A.

There are two holography shows currently in progress
in the area that will be playing through the summer.

One is at the USC Atelier Gallery on Santa Monica Place
in Santa Monica at 4th & Broadway. This should be the
best of the two, but unfortunately it isn't. I found
it conceptually interesting, technically disappointing,
and amateurishly produced. The show is titled "The
People of Los Angeles" and features portraits of ordin
ary people. Unfortunately, the holograms (multiplex
holograms, holographic stereograms or integral holo
grams) do not contain a lot of 3-D because they were
executed poorly and constructed improperly. There is
also a group of 12-15 8x10 Nimslo transparencies which
are quite interesting. The "Big Sound Environment",
meant to engulf the viewers, was not functioning when
I saw the show. An interesting catalog ($10) with 3-
color anaglyphs is available. Free, M-F 12-9, SAT 10-
6, SUN 11-6, free parking, through August 26. Info(213)
680-1801. My recommendation: Don't go out of your way.

The second show is at the Museumof Science and Industry
in Exposition Park near the Coliseum (until July 14,
at which time it moves to the Space Building). Here
you will see excellent multiplex holograms, several
white-light holograms, two excellent post-laser por
traits, and embossed holograms (of the type that recent
ly appeared on the cover of National Geographic). The
show is of very high quality and well put together.
Unfortunately several explanatory devices were not
working while I was there. There is a fine collection
of souvenir holograms available in the gift shop.
Call first for hours (213)744-7413 because of sudden
closures due to lack of volunteer help. The show is
highly recommended.

—Tony Alderson

The July issue of Popular Photography featured an
article called "80 Years of Japanese Cameras".
These two stereo cameras were included:

1955—Stereo Rocca

By 1955, the 35-mm stereo fad was in full
swing, witfi all but two of Ifie 19 stereo cam
eras listed in the 1955 Phoiography Direc
tory using 35-mm film. The Stereo Rocoa,
made by Rokuwa Co., was an exception to
this dominant film size. It used 120 roll film
but. oddly enough, produced 24 sets of ste
reo pairs per standard 120 roll. These mea
sured 23x24 mm. a size compatible with 35-
mm stereo viewers. Constructed of molded

Bakeiite. it was one of the few stereo cam
eras produced in Japan.

1907—Sakura Stereo Prano

A stereoscopic camera, the Sakura Stereo
Prano was produced by Konishi Honten as
a nearly exact copy of the popular Stereo
Premo produced by the Rochester Optical
Co., Rochester, N.Y. Because quality
lenses and shutters were not produced in
the early years of the Japanese camera In
dustry, the Stereo Prano's shutter and
lenses—4x5 Planatographs—were import
ed from America and were identical to the
ones used on the Stereo Premo.

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY

JULY 1984
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- ISCC

Every year the Stereo Division of the Photographic
Society of America (PSA) sponsors the International
Stereo Club competition. Fifteen stereo camera clubs
from around the world, including the Stereo Club of
Southern California, participate in a friendly compet
itive exchange of slides, much like our local Club
competitions. Last year SCSC won first place in the
contest.

There are three competitions comprising a yearly compe
tition. Each club submits six different slides to each
of the three. Each competition is hosted by a different
club, in a rotating fashion. Last November SCSC hosted
the first session for the 1983-84 season.

In February the Victorian 3-D Association in Australia
judged the second competition of the year. SCSC was
represented with slides from David Starkman, Susan
Pinsky, Jerry Walter, Rick Finney, Tim Cardinale and
David Hutchison. Hutchison's slide "First Snow" (pre
miered at the January Club meeting), won First Place
by unanimous decision of the judges.

The third and final competition of the year was hosted
by the Chicago Stereo Camera Club in May. SCSC sub
mitted slides made by Earl Colgan, Marjorie Webster,
Oliver Dean, Marilyn Felling, Rich Evans, and Tony
Alderson. HMs were awarded to Oliver Dean for "Phantasm
of the Sea" and Tony Alderson for "Catch".

Final results were established at this competition.
First place for the year was won by the Chicago Stereo
Camera Club with a cumulative score of 160 points for
the year. SCSC tied for fourth place with the Oakland
Camera Club, each with 129 points. Top slide for 1983-
84was won by Dr. Werner Weiserof Deutsche Gesellschaft
fUr Stereoskopie for his slide "Winter Morning". Thanks
to all our slide makers who participated this year.

—Tony Alderson, ISCC Coordinator

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

GET YOUR TICKETS READY I

Actually, you don't have to buy tickets to the Los
Angeles County Fair so long as you sit awhile at the
stereo exhibit booth. From September 13th to 30th,
you and a guest can park and enjoy the Fair for free,
either before or after booth-sitting. Please sign up
by the August 16 Club meeting, where you will also see
the accepted slides, some of which (about 80) will be
on view at the Fair for literally thousands of Fair-
goers to see in the Roto-viewers.

Everyone is invited to ENTER SLIDES into the Inter
national Exhibition at the Fair. Slides must be sub

mitted by August 8. For entry forms send to Aileen
Robinson, PC Box 22S0, Pomona CA 91769.

Judging is Saturday, August 11. We could really use
some help that day keeping score, projecting, and so
on. We get a free lunch in the deal and it's fun!
Please see me to get started.

—Bob Kneisel, 1984 Stereo Chairman

Things have been a little slow on the Exhibition circuit

due to no Exhibition closings for the past few months.
But now the Exhibitions have picked up again, with the
PSA International Exhibition closing on June 30, and
these new ones to start off the second half of 1984:

FRI JUL 27 Closing - PSA Traveling Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Ben Shook, APSA, 8815 Fallbrook
Way, Sacramento CA 95826

WED AUG 8 Closing - Los Angeles County Fair
Forms - Aileen Robinson, PC Box 2250
Pomona CA 91769

SAT AUG 11 Closing - Third Dimension Society, England
Forms - Mel Lawson, 1400 S. Joyce St (A513)
Arlington VA 22202

And to be prepared, there are five other Exhibition
closings this year: September 8, October 4, 23 and 30,
and November 1; details later. Be prepared for this
big drainall at once on your Exhibition-quality slides.

Each year a tally is made of acceptances by each indi
vidual for the International Stereo Exhibitions. This

list is compiled by Erma Lauck, APSA, and is published
in the PSA Journal. In 1983 there were 18 Exhibitions

— 15 in the U.S., 1 in England and 2 in Australia.
This is a listing of how our Club members rated:

Quiz

Exhibitions Slide

Stereographer Entered * Acceptances

Marjorie Adams 12 29

Max Bruensteiner 7 8

Don Cast 10 21

Earl Colgan 16 33

Carl Felling 6 12

Marilyn Felling 6 11

Rick Finney 17 46

Allan Griffin 18 66

Conrad Hodnlk 9 21

David Hutchison 8 16

Jim Lott 9 16

Susan Pinsky 14 29

Lee Pratt 5 8

Sylvia Sikes 7 10

David Starkman 14 35

Stergis Stergis 15 46

Russ Terrill 8 21

Steve Traudt 3 5

Jerry Walter 18 60

Bruce Wendorff 8 13

Paul Wing 11 32

* Exhibitons entered with at least one

acceptance, or judged

II 11 1
What is the maximum number of squares that can be formed
from twelve matchsticks? (Assume that the matchsticks may
not be broken and are allowed to touch only at their ends.)

Answer next month..,
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Notes for Ne^e^Stereographers
Previsualization

If you were fortunate enough to attend the June Club
meeting you had the opportunity for a first-hand view
of previsualization. This is the key work that made
the "one roll assignment" click, and made it a great
success as we saw the slides unfold on the screen for
the first time for anyone, including the makers. And
previsualization is the one trick that will get you
making good 3-D slides right from the start, if you
concentrate on it.

What you did not see at the June meeting were randomly
exposed slides, or the "best" carefully chosen from a
roll of the same subject. No one had the chance to go
through his slides to find the ones with the best com
position, lighting, exposure, and subject/story-telling
matter. No, in this case, each photographer had to
concentrate intently on each slide he made, for he
could not take a number of second chances.

To the best of his ability, he had to previsuallze
exactly what the final slide would look like, and what
he wanted it to look like. For the most part it is
safe to say that each slide was preconceived, and the
photographer carefully progressed through a number of
mental and visual manipulations before the shutter was
finally depressed.

* Does the photo subject fit the theme?
* Is it direct with the message?
* Is it simple to understand?
* Does it fill the frame, making best use of

all space available?
* What should be the f/stop for the most

important subject of the slide?
* Should I actually take this picture now, or

wait for better lighting, composition, or
material?

* Etc., etc.

But this type of questioning should not be limited to
the one roll assignment. As a newer stereographer,
your results will be far better if you give some ad
vanced thought to your work. Analyze the elements.
Carefully study the image in the viewfinder. Notice
how composition changes when you move left or right,
forward or backward, even though the movement may be
only a few feet. (The 35mm focal length lenses in our
stereo cameras respond very quickly to new subjects due
to camera location shift.) Always think of the possible
improvements possible with the given subject/location.

Avoid the point-and-shoot syndrome. Don't be seduced
into compulsive shooting Just because you have film in
your camera. Be sure the view contains what you want
to say, all by itself, without verbal explanation. Be
sure the picture reflects your personal response to the
subject. Bringing back a "record" is not enough.

Instead, think and plan (even to the time of day you
will be shooting) and your results will be far more
rewarding to you. And more rewarding to those with
whomyou share your slides. Happy shooting this summer!

Mid-life Crisis

I am in a stereo mid-life crisis. After six years of
involvement with stereo photography I have progressed
to the point where I can consistently take technically
competent,pictures, but I can only produce masterworks
on a hit-and-miss basis.

I think most photographers
go through this transition;
progressing to the point
of relative competence
really takes no more than
a certain amount of experi
ence and some attention to

the nature of the processes
involved in photography.
But what allows one to go
beyond this point; to go
from competency to excel
lence? In my mind, the
first step is simply the
conscious commitment to do

so. The attainment of ex

cellence is not something
that one will fall into or

come by simply through
time; it is a process which
must be entered with full

commitment of all of one's

abilities and resources.

This frame of mind sets the stage for all that must
follow.

Specifically, in photography, this means spending the
time to get the results you want. While it is some
times possible to produce a great picture with a "grab
shot", most good photography requires time and careful
attention to detail. Another important step is the
ability to evaluate one's own work critically. While
we may pass off average photos in our vacation or fam
ily albums, to produce artistically satisfying photo
graphs we must not only learn to recognize our mis
takes, but take the steps necessary to correct them.

In the same vein, one of the most valuable sources of
information on how to improve your photography is the
advice and constructive criticism of more experienced
photographers. This is one of the main functions that
the Club serves, and it is through competitions that
one gets much of the feedback that is necessary for
improving our photography. It is the willingness to
accept criticism and distill the useful information out
of it, no matter in what manner it is given, that en
ables us to eliminate mistakes we may not be fully
aware of. Those who are afraid that their egos will be
shattered by low scores in competition or who cannot
accept criticism given in anything but the lightest
manner, are ignoring one of the best learning experi
ences in photography. Not only do competitions force
us to realize what is good or bad in our own work, it
also allows us to develop theability to analyze other's
photography. Seeing the product of more skilled pho
tographers on a regular basis is a valuable part of our
training.

One essential ingredient of good photography, and prob
ably the most difficult skill to develop, is creativity.
To develop creativity, we must be willing to admit that
our own viewpoint is not unique, and be ready to try
seeing subjects from something other than our normal
perspective. Once again, viewing the works of other
photographers exposes us to different viewpoints and
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expands our awareness of the perceptual process. To
Increase creativity we must be willing to experiment;
this means turning a slide upside-down in the viewer,
just to see if it looks better that way!

The path to excellence is not one that can be taken
casually; it requires a conscious commitment and a
concerted effort over a long period of time. For many
of those who dabble in stereo photography this choice
may be a difficult one; for me it was very easy.

—David Kuntz

It is true that the camera is a superb recording
instrument, which will faithfully document what
it sees. But it can also be used as a creative

tool. Just as painters employ varying techniques
with their tools — brushes, palette, knives and
pigments—so too the photographers can use their
range of equipment — films and filters—to pro
duce a wide range of differing images. And just
as there is no limit to the ways in which artists
can approach their subjects, so too the possibili
ties for visual discovery with the camera are
virtually endless.

—Jean Isaccs

Camera Canada 3/83

Antique Stereo Views

The enthusiastic response to the unannounced extra
program at the June 2ist Club meeting has prompted me
to write a few words giving the Club members a little
background on this show.

The idea of taking antique stereo views, making slides
out of them and projecting them in 3-D is not at all
new. 3-D fans have probably been doing this since slide
film became popular. A few years ago View-Master did
a wonderful series of antique views converted to reels
called "Old Time Stereo". These consisted of rare and

famous views from the collections of the Keystone View
Company and the Library of Congress. The first time
Susan and I projected these with our View-Master Stereo-
matic 500 projector we were convinced that this was the
most impressive way to look at antique stereo views.

I discovered that it was quite easy to make slide copies
myself, using a 35nmi SLR on a copy stand, with Koda-
chrome slide film and Realist mounts. I simply filled
the viewfinder from top to bottom with the image, start
ing with the right one, and aligning it straight with
the bottom edge of the viewfinder. Of course, you will

see part of the adjacent image, but this will be masked
when the slide is mounted. I used blue BCA lamps to
provide the proper color balance. Even though the
images are black and white, I used color slide film
because this is the easiest way to get a positive image.
It also captured sepia tones and hand-tinting. A few
tests were required to determine the exact amount of
magnification needed, based on the final mounting aper
ture of the slide mount. My first attempts worked
quite easily in the Realist mounts.

About a year ago, Susan and I volunteered to give tech
nical assistance to the California Museum of Photogra
phy, at UC Riverside. They own the extensive Keystone-
Mast Collection of antique stereo views, consisting of
about 300,000 original glass stereo plate negatives,
and contact proofs. In the past, lectures showing
images from the collection were always illustrated
with flat slides. We had been trying to convince them
that the University basically already had most of the
equipment that it needed to present the stereo originals
as 3-D slides. ,

After our meeting with the Curator to discuss the re
quirements for stereo slide duplicates, the University's
A-V department made an excellent set of uncut slide
duplicates. These were turned over to me and Susan for
the actual cutting and mounting (the joys of volunteer
work). We had already decided that instead of using
Realist mounts, that we would use separate 2"x2" mounts
with 24mmsquare openings. We chose this format because
the University already owned numerous Carousel Ekta-
graphic projectors, and this system would ultimately
make the 3-D projection more automatic. The 24mm
square opening was chosen because this is a standard
available size, and most closely matches the square
format of the originals, allowing for the least possible
cropping. Gepe (rhymes with "preppie") brand mounts
were chosen for their precision design, which also in
corporates ultra-thin glass.

Mounting is actually very similar to Realist-format
mounting. The two mounts are placed slde-by-side on a
light box, and the two film chips are aligned and ori
ented in the same way. If a 0.5" spacer is placed be
tween the slide mounts, the images are centered at
2.5", and a pair of lenses may be held in place for
stereo viewing during the mounting process. I actually
have a swing-into-place stereo viewer mounted on a
light box for this purpose.

One trick which can be done with separately mounted
2"x2" stereo pairs is that one can be superimposed on
top of the other to check for vertical and rotational
alignment errors. After a final check the mounts are
thumb-spotted in the lower left corner of each. I use
a red dot for the right slides, black for the left.

This isn't meant to be a complete mounting lesson, but
it gives you an idea of how we did this show.

Twin-projector 3-D projection is actually the simplest
part. The projectors may be arranged side-by-side or
one above the other. Basically the images projected
by the two projectors are superimposed on the screen.
This may be done with a pair of target slides, or even
a pair of empty slide mounts, using the apertures to
superimpose on each other. I made this a bit simpler
by putting a red filter in one mount, a blue in the
other. When they are not superimposed the color fringes
are obvious. When superimposed a uniform color is seen.

Polarizers are the last step. These can be taped to
the front of the projector lenses, one at a time, and
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checked by actual projection and locking through 3-D
glasses. The right eye should only see the right pro
jected image, and vice versa for the left.

In a nutshell, that's how the slides were prepared and
projected on June 21st at the Club. A final note is
that these were actually a second generation set of
duplicates which I made from the ones which we mounted
for the University (made with their permission). The
mounting was accomplished in just one day by a combined
team effort of Susan Pinsky, Tony Alderson, and me.
Now that the slides are mounted we look forward to ex

panding this show and sharing it in the future.

In the end, there is the fascination of simply seeing
60 to 100 year old images projected in 3-D. Even though
black-and-white, they show an astounding depth and
realism. It is hard to believe how old the images are.
It is something to think about. Our non-commercial
slide images may be the only 3-D legacy of this era to
be passed on to future generations. It is fun to think
that just as we have applied out own technology to
images of the last century, the next century may be
converting and viewing our Images to some future tech
nology that will be viewed floating in space, viewed
without glasses.

—David Starkman

Tues., June 19, 1984

GRAND CANfQM ADVENWRE

tmax Premieres Huge-Format Title; 3-D Process In Works
Br WILL TUSHER

Tusayao, Ariz., June 18 — The
world premiere of "Grand Canyon
— The Hidden Secrets," unfolded
on a screen towering six stories
high at the opening last Saturday of
The Grand Canyon Theater here.

The film, ihrM years in the max-
ing, was shot inli^ and projected
on an 82- by 60-foot Imax screen.
The theater, in this small town on
the outskirts of the national park,
was transformed into a cinematic
roller coaster as Imax cameras rode
the waves with adventuren attemp
ting to tame the rapids, and as un
seen airplanes plunged down dizzy
precipices.

For many, the true-life adventure
film offered up more thrills than
"Indiana Jones And The Temple Of
Doom." The audience repeatedly
broke into applause and shouted in
appreciative excitement.

Imax plans to heighten its impact
by going 3-D. In addition to 10 new
Inm and/or Omnimax installations
on the drawing boards for 1985,
two already are under construction
for Expo '85, the World's Fair at
Tsukuba,Japan.

One theater will be conventional
Imax and the other will be the
world's first 3-D Omnimax. Imax
and Omnimax are sister systems,
except that the Omnimax is a
domed theater, permitting a 180-
degree view.

The move into 3-D was
during the premiere ceremonies by
Allan Bowen, marketing manager

of Toronto-based Imax Systems
Corp., which has been designing
the interior, sightlines, projection
booths and seating of Imax and
Omnimax theaters worldwide.

Computer Generated

He told Daily Variety that the
new 3-D.process, developed by the
Fujitsu Computer Co., will be en
tirely computer generated, and 3-D
glasses willbe needed. Theprocess
will be introduced in a special Imax
film on birdJife.

Ayearbefore theofficial opening
of the 1986 World's Fair in Van
couver, Canada, an Imax film on
great forms of transportation will
represent the first Imax 3-D show
ing, using thesame Fujitsu process.

The Preview Pavilion of the Van
couver Fair will feature the world's
largest Imax screen — 86 feet in
diameter.

Bowen said bedoes notanticipate
Imax films running longer than a
half-hour in the forsceable future
("Grand Canyon: The Hidden Se
crets" runs 33 minutes). But that
has not inhibited the global spread
of the process.

An Imax theater opened at Ken
nedy Space Center in Florida the
same day "Grand Canyon" pre
miered at the Grand CanyonThea
ter. An Imax complex goes into
operation at the Los Angeles
Museum of Science & industry Julv'
11. A July 1 opening has been
scheduled for an Imax house at the

Edmonton (Canada) Space Sciences
Center.

Indonesia was introduced to Imax
a month ago when the Golden
Snail, a snaU-shaped Imax theater,
opened at the Tamman Mini (cul
tural) Park in Jakarta. Two months
ago Japan received its first Imax ex
perience with the unveiling of an
Imax theater at the Yokohama
Children's Museum.

Imaxhas beenpacking themin at
the Canadian Pavilion of the
World's Fair at New Orleans. An
Imax installation will be unveiled in
Decemberin the Hague.

The expansion continues pell-
mell in 1985with the opening an
Imax theater in February in Seoul,
Korea, and another the following
month in Paris. Both are under con
struction.

Ten more are on the drawing
board, according to Bowen, but he
declined to specify sites or targeted
completion dates with funding still
in negotiation on mostof thosepro
jects.

Los Angeles-based Cinema
Group, a film production and fun
ding organization; Investmore Ltd.;
World Cinemax, and the Halvorson-
Sieboldconstruction company are
partnered in the Grand Canyon The
ater venture, which built the 525-
seat Imax theater in here.

"Grand Canyon; The Hidden
Secrets," created, written and
coproduced by Kieth Merrill, is a
World Cinemax production of a
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Idont care if the stewardessdoes
wantto make a upside-down cakel

QPSriSyQ,

Cinema Group and Investmore Ltd.
Presentation, shown here in six-
channel Dolby sound, was designed
and supervised by the Sprocket
Systems division of Lucasfllm.

The theater plans to equip itself
for commercial 35m feature presen
tations as well.

While feature film use of the
Imax format is considered technolo
gically feasible, that transition has
yet to overcome the skepticism of
those associated with the process.
They are convinced, on the basis of
studies, that because of the spec
tacular nature of Imax it is limited
to an audience attention span in the
range of a half-hour.

Other Obstacles
Other more practical obstacles

are seen in cost and the paucity of
theaters with Imax screens. Imax is
three times the size of 70m nega
tives stock, 10 times the frame size
of 35m. The film is pulled through
the projector horizontally.

The Imax negative has 15 per
forations a frame contrasted with
the four-per-frame of 35m and the
fivc-per-frame of 70m. Despite the
enormity of thescreen, theclarityis
well nigh flawless.

"It's (feature film use) been
talked about for 10 years," ob
served Bowen, "but no one has
really come up with the way to do
it."

He said, however, that major
studios are beginning to talk about
the possibility.
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The Stere^Jiplympics

It's time for the 1984 Summer Olympic Games. Do you know where your
stereo camera is? The spectacle of the 1984 Olympics, here in Los
Angeles, is a golden opportunity to take lots of interesting, colorful
stereo photographs. When is the last time you had the opportunity to
see and photograph the Olympic Games? When will you be able to again?

The Olympics offer a multitude of opportunities to take excellent
stereo slides, in full color and full depth, something few other pho
tographers will be doing to document the event. The grace, form, and
power of the contests themselves provide but one subject — for those
lucky and persevering enough to obtain tickets.

But haven't you noticed? Los Angeles has its brightest banners flying
on avenues all over town (and country) leading to the events. There
are giant stars atop City Hall, pylons piercing the sky at the compe
tition sites, and multitudes of colors, colors, colors wherever the
Olympic Arts Festival events are being staged, displayed and conducted.
Check for special attractions, such as the downtown DWP building with
the interior and fountains illuminated nightly, but only through August
19. Many areas have a special sparkle during these times.

To our out-of-town readers I can only say that, yes, it is true, for
the most part the entire community is caught up totally in the Olympics,
and "wish you were here".

Our Club's Movie Division has led the way with its 3-D movie version,
of the Olympics. So don't be caught after the Games wishing you had
some personal visual souveniers, or some prize-winning stereo slides
of this festive and historic moment in time. Go out there and compete,
in the Stere'^'^oiympics!

MEETINGS; Third Thursday of each month {except July & E>ecember) at 7:30 at the
Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 So. Par);view St., L.A. Visitors and guests always
welcome. MEMDERSHIP; TUinual dues are Single/SlZj Couple/S18; Patron/any add'l
amount, all due July 1. New me.mbership dues are prorated for the first partial
year. Send new dues to the Hembership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS
is published monthly; S8 for 12 issues for non-members; send feas to the Editor.
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Quiz

e e 6 0 e e 6 0 0

What is the maximum number of squares that can be formed
from twelve matchsticks? (Assume that the matchsticks may
not be broken and are allowed to touch only at their ends.)

Six. Most people
forget about the
third dimension.
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Stereo Activity Calendar

SAT AUG 11 Judging-L.A. County Fair Stereo Exhibition
Pomona Fair Grounds - 9 AM - All welcome

THU AUG 16 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
200^great slides from the L.A. County Fair
Stereo Exhibition

FRI AUG 24 Disneyland Outing
FRI AUG 31 Movie Division Meeting - Arcadia - 7:30
SAT SEP 1 Copy Deadline - September NEWS
THU SEP 20 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

First Club Competition

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to this new Club member:

ALAN J. SEGAL

13291 Coast St.

Garden Grove CA 92644-1717

(714)897-3179 (R)
(714)896-3973 (B)

Club membership anniversaries for August:

Paul Artman - 1 year
Fred Coops - 9 years
Terry Crosby - 4 years
Rick Finney - 10 years
Roy Ireland - 1 year
Harry Poster - 3 years
David Robinson - 2 years
Hal Stanton - 7 years
Stergis Stergis - 25 years
Nathan Wong - 6 years

mm
Let's Join Together...

...On August 16

In August we will feature at the Club meeting all the
accepted slides in the L.A. County Fair International
Stereo Exhibition. Slides from all over the world are

judged in this Exhibition. We will see all the accepted
slides; only the award winners will be shown in the
rotoviewers at the County Fair Grounds during the Fair.
You will see a great variety of slides from many other
stereographers. Plan to be with us for fun and certain
inspiration.

—Tony Alderson, Program Director

Disneyland Outing

Let's to go Disneyland!

Friday August 24 will be the day. The
primary objective is to see the great
3-D movie in the evening (which will be here only for
thesummer). But there area zillion other attractions.
For this outing we are choosing a Friday, when the
crowds will be a little less than a weekend. We will

have two meeting times: 2 PM and 6:30 PM, at the Flag
Pole at the south end of Main Street. So if you can
join us only in the evening, please do! Our stereo
cameras will be our recognition devices. Remember
also there is a price break for evening-only admission.
Please call Disneyland at (213)626-8605 for the current
rates. Let's get together and make some day and/or
evening shots in this wonderful park, and just enjoy
the company as fellow stereographers.

—George Cushman, Outing Director

Movie Division News

Those who were able to attend the showing of the initial
footage of our movie project at the Weisbuch's, after
the last Club meeting, were favorably impressed with
the group's creative effort and anxious to continue.

Unfortunately, we have not been able to schedule an
August shoot because of conflicting business and va
cation schedules among group members. However, it has
been decided that we will meet on Friday, August 31 at
7:30 PM at the Longley Way School Youth Center at Las
Tunas and Warren Way in Arcadia to plan a shoot on the
following morning, Saturday, September 1. You are
invited to share any recent footage you have taken at
the Friday evening meeting. David, Bill and John will
be anxious to share- their new Powell Cameras and their
recent efforts with this new equipment.

—John Hart, Movie Division Director
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—. Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News
WED AUG 8 Closing - Los Angeles County Fair Exhib.
SAT AUG 11 Judging - Los Angeles County Fair Exhib.

^ SAT AUG 11 Closing - Third Dimension Society, England
SAT SEP 8 Closing - Detroit Stereo Exhibition

Forms - Teddy Hoskins,9501 Vaughn, Detroit
Michigan 48228

^ THU OCT 4 Closing - Rheinland Exhibition, Germany
Forms - Heinrich P. Stuffertz, Traarer
Strasse: 121, D-4150 Krefeld 11, West
Germany

^ TUE OCT 23 Closing - S4C Exhibitin, California
TUE OCT 30 Closing - Southern Cross, Australia
THU NOV 1 Closing - San Bernardino, California
MON NOV 12 Closing - Genesee Valley, New York

— L. A. COUNTY FAIR

You are all welcome to come by the Fine Arts Building
at the Pomona Fair Grounds on Saturday, August 11, to

^ assist and/or view the stereo Exhibition judging start
ing at 9 AM. Take the Ganesha Blvd exit north from the
San Bdo Fwy, then turn right on McKinley Ave and proceed
to the Fair Ground entrance. This is your only oppor-

^ tunity to see all of the slides submitted, and a fine
chance to observe fellow Club members and judges Oliver
Dean, John Hart and Stuart Weisbuch render a decision

on each slide, and then come to grips with the decision
^ of top awards including Best of Show. Please come by

to watch.

PSA EXHBITION, CHICAGO

^ Perhaps the most coveted award given in International
Stereo Exhibitions is the Charles A, Kinsley Memorial
Award, given in the Exhibition held in conjunction with
the annual PSA Convention. It is awarded to the maker

^ of the best three slides, and part of the award criteria
is variety. This year the Stereo Kinsley was awarded
to the Club's own EARL COLGAN for three varied slides
shwoingYosemite Falls, a female model, and a Poinsettia

^ macro close-up. Many of the top award winners this
year were relative newcomers: Bob Leonard, Stan White,
and Valeria Sardy. The Exhibition will be presented
twice at the PSA Convention in Chicago, August 20- 23.

f...Classified

FOR SALE: Used Realist masks in good condition. Dis
tant, medium and close-up, from an estate. $8.00 per
100 masks, plus $1.00/100 if shipped. Jerry Walter,
1098 Montecito Dr., LA 90031 (213)225-8042

FOR SALE; Copy of V-M checklist, 1400 Sawyers singles
w/discriptions, over 50 pages. Send $12. Also 37c large
SASE for list of 6000+ V—M reels. Harry Poster, PO Box
1883, So. Hack. NJ 07608 (201)794-9606 or 794-6696.

FOR SALE; Kodak Carousel #760H Projector, whisper-
quiet operation, remote control, fwd-rev-auto focus,
reliable gravity feed. Slide tray capacity 140 slides.
UL listed, CSA app'd Many add'l features w/ two Carou
sel film holders. Also Bell & Howell Filmsonic DCR 21

control, audiotronics Model //152 S closset #152, 4 dif-
cords, microphone. Never been used, from Retirement
Home recreation center. Paid $460, make offer. Ruby
Steins, 440 N. Pasadena #912, Pasadena CA 91101 (818)
792-8739.

3-D GOES 3-E!
Entertaining Exciting! Educational

Trade Fair/Convention - National Stereoscopic Association
Buy, Sell, TradeStereogrophlco and Ptiotogrophica

Sheraton Wayfarer Inn —Bedford/Manchester. New Hampshire
August 17, 18, 19, 1984 —C'Early Bird" Start is 7 am first two days)

Registration FeeFor All Convention Activities Except Banquet And Tour
S15.00 (Non-Members)

Admission ToTrade Fair Only - S3.00 ($2.00 for Senior Citizens and
Students with I.D.)

InlormaHon: SASE to Louronce Wolfe, P.O. Box 62, North Sutton, N.H. or
Phone Don Braceo. r617T 369-8347

3-D Film In Canada

The following article was sent in by Stan White, from
Oakville, Ontario, Canada, and came from the Toronto
Star, June 16, 1984.

SUDBURY — The turtle, a few feet below the water's
surface, swims majestically toward me, only an arm's
length away. It stares ahead unblinking, seaweed
clinging to its shell. It is so real that one involun
tarily draws back as it gets closer.

The scene shifts. The branch of a maple, the spring
leaves a glistening green, leaps out from the screen
and trembles in the wind inches from my nose.

The illusion is almost perfect. "If someone had splash
ed water on me I would have sworn I was sitting on the
edge of that waterfall," said one of the workers as we
left the theater along a tunnel cut through the rock.

The guy who brought Canadians the Academy Award winning
Expo '67 film "A Place To Stand" has done it again —
this time with spectacular effect in 3-D.

"It doesn't have a title yet," said Chris Chapman fol
lowing the first successful run-through of the film
last week at Sudbury's Science North Centre. "Some
times a name is obvious; sometimes its harder. We
haven't decided yet."

Named, or unnamed, the film is certain to be the number
one attraction at Sudbury's new science centre which
opens June 19.

It took Chris and his brother, Francis, a year to shoot
on a budget of $680,000 and is unlike anything else to
be seen in Canada. There are only two other films as
technically advanced in the world, both of them in the
United States.

"What makes it different from other 3-D films — like
"Jaws 3-D" say — is that they are produced on 35mm
film and we've used 70mm," explained Francis, "that
gives you much better quality which you can put onto a
big screen."

The result is the eye is completely fooled. The scenes
and images of Ontario's northland — lakes and water
falls, Canada geese, beaver, cardinals on a tree branch
— are perfect in color and detail and when one puts
on special polarized glasses they all suddenly become
real. When the camera approaches the edge of a water
fall and peers over, the visual sense of depth makes
it seem as though one is looking over the brink in
person.

The film is only one piece in an overall strategy to
make Sudbury a must-stop in the itineraries of the 1.4
million vacationers a year who travel on the highways
through the city. The film was commissioned by Science
North and can't be seen anywhere else. There's little
doubt that the film will impress and delight visitors
of all ages and alone will make it worthwhile stopping
at Sudbury this summer.
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B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY B GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORYClub Competition Summary
MAY CUM MAY CUM

1983-84 COMPETITION WRAP-UP
Marilyn Felling57 303 David Hutchison MAY COMPETITION RESULTS AND FINAL STANDINGS

59 295

56 298 Rich Evans 53 292 Earl Colgan

57 291 Marjorie Webster — 123 Howard Frazee

55 288 Tony Alderson 40 118.,5 Bill Daggett
57 287.5 Bill Daggett — 108 George Cushman
57 286 Earl Anderson — 63 Richard Ogle

54 282 Howard DeVorkin — 58 Rich Evans

58 282 Leighton Stewart A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY — 55 Bill Shepard

55 279 A1 Bohl
MAY CUM

— 22 Leighton Stewart

52 279 Bob Kneisel — 18 George Skelly

55 277 Ursula Sylvan 65 316.25 Jerry Walter

57 233 Marshall Stewart 61 311 Susan Pinsky
— 213 Robert See 56 306.25 David Kuntz A GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CAT]

59 175 John Konrad 59 305 Rick Finney
MAY CUM

— 175 George Skelly 58 304 Russ Terrill

56 171 John Hart 58 301 Ward Clark 59 314 Ward Clark

— 170 Bert Sikli 55 296.25 Marilyn Felling 56 307. 5 Jerry Walter
— 119 LeRoy Barco 55 296.25 David Starkman 59 302. 5 Rick Finney
— 118 George Cushman 59 294 Earl Colgan 56 301 Susan Pinsky
— 115 Jeff Sylvan — 237.33 Charles Piper 56 290 David Starkman

58 112 Edd McWatters — 190.5 Tim Cardinale 56 290 Russ Terrill

— 59 Harold Stanton — 183 Stuart Weisbuch — 234. 67 Charles Piper
— 54 James Riggs — 120 Carl Felling — 132 Carl Felling
— 54 Dorothy Westbrook — 118 Oliver Dean — 119 Oliver Dean

— 52 Richard Howe
— 56 Nathan Wong 57 97 Tony Alderson

The time has come to turn over the keyboard to whoever
will be the new season's Competition Director. I hope
it was as colorful and rewarding a competition year for
those of you who participated as it was for me.

Godzilla, my little grey - cheeked
parakeet, certainly got something
out of it — now that she has appear
ed in "Sheerluck Holmes Meets Godzilla
in the Singular Affair of the Missing
3-D Spectacles" as the major support
ing title role, she has become totally
stage-struck. Right now, while I am
looking back upon the past year, God
zilla is looking back over her shoul
der (while perched on my glasses, of
course) in a John Barrymore-like por
trait pose; her dark glasses and silk
scarf make it clear that she is ready to honor some
lucky agent with her availability. I just hope she
isn't counting too much on name identification.

We have tried to be innovative, in the spirit of our
imaginative Fearless Leader, Tony Alderson, who has
left us with a legacy of highly original front page
articles for the 3-D NEWS, as well as some splendid
ideas for Club activities and end of year rewards. Our
own immodest efforts included computerization of the
competition records (perhaps due for some revised
thinking), establishment of the Godzilla's Choice
Theme-of-the-Month Award, and a radical departure from
the trite loving cups and plaques when it came to Slide
of the Year awards. If you would like any or all of
these innovations continued (or discontinued!), be
sure to let the new Director know; your input will be
enormously helpful. After all, any Club director is
there to serve your needs, and he cannot do so if he
doesn't know what your needs are!

The year must not pass without special recognition and
thanks to Ursula and Jeff Sylvan, whose assistance on
the scoring table was dependable and competent to the

point of being indispensable, and to the many others
who helped with the projector and with the scoring
table on a one-shot basis.

In observing the Club's photographic efforts over the
past year, I have to say that, while imagination and
successful departure from the ordinary were often in
evidence, especially from our experienced competitors,
our beginners need help with some of the basics, such
as principles of lighting, design and composition, and
mounting.

Above all, we are especially weak in the nonconventional
category, which includes slide bar work with tabletop
setups and the like; I haven't seen a good black-light
picture, or a surreal or story-telling model scene, or
even a new bubbled-object picture in a long time.
When Tim Cardinale left, the art of doing trick setups
seemed to have left with him. Underwater stereo is

another area totally untouched by our group.

And let's not overlook sequences — here is a fascin
ating and rewarding application for stereo that tests
your ability to devise something worth saying through
a series of skillfully planned or well chosen slides.
The number of participants in the Club's Sequence Com
petition needs to be increased sharply.

As a final word, let me urge those of you who would
like to improve your picture taking skills to encourage
the new Club Board in its efforts to enlarge the work
shop activity for new members and old alike; after all,
there is no better way to improve your work than to
try something new, to get over that resistance to
taking pictures, and to have the thrill of evaluating
your own work when you get it back from the film pro
cessing company. Workshops and field trips have broken
the ice for numerous, workers who are winning medals
today. After you have actually taken pictures at a
workshop or field trip, you can turn out for compe
tition and turn on to 3-D. Good luck!

—Oliver Dean, 1983-84 Competition Director
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Mounting Comments

Both David Starkman and Mel Lawson have sent comments
to the Editor regarding the Notes On Mounting of a few
issues back. The following Notes are drawn from their
letters.

There are indeed other options to the Stereo Realist
film cutter. The Realist is the best for this format
but there are no less than half a dozen different
models of regular 35mm film cutters on the market, many
of which are suitable for Realist-format cutting with
only the slight modification or addition of a stopping
mark. For example, it is relatively easy to add such
a mark to the Kaiser film cutter, and be able to cut a
roll with accuracy good enough for Emde masks. Cutting
is even less critical for Realist/Sigma masks, where a
minor width variance will not get in the way of proper
mounting. New cutters are available from about $10 for
non-illuminated models, and $18 to $30 for illuminated
ones, some with built-in magnifiers. Please don't let
the lack of readily available Realist cutters deter
you from starting to mount your own stereo slides.

In addition to the Staticmaster brush, a can of "Dust-
Off" compressed air can be really handy for cleaning
the film chips and glass before assembling the glassed
slide.

Good mounting starts before one clicks the shutter, by
photographing mountable views. A good share of the
toil, trouble and time expended applying advanced tech
niques to mounting is to cope with problems in the
transparencies as captured on film. With attention to
composition and other factors, one can minimize the
need for graduate-level mounting. For example:

** Avoid un-horizontal horizons and tilting buildings
and leaning people. Although a slight amount of lean
ing can be corrected in mounting, it is a frustrating
procedure.

** Examine the scene for those often unnoticed grass
tufts, tree limbs and the like which are closer than
10 feet to the camera when infinity is also in the view.
That wayyou can avoid increased chip separation and/or
cropping to eliminate those wrong-side-of-the-window
obj ects.

** Pay attention to the viewfinder to detect and elim
inate any intruding objects at view edges which will
be visually distracting, such as plastic cups or the
like, and watch for prominent or eye-catching things
at the very edges which will show up on one chip but
not the other in final mounting.

** Have the right balance between sky and foreground
before you click the shutter to avoid chip shifting or
horizontal cropping later.

With attention towhat's there in the viewfinder before
snapping theshutter one can keep a good share of one's
mounting at the basic level.

A few other mounting hints: Make sure your film is
dead flat before you cut it. As soon as you get your
uncut film back from the processor, hang it up with
clips and a weight for a few days to take all the curl
out. If you do get some curl later, for whatever rea

son, and wind up with those little rainbows where the
film contacts the glass (Newton Rings), Newlo glass is
available (expensive) to eliminate this Ring problem.

Be looking around in scissors shops and the like for
a really good tweezers that will let you handle the
chips efficiently.

And finally, don't be led to believe that stereo slide
mounting has to take a great deal of time. With some
practice you should be able to cut a long roll and
slip the chips into aluminum masks, suitable for hand
viewer use, in about 30 minutes.

If you have any questions, comments, or thoughts for
other topics for these Notes, please do not hesitate
to contact the Editor.

NEATLY ARAANQEO TRIANGLES

Looking Backward to...

... July 15

The gala 1984 Awards Banquet was held at Pike's Verdugo
Oaks Restaurant, Glendale, on Sunday, July 15. The
private room was nicely decked out, with our own elab
orate buffet food service. A very social cocktail hour
preceded the affair on the very warm (outside) evening.
Louverne Clark gave the Invocation, Tony Alderson in
troduced the Past Presidents, and the hour of eating
began. Tables were then moved aside, the seats rear
ranged theater-style, and the program began. Tony pre
sented appreciation plaques to the 1983-84 Board mem
bers, each hand-crafted plaque complete with a hologram.
A first-time award, inset with a reflection hologram
and inscribed as follows, was then made: y

In recognition of
Extraordinary accomplishments

In the field of stereo photography
And for

Outstanding Contributions
To the stereoscopic community

STERGIS M. STERGIS, APSA

Shall hereafter be known as

DISTINGUISHED STEREOGRAPHER

Of the

Stereo Club of Southern California

Premier Award July 15, 1984

Installation Officer Oliver Dean, in most unusual re
galia, swore (or affirmed) in the new officers, and all
Club members present took an oath in support of the
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new Club management. New President Bob Kneisel gave an
encouraging "we-are-it" acceptance speech, and presented
Tony with a special viewer in appreciation of his year
of service. Oliver Dean then stepped into his other
role as Competition Director. Club Competition Par
ticipation Ribbons were given for entering all compe
titions in one category to:

David Hutchison Howard De Vorkin

Richard Evans Leighton Stewart
Marjorie Webster A1 Bohl
Tony Alderson Bob Kneisel
Bill Daggett Ursula Sylvan
Earl Anderson David Kuntz

Ribbons were then given for entering all competitions
in both categories:

Jerry Walter Ward Clark
Susan Pinsky Marilyn Felling
Rick Finney David Starkman
Russ Terrill Earl Colgan

Competition medals were then presented:

B Group Nonconventional A Group Nonconventional

1st Marilyn Felling 1st Ward Clark
2nd Earl Colgan 2nd Jerry Walter
3rd Howard Frazee 3rd Rick Finney

B Group Standard A Group Standard

1st David Hutchison 1st Jerry Walter
2nd Rich Evans 2nd Susan Pinsky
3rd Marjorie Webster 3rd David Kuntz

A most unique presentation of the Slide of the Year
Program was then made. Titled "Sheerluck Holmes Meets
Godzilla In The Singular Affair Of The Missing 3-D
Spectacles", Oliver had created a dialogue/repartee
between Holmes and Watson, and the five slides of all
23 participants were shown as Holmes sought for the
culprit. During the show the winning slides were an
nounced, as selected several weeks earlier by Julia
Fago, Wayne David, Russ Lewis and Owen Western, all
members of the San Diego Stereo Camera Club. The three
closing show slides, created by Oliver Dean, were sen
sational, and a must-see if ever the opportunity pre
sents itself. Trophies were donated by Bert Sikli,
Oliver Dean, Stergis Stergis, Jerry Walter, and the Club.

Honor Slides...

"Brooklyn Bridge Cables" Rich Evans
"Waterwheels and Contrails"...Carl Felling
"One Million B.C." Marilyn Felling
"First Snow" David Hutchison
"Orange/Yellow //I" David Hutchison
"Water-Blast!" David Starkman
"Daisy Dream" Jerry Walter
"Bryce Perfection" Jerry Walter
"Lily Sensation".... Jerry Walter
"Winter Dreamland"..... Jerry Walter

Most Promising New Member Rich Evans

Director's Choice...

"A Very Large Goose" Susan Pinsky

Best Animal...

"Max" John Konrad

Best People...

"Orange/Yellow #1" David Hutchison

Best Flower...

"Lily Sensation" Jerry Walter

Best Natural Scenic...

"One Million B.C." Marilyn Felling

Slide of the Year...

"Early Day In Port" Jerry Walter

This year the Slide of the Year Award was quite differ
ent and special: A reproduction of a stereoscope on a
pedestal, produced by T. M. Visual Industries, New
York. And inside the viewer was a stereo card of tjie
Slide of the Year itself!

George Skelly then presented all attending with a free
package of cardboard mask folders, with the following
note:

Fellow Stereographers:

Please accept this small token in thanks for your
continued support. It is the former Realist #2126
"folder", brought back by popular demand from
other parts of the country. We believe that it
is better and more economical than the Emde

counterpart. It is also projectable. Please
understand that it is not a stand alone, but is
designed for use with the Realist-style aluminum
mount. It is not intended to replace glass; it
is in no way capable of preventing or removing
fingerprints, unless placed in an acetate sleeve.
It is, however, useful in sending slides of Aunt
Minnie's cat, along with an inexpensive viewer.
Try them for the applications that don't need
glass.

Thanks for your continued support. We expect to
soon offer mounting glass at about one half the
current prices.

Yours to the third dimension and beyond...

George Skelly

All too soon the evening was over. But small groups
lingered to talk for an hour, and 1979-80 Club President
Tim Cardinale had shown up unexpectedly on this his
last day in the area before the final move of everything
else to the new home on Orcas Island, Washington.
Another era in history has begun, as the Club begins
its 30th year of promoting the enjoyment, art and
science of stereo photography.

0T^
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Photo Composition

By Parry C. Yob, PhotoGraphic Magazine, July 1981

There are, in this world, a great many natural scenes
that have become cliched compositions. They appear
over and over on postcards. Visitors in our national
parks snap them millions of times each year. Yosemite
Valley or the canyon and great falls of the Yellowstone
River probably rank highest when it comes to pictures
shot from exactly the same spot and in exactly the same
composition. Even the most hardened veteran cannot
resist making a picture or two from these "standard
spots". What makes these scenes so irresistible? The
fact is, there is a natural placement of objects and
tonal values which becomes evident the moment a camera

is pointed at the middle of any of these vistas.

Placement, Composition and Isolation

The position of an object is critical to the overall
effect of the picture. In a general way, composition
and placement are the same thing, but there is a dif
ference. Composition deals more with the overall
framing of a picture, while placement deals with plac
ing specific objects in the most effective position
they can occupy within the frame. In some cases, it is
possible to physically move an object to place it in
the best possible place, and in other cases it is pos
sible to change the position of the camera so that the
object changes position within the frame. If you pick
a mile-long stretch of horizon at sunset, for example,
the camera can be made to frame the same stretch of

horizon from either end of the mile, or from a point

0

0 0

0

0 0 0 0

1. The reversed capital "L" represents one of the most
useful and pleasing compositions, and lends itself par
ticularly well to scenes with tall buildings or cliffs.

2. The reversed "L" formed by three objects of differ
ent sizes.

3. The reversed-L composition, but this time ovals are
positioned so the L is less rigid. Even though ovals
are the same size, arrangement is pleasing.

4. Here objects of the same size form a rigid reversed
L. This arrangement is less pleasing than arrangement
Number One.

halfway down the road. As the camera moves, foreground
objectswill change position in relation to the horizon.

Isolation is a completely different story. Photographs
often succeed because the photographer has managed to
isolate some important part of his photograph through
one of a number of approaches. First, including too
much in a picture is almost always a serious mistake.

For example, a field full of colorful flowers may look
good as you drive by, but a picture of one individual
blossom will be far more effective in catching the
viewer's eye. One yellow flower against a background

1. An ideal group of three objects of unequal size,
lined up with the tallest in the middle like an unar-
tistic family snapshot.

2. Thesame three objects are arranged in a more pleas
ing manner to yield something of an "L" composition
combined with a perspective effect. Here we see a suc
cessful characteristic of Western art as opposed to
Oriental art.

3. Notice how the eye automatically goes to the blank
circle, the lightest area.

of contrasting color will stand out, while the same
flower will simply vanish against a field of the same
color. By placinga subject against a contrasting back
ground, we accomplish isolation through separation.
The ability to separate the important object from its
background is one mark of a competent photographer,
and separation can be accomplished in several ways.
Simply photographing any large object against a vacant
sky will provide separation and isolation by removing
all other objects that might demand attention.

Unlike the painter, a photographer must accept the
scene as he finds it. The painter can leave out objects
like telephone poles,electrical wires against the sky,
or a trash can. The photographer can move to a position
where some object hides the trash can, or stand to one
side of the pole, but there are limits to the number
of things that can be hidden in any scene. If something
unwanted appears in a scene, decide whether you can
accept its presence ornot. If not, forget the picture.
Patching up errors in the selection of subjects is a
total waste of time. Once you are convinced that every
thing in a scene is acceptable, compose the scene.

Right here it is time to give some general rules of
composition. These are mostly old rules. Some are
just my rules. Others are rules which have been often
misrepresented.

The first and most important rule is that if
a picture looks good,shoot it just that way.

Later, if a different position looks better, shoot
another frame. If the picture does not look as good
as you hoped, then it is time to apply some compo
sitional tricks.

Light and Dark

Painters, the Old Masters in particular, learned that
one of the most effective optical tricks was to make
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the most important picture area lighter and brighter
than any other area. Generally, the idea is to have
the darkest parts of the picture around the edges and
gradually shade into the lightest portion. In any art
form, it's important to draw the viewer's eye into the
picture and hold it there. No matter how many other

The horizontal line represents the hor
izon in the picture. Notice that the
horizon does not split the picture in
the middle. Notice too that we have

three diagonal lines all leading from
the foreground to the horizon line.
Also, though the ovals may touch each
other, none of them merges into the
frame even though the largest oval is
cut in half by the right side. In gen
eral, it is bad to have any object in a

photo merge with the outside of the frame. It is ac
ceptable to cut objects in half or to cut off some sub
stantial portion of an object, so long as the object
is not a person or an animal where this would mean cut
ting off the head or feet. However, head-and-shoulder
portraits regularly cutoff most of the subject's body.

compositional tricks are used, it will always be easier
to keep the eye from wandering if that subject is the
lightest area.

The Rule of Thirds

Pictures can be laid out in such a manner as to guaran
tee a pleasing effect upon the viewer. A sure-fire
layout operates by placing principal objects and struc
tures in positions which have come to be called domi
nant thirds.

Key positions of the rule of thirds are located by
dividing the frame into thirds in both vertical and
horizontal directions. Most photographers use the rule
of thirds when composing within the viewfinder, and it
should be kept in mind that these are the positions in
which to place objects.

Compositional Arrangements

Bearing inraind that one should keep the subject bright
and placed in one of the dominating positions, one
should also consider the best arrangement. One of the
most effective and easily applied compositions is the
backward "L". A regular L composition is not quite as
effective for me, so 1 usually use this reversed L.
Developing this more, a reversed L composition can be
achieved with three objects.

It must again be pointed out that the most effective
compositions are made with either a single dominant
object, of some uneven number such as three or five.
Even numbers usually turn out badly unless the photog
rapher possesses a better than average eye for compo
sition. It should also be pointed out that things
usually work better if the objects are of different
sizes.

Within the L arrangement, placement of different size
objects greatly affects the overall composition. Objects
of unlikely size can be simply arranged with the largest
in the middle, for example, or on either end in increas

ing size. The Compositional L Diagrams give several
variations. Note, too, that societies influence our
preferences. Since most written Western languages are
read from left to right, the eye is trained to progress
across a page from left to right. If the eye rises as
it moves, this also works well, although this is not a
hard and fast rule.

Lead-in Lines

Another essential compositional trick is the lead-in
line which brings the viewer into the picture. Although
there are many complex forms of the lead-in line, the
most easily recognized and most
successful are the C-shape, the
S-shaped, and the perspective
diagonal.

The perspective diagonal is
larger in the foreground than
at the point where the subject
is placed. The subject's usual
position is the dominant third,
and the path would naturally
recede in width in any photo
taken from the same position.
The path leads the eye immedi
ately to the subject and leaves
it there — if there are no

competing objects in the frame.
In scenes it helps to have the
path a little lighter in color
than the rest of the foreground
and for a subject figure to be
brightly colored.

A C-shape is also an effective
lead-in line, but notice that
the perspective lines should
not lead in from either bottom corner. In general,
lead-in lines should not begin at either corner, but
somewhere to one side of the lower center.

The horizontal line of a scene should almost never be
placed across the middle of the picture where it divides
the image into two almost-equal parts. This is one of
the most common compositional faults. Many beginning
photographers—as they become aware of composition —
avoid bull's eye composition by placing a subject to
the right or left of the camera's central focusing.
But, they fail to change the subject's vertical place
ment within the frame.

Note also that a scene should not be split in two by a
vertical line down the middle of the picture, nor should
it usually be split by a diagonal line running from
corner to corner. Two diagonal lines running from
corner to corner like the lines of the Union Jack flag
will occasionally serve as four strong leadlines right
into the center of the photo even though they divide
the picture into quarters whose pairs are of equal size,
but placing the center of interest right in the middle
of the picture bull's—eye—style seldom makes a success
ful composition. Placing the center of interest in the
middle of the frame will occasionally work well with
gravestones, and certain tall monument-like objects,
but generally is to be avoided.

If you keep these guidelines in mind your pictures will
certainly be more pleasing.

Perspective lead-in
line to the crash
point.

A typical reversed-
C lead line to the
crash point.
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It's Here!

What may well be the biggest local 3-D event of the year is coming up. It's
a chance to show 3-D slides to literally tens of thousands of people. It's
also an opportunity to talk to these people and turn their excitement over
the 3-D they're seeing into membership in the Club. What event is this?
It is, of course, the International Stereo Photography Exhibition at the
Los Angeles County Fair, September 13-30, in Pomona,

Outside of Club meetings and taking your own stereo slides, participating
in the Stereo Exhibition at the Fair is probably the most important thing
you can do to further stereo photography. The 3-D viewers at the Fair have
lines of eager lookers in Trent of them just about every minute the Fair is
open. If you've never sat at the SCSC booth at the Fair, you can't imagine
the tremendous interest that the public has in 3-D. We would like as many
different Club members as possible to "man" ("person"?) the booth this year.
Far from being boring, you'll find the experience a real eye-opener (for
both your eyes!) Watching the people watching stereo slides is just part
of the fun. Their enthusiasm is as spontaneous as their questions are
numerous. And it's great to be an instant authority on stereo photography!
(Remember: If you're simply an "observing" member of the Club, you're still
way ahead of them!) Please call me now to discuss the available time slots
for September 13-30 (818)798-9686.

And don't forget the Fair itself. There are plenty of deep, colorful sub
jects and locations for taking prize-winning slides — from the gaudy
electric color of the Midway, to action events like horse racing, to displays
of almost everything imaginable: things that have been baked, glued, canned,
macramed, collected, raised, and quilted. And there are thousands of real,
live, anonymous subjects walking, riding, and being pushed around the Fair
— just waiting to have their portrait taken.

So plan to spend a day at the Fair and rest your feet by sitting at the SCSC
booth for a few hours. Don't just sit there, get out there and sit!

MEETINGS; Third Thursday of each month (except July a December) at 7:30 at the
Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 So. Parlcview St., L.A. Visitors and guests always
welcome. MEMDERSHIP: Annual dues are Single/$12j Couple/S18; Patron/any add'l
amount, all due July 1. Hew nwrnbership dues are prorated for the first partial
year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUEGCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS
is published monthly; S8 for 12 issues for non-tnemberc: send fees to the Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar

September October

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 1 2 3 0 5 6
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9 10 11 12 13 14 15 14 15 16 17 @19 20
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H 24 25 26 ^ 28 28 29 30 31
30

SEP 13- 30

SUN SEP 16

SUN SEP 16

THU SEP 20

SAT SEP 22

THU OCT 4

THU OCT 18

SUN NOV 4

SCSC Stereo Booth needs attending -L.A.
County Fair Grounds, Pomona. Sign up now
Fundamentals of Stereo Mounting Workshop
Oliver Dean's, 2 PM
American Society of Camera Collectors Show
and Sale, Burbank, 10:30 AM
Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
First Competition
"Crowd Shoot" by the Movie Division, 9 AM,
Arcadia High School
SAG Revival Meeting, Bob Kneisel's, 8 PM
Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Fall Stereo Photo Shoot Outing

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these new Club members

HARLEY A. TUCKER

21500 Wyandotte #104
Canoga Park CA 91303
R (818)347-8280
B (818)703-0908

GEORGE SONODA

4228 Kaimanahila St.

Honolulu HI 96816

R (808)737-6468

Club membership anniversaries for September;

Worth Booth - 2 years
Mary Jane Etcheverry - 9 years
John P. Etcheverry - 9 years
Rich Evans - 2 years
Fred Franck - 11 years
Rosalyn Freund - 11 years
Norma Fritsche - 3 years
Conrad Hodnik - 13 years
Margaret Jashni - 21 years
Richard Jean - 3 years
Jack Pettit - 3 years
Susan Pinsky - 7 years
John Rupkalvis - 2 years
Robert See - 2 years
David Starkman - 7 years
Marshall Stewart - 9 years

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar

THU OCT 4

TUE OCT 23

TUE OCT 30

THU NOV 1

MON NOV 12

Closing - Rheinland Germany Exhibition
Closing - S4C Exhibition
Forms -Bert Kraght, 18661 Leadora, Glendora
CA 91740

Closing - Southern Cross Exhibition
Forms - Charles Jones, APSA, 18 Amaroo Ave.
Wahroonga NSW Australia 2076
Closing - San Bernardino Exhibition
Closing - Genesee Valley Exhibition

Looking Backward to...

... August 16

The August Club meeting featured the showing of the
1984 Los Angeles County Fair Stereo Exhibition. All
the nearly 200 fine slides accepted in the Exhibition
were presented, with the Honorable Mention and Medal-
winning slides saved for last. The Exhibition con
cluded with the sensational slide of a humming bird in
flight, made by former L.A. resident Gene Kirksey.
This Best-of-Show slide received a perfect 9-9-9 score
at the judging on August 11.

For those who did not rush off as soon as the lights
came on, an unscheduled serendipity took place. Guests
at the Club meeting that evening were Owen "Wes" Western
and his wife from San Diego. Wes is this year's Presi
dent of the San Diego Stereo Camera Club. Wes slipped
out to his car and brought in his 3-D movie projector
and delighted the remaining crowd with his 3-D travel
ogue film of the San Diego area, featuring Balboa Park
entertainers. Imperial Beach sand castle building, and
hot air ballooning. The movie, complete with narration
and music, was steady, colorful, fun, and a 3-D delight
to the eyes. Thanks, Wes. And Wes invited anyone who
may be visiting the San Diego area on a Fourth Wednes
day to visit their Club which meets at 7:30 PM at the
Photo Arts Building in Balboa Park.

I S1.00 DISCOUNT WITH THIS COUPON
A Photocopy ol thli lorm may ba uaad

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CAMERA COLLECTORS

FALL 1984
CAMERA &

PHOTOGRAPHICA SHOW
SALE — SWAP — TRADE — BUY
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SUNDAY 16 SEPT. 84
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PHOTOGRAPHICA SHOW
SALE — SWAP — TRADE — BUY

DOOR PRIZES

SUNDAY 16 SEPT. 84
Machinists Hall • 2600 Victory Blvd

BURBANK, CA • COR. BUENA VISTA

Doons OPEN 10:30 A.M. • 6:00 PM • ADM S3.00
BRINC YOUH CAMERAS 4 ;UNK TO SWAP OR SELL

THOUSANDS OF UAflOAlNS IN ANTIQUE 4 USED CAMERAS,
LENSES, DARKROOM, MOVIE. ELIDES. SO STEREO. IMAGES. BOOKS

ONE COUPON PER TICKET

$1.00 DISCOUNT WITH THIS COUPON
A Photocopy ol Ihit form may ba uaad
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Let's Join Together...

...On September 20

This is the date for the official kickoff of the Club's
1984-85 slide competition season. Last year guests
and members were treated to many fine slides by new
and veteran Club members alike, so let's continue that

fine tradition by all pitching
in to make this year's Club
Competition one of the biggest
and best ever. Everyone is
invited to bring three slides
for each category you plan to
enter, i.e.: standard and/or
nonconventional. See complete
Competition Rules and defin
itions on Page 5. If you would
like help in completing your
entry cards or spotting your
slides, plan on arriving a few
minutes early so the friendly
people on the scoring table can
assist you.Offand

nuuiing. Judging for this first of five
Club Competitions will get
underway promptly at 7:30 PM

at the Photo Center. The three judges will be Club
members Tony Alderson, last year's Club President;
David Starkman, current Workshop Director; and Oliver
Dean, our effervescent Hospitality Director. If time
permits after the Competition we will try^'to get the
judges to offer constructive comments on randomly se
lected slides. These comments should help give you an
idea of what the judges are looking for and help you
develop and improve your "stereo eye".

Remember, only your active participation can make all
this happen. So let's get the year off and rolling by
bringing in those new and unusual slides for all of us
to enjoy.

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director

Movie Division News

Be in a movie! The Movie Division will be filming
"crowd scenes" during the morning of Saturday, Septem
ber 22 starting at 9 AM, and we'd like to invite mem
bers, family and friends to attend and help create the
"crowd". Shooting will take place on the Athletic
Field at Arcadia High School (Campus Drive near Holly
Drive). Call me if you need further info or directions.

—Bill Shepard (818)962-5581

^ Field Trip News
BIG FALL OUTING PLANNED

The date as of this writing is tentative, but mark
your calendar for Sunday, November 4 anyway. Full
particulars will be given at the next meeting on Sep
tember 20 and complete details will appear in the
October NEWS. If plans can be worked out, this promises

* to be one of the more memorable outings of the Club,
so for the time being, hold November 4 open.

—George Cushman, Outing Director

Workshop News

LEARN STEREO MOUNTING

Godzilla, my Grey-Cheeked Parakeet with an identity
problem, was perched on my eyeglasses when I asked her,
"What do you have to move to change the relationship
of a stereo image to the mount window?" Without hesi
tation, she flapped her little wings and excitedly
answered, "CHIP!" (She was not referring to the type
of chip chronicled during the middle ages in Northumbria
by one Eddmonde Cowwe, however; that type became known
as the "Cowwe Chip!") She was correctly referring to
either the right or left piece of film on a stereo
slide.

Yes, you, too, can have fun learning such arcane ter
minology. More importantly, you can have fun learning
the basic principles of stereo through our no-charge
workshop, "Fundamentals of Stereo Mounting". Learning
conditions are ideal — our home is comfortably air-
conditioned, and the number of attendees is limited to
a maximum of three per session so that proper personal
attention can be given to each individual.

Also, you get to stand in awe before the slathering
beastliness of the majestic Godzilla (she insisted I
say that).

Godzilla and I decided to supply this service by sched
uling two workshops in September and by making avail
able the floating, or "on request" workshop. The
latter is simply a workshop session arranged in advance
for a time convenient for you. We will provide as many
"on-request"mounting (and, soon, projection) workshops
as necessary to meet your needs.

There is no charge for our workshops; it is a benefit
of your membership in SCSC. But you must call in
advance to attend a scheduled workshop or to arrange
an "on request" workshop.

We can't get any more obliging than this; now you have
no excuse for missing all the fun and enlightenment of
a mounting workshop!

The two scheduled meetings are for 2:00 PM on Sunday,
September 9 and Sunday, September 16. Our location is
about two miles SW of the intersection of the 91 Free

way (Artesia/Redondo Beach Fwy) and the Long Beach Fwy.
If you are a member in good standing and the location
is convenient for you (we'll get detailed directions
to you when you call), just pick up your jingle-'n-yak
machine and call me (Oliver Dean) at (213)537-8037. If
I'm not at home, Thaddeus, my answering machine, will
obligingly record your message. You may also call me
at work weekdays between 7:30 AM and 4:00 PM at (213)
512-4629. We'll help you get started in the necessary
mounting "know-how" for serious work in stereo pho
tography.

—Oliver Dean

With all other visual arts, designing an image
is additive. You add paint to a canvas, or ink
to paper. In photography, the process is sub-
tractive. You begin with the world buzzing
and humming around you, and eliminate all but
the essentials of a well-designed photograph.

—Courtney Milne
Camera Canada 5/83
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Letters

Dear Editor:

I was a bit surprised to read about "rules" of compo
sition in such a forward-thinking publication as the
3-D NEWS. Such conformist rules are generally consid
ered old fashioned, and do the budding creative pho
tographer more harm than good in quest for self-expres
sion. Adherence to the rules do nothing to foster the
art of modern photography.

—A. N. Onymous I

Dear Editor:

I want to thank you very much for the article "Photo
Composition" in the August NEWS. It was most informa
tive as to the various types of composition, and de
scribed one that I had never heard of before — the

reversed "L". Using these ideas will help us in the
challenge to develop our own style in producing mean
ingful stereo slides that speak for today.

—David Kuntz

Dear Editor:

Guidelines to good composition are important to have
explained to us amateur photographers. The fact is
that very few of us amateurs are truly "creative". I
know X sm not. Still, we all like to make good pic
tures, and following the guidelines is the only way
I'm going to do it. I firmly believe non-creative
photographers like myself should not experiment in
breaking the rules before we get to know and understand
them.

—A. N. Onymous II

Dear Editor;

I have been doing a little thinking about involvement
in the Club, and have come up with these thoughts. A
hobby should be a pleasure, involve planning and doing,
and ours is one that also includes the joy of sharing.
Club competitions and exhibitions motivate the stereo
photographer to learn the disciplines of this unique
art form, that if learned well, make possible complete
programs.

Competition scores are the opinion of others who judge
from their own standpoint. We all see and respond in
many ways unique to ourselves. In competition we like
to hope that the judge thinks a lot like we do. But,
no matter the score, the judge may not know the plea
sures that were part of making the picture and the
recollection of the whole experience surrounding the
moment. I think if we let ourselves get very disap
pointed in a competition score we need to reevaluate
why we are practicing this particular hobby. Our
motive should be what we can give. If we get back more
than sharing pleasure, it's a bonus.

—Bill Daggett

Board Meeting Notes

The hard-working Club Board held its First Quarter
Board Meeting on August 2 at President Bob Kneisel's.
Nearly all the Board was able to attend and the 3 hours
of concentrated discussion centered around the follow
ing: tickets should be sold in advance of all banquets
to minimize no—shows which again plagued the July Awards
Banquet... the down-to-one annual banquet will possibly

be of a different style, such as a potluck or picnic
or ??....the Club Christmas Party will be at the Photo
Center on December 20 an Assistant 3-D NEWS Editor
is needed....George Skelly plans runs of other formats
in his Sigma masks, including the Nimslo format....the
very active Movie Division continues with meetings and
filming somehow Club badges at meetings need to be
reinstated a new run of Club membership flyers has
been printed outings this year will concentrate on
providing good picture material and involving new mem
bers...do new members really want to show their slides
at Club?..how about a simple slide sharing evening for
new shooters? maybe "free" sessions for projection
from 7 to 7:30?...how about a Stereo Olympics evening,
where we share all slides made during the Olympics?...
could we invite a group of slides from some other part
of the country to analyze and critique?....how about a
stereo clinic before the meeting? more workshops
needed,especially for beginners, including 2x2, table-
tops and projection, at more scattered locations
Treasury balance is$1899.63..will pursue Realist lOOOw
projector for modification and Club use should we
purchase additional equipment in Club's name, such as
sound equipment and fade device?....due to the lack of
a Competition Director at that time, judges for the
September Competition were selected (Tony Alderson,
David Starkman and Oliver Dean) slides are needed
for the Club Show at the PSA Seattle Convention in
August 1985..the next BoardMeeting will be on November
8. And so the Club kicks off another stimulating 3-D
year for everyone. President Bob invites members to
give him comments on any or all of the above matters.
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SAG Revival

Remember the old Stereo Assignment Group, affectionately
called "SAG"? It was a bunch of Club members who

gathered infrequently but regularly and assigned them
selves challenging subjects to take stereo sldies
about, and then shared their work with the rest of the
Group. Even if you never attended the Group's get-
togethers, you undoubtedly saw some of the best examples
of the participants' work at Club competition. This
is where stereo slides come from (well, it's at least
one of the places they come from). There have been
some rumblings of late about getting SAG together
again: to revive the spirit of being innovative, to
challenge ourselves to do things in stereo photography
that we may have thought of, but need that extra push
to accomplish, and to see what everyone else is up to.

So instead of waiting for something to happen, I'm
going to "make it happen", or at least try to make it
happen. I'll be hosting a SAG Revival Meeting at my
house. Date: Thursday, October 4. Time: 8:00 PM.
Place: 1187 N. Catalina Ave., Pasadena. Phone for more
info: (818)798-9686. In order to provide a stimulating
kickoff, please bring ^ four "Most Innovative"
slides from your past collection for projection and
discussion.

So, all of you innovative, experimental, and off-the-
wall stereo photographers who have been waiting for an
opportunity to try some new techniques — here's your
chance!

—Bob Kneisel

Competition Rules

STEREO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

COMPETITION RULES FOR 1984-85

(These rules are identical to those used in 1983-84.)

1. There will be two competition categories: (1) Stan
dard stereo, and (2) nonconventional stereo. Standard
stereo is defined as all those slides made with a stan

dard 35mm stereo camera (Realist, Kodak Stereo, Vera-
scope, etc.) at normal interocular. Cropping, sand
wiching, multiple exposures, filtration, and color
manipulation are permitted so long as the original
chips were made with a standard stereo camera. Non-
conventional stereo is defined as all those slides

made with Exakta-Kindar-Hyponar, Realist Macro Stereo,
regular 35mm cameras with the aid of a slide bar, or
slides with modified interocular (hyper or hypo stereo)
regardless of camera used. The Competition Director
shall decide the appropriate category of a slide in
event of dispute.

2. Members will be allowed to enter up to three slides
in each of the two competition categories at each com
petition.

3. There will be two competition groups within each
category: An "A" group and a "B" group. A member may
be grouped in the "A" group in one category and the "B"
group in the other category. Member's group shall be
assigned at the discretion of the Competition Director.

4. Cumulative scores will be computed for each member
in each category. If a member enters both categories
themember will have two cumulative scores; those scores
are not combined.

5. End-of-year awards will be made to top scores in
each group of each category. It is possible for the
same member to obtain awards for both categories.

6. The two groupswithin each category shall be judged
as one complete group. Each category shall be judged
separately. Comments will be made by the judges on
slides as time allows.

7. There will be five competitions during the year for
each category. Both categories shall be judged on the
same evening.

8. Scoring shall be from five to nine points.

9. The top scoring slides of each group of each cate
gory shall be given Award and Honorable Mention ribbons.
Number and distribution of ribbons to be awarded shall

be determined by the Competition Director.

10. The same slide may not be entered in Club compe
tition more than twice during the same fiscal Club
year. Slides that have won an Award or Honorable Men
tion in any previous Club competition in any year, or
similar slides, may not be entered again. Slides sim
ilar to those previously entered, whether titled the
same or different, may not be entered.

11. There shall be three stereo judges for each compe
tition. A member who is judging shall not submit
slides that night; in that case the judge will receive
a prorated score based upon the other four competitions
of the fiscal year.

12. All slides should be mounted in glass. However,
to encourage beginners and less experienced to enter,
this requirement maybe waived in the "B" group. Slides
should be spotted in the lower left-hand corner as
viewed in a hand viewer.

13. As a general rule, make-up slides will not be al
lowed for competitions missed. Exceptions may be made
in dire circumstances by the Competition Director.

Photography offers you the opportunity to record
the eternal beauty of the land and sea, the indi
vidual beauty of human character, and the creative
beauty of man's mind — as reflected in the things
he invents and builds. A picture is made to be
enjoyed. What makes a good picture? Technical
perfection, good composition, good color harmony,
emotional impact, interesting subject matter —
plus, your willingness to think for yourself and
not follow the crowd.

—Irving A. J. Lawres, FPSA
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Follow The Impulse

It has come to the attention of the Club's Board that

far too many Club members actually do not take stereo
pictures. Why? Think it's too complicated to get
started? For those who are active stereographers, the
whole process seems so simple. Here are some guidelines
as to how to get started. Let's look at the basics:
camera, instructions, film, processing, and viewing.
(In the following the Club is not endorsing any specific
equipment source, but merely offering these contacts
as suggestions.)

First, get a stereo camera. The best bet is a Realist-
format camera that remains the most popular format
among our active stereographers. A phone call to any
of these sources will probably result in a camera in
your hands within 72 hours for under $200....

Mr. Poster, New Jersey ..(201)794-9606
Stereo Photography Unlimited, Florida.(813)345-1862
Lloyd's Camera, Hollywood (213)467-7956
Reel 3-D Enterprises, Duarte (818)357-8345
George Skelly, Palos Verdes Estates...(213)541-7143

Now, get a set of camera instructions. If the camera
seller can't provides set, contact Reel 3-D Enterprises
for a good photocopy at a nominal fee. Read those in
structions carefully, and then load your new possession
with a roll of Kodachrome 64, the best all-purpose film
with great color and wide latitude.

You will probably want to expose your first film out
doors, so you won't need an exposure meter. Simply
follow the exposure instructions printed on the inside
of the film box which are quite adequate to start.

Next, the exposed film must be processed. Plan to get
the first roll back mounted in cardboard by Kodak.
Simply take the exposed film to a Kodak dealer and ask
for stereo mounting.

One other thing is that you'll need a stereo viewer to
see those great slides in 3-D. Again, the five sources
listed above will be able to help you, either with a
new or used viewer. And now you are ready to relish
those slides when they come back — it's all that
simple!

The Club's Board encourages you to follow that impulse
and start shooting 3-D. Then look to the Club for
further instruction, and share those slides at various
Club activities.

And remember to feel free to ask for advice on those
first rolls of film from any active stereographer.
They will all be willing to give constructive comments.
Who? Scan the Club competition standings list, to be
printed in the October NEWS, for starters. If something
went wrong the first time, they will probably be able
to spot the cause right away. Follow that impulse,
and make 84-85 an interesting stereo year for yourself.

More On Niraslo

Nimslo is continuing to go through so many changes that
it is difficult to keep up with them all. I'll try to
sift through the current facts for you, and add some
of my own pure speculation, based on personal obser
vation.

First, although Niraslo has not mentioned going out of
business, it is certainly not the runaway success that
they originally predicted. Cameras have been dropping
in price quite rapidly. I won't name any names, because
the numbers may change by the time that you read this,
but if you read through any of the microscopically-
printed ads from numerous New York camera dealers which
appear monthly in Popular, Modern, or Petersen's photo
magazines, you will find some incredible prices.

In the August issues I found two New York dealers list
ing the camera at $26.95 (plus about $4.75 shipping),
with no "after rebate" indicated, and no requirement
to buy mailers! I couldn't resist ordering one, and,
indeed, just received it, new in the box with warrenty
and all. More on this later.

At the same time, I've been hearing stories from many
Nimslo users that the print processing time has in
creased from about 2 to 3 weeks to 6 to 8 weeks! This

is apparently due to a change in the processing lab
locations. From now on all Nimslo film and mailers

should be sent to the following address: Nimslo 3-D
Film Processing, P.O. Box 339, Thomaston CT 06787.

If the turnaround time (hopefully toget shorter) sounds
like bad news, the new retail processing prices are
even worse. New prices are as follows:

12 exposure (6 print) roll: $14.95
24 exposure (12 print roll: 20.88
36 exposure (18 print) roll: 26.88
Standard size reprints: $2.32 each
8"xl0" enlargements: 14.95 each

All plus postage and handling!

That's the bad news! The only good news is that pre
paid mailers (no matter what price you paid for them)
will still be honored. Here one should look to the

New York dealers previously mentioned. In the August
photo magazines I saw 36 exposure (18 print) mailers
as low as $10.95 (plus shipping); less than half of the
new retail price.

So, what does it all mean? Although one can't be sure
it certainly seems to point to Nimslo ceasing manu
facture of any new cameras one of these days soon. I
doubt that the volume has gone up to the point where
the camera can be profitably sold this cheaply; there
fore, I assume somebody is closing them out.

At the same time, the new processing prices may finally
make this part of the system worthwhile for Nimslo,
but it certainly spells death for increased sales of a
profitably priced camera. I believe the law requires
a manufacturer to continue parts and service (and in
this case processing) for about 10 years after a product
is discontinued, but the law doesn't say that the ser
vice has to be cheap. Nimslo may be rapidly heading
for a print-only operation.

Still, NOW may be the best time to buy a Nimslo 3-D
camera, if you don't already own one. I can hardly
imagine the prices getting much cheaper (although any-
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thing is possible), and there are some other possible
uses for the camera if you don't fancy high-priced
lentincular prints.

First, you can shoot normal negative film and have flat
prints from right and left pairs made for mounting on
standard stereo card format.

Second, you can shoot ASA 100 or 400 slide film and
mount one pair of the four images into an EMDE "Ultra-
Close-up" mask, for viewing and projection compatibil
ity with Realist-format slides. You can also use two
separate 2"x2" half-frame mounts for twin-projector
systems.

A Sigma (formerly Realist) mask may also come out soon
in a special Nimslo size opening, making Realist-format
compatibility even easier.

Why bother? Well, for a relatively low price you will
be able to get a stereo camera that takes advantage of
1980's technology: fixed focus; full automatic expo
sure for ASA 100 or 400 film: one-stroke lever film

advance; compact and light weight (about 12 ounces).
This makes it ideal (with slide film) as a second
"point and shoot" stereo camera, if not as a back-up
for yourself, then perhaps for a spouse or child.

The biggest objection may be the wastage of the two
extra film frames. I don't consider this major, but,
if you don't like waste, these extra frames could be
put into keychain viewers or half-frame 2"x2" mounts
for those friends or relatives who don't care for 3-D
as much as you do.

It's a shame that Nimslo hasn't reached its potential,
but NOW might be just the time to take advantage of the
low camera prices for a true stereo bargain: a camera
that took many millions of dollars to develop and manu
facture may be had today for around $30. BELIEVE IT—
OR NOT!

—David Starkman

Photography, an art of miraculous happening, is an
expression of composition, dark and light
magnificent light! That magnificent light encom
passes the earth, the sky and the clouds when we
speak of the natural scene. One thing about the
elements of nature is that you cannot change their
composition or design. You can't rearrange or move
them from place to place. The photographer must
move the camera in order to form proper and aes
thetically correct and perfect composition. This
can be done many many times from a number of dif
ferent angles. There are many ways to photograph
a particular scene, object or person. When you
examine the situation you will find basically there
is that one direction which accents light and shadow
better than any other. Sometimes it means making
several exposures to find that exact angle. A
little to the right or left or slightly higher or
lower can make a tremendous difference. In fact,
it can make a photograph pleasing to the eye or
make it very harsh. If you get to go back and try
it again you are very lucky.

—Edward Gillum

"The Magnificent Light"

"tWir tVtir

No, Ident mind...but it does

make meaningful conversation

a bit...dif-dif-dif-difflcult!

3-D News Clips

Television Production

Dwin Craig of Cralg Development Corp.,
Gaithersburg, Md., has developed a pro

cess for recording and broadcasting three-
dimensional television pictures called N-Depth
Television, which was demonstrated through
out February at the Marriottin Crystal City. Va.
The showing included both live (real time] and
pre-recorded material on videotape. Presented
were two camera configurations: one con
figuration providing, simultaneously, both 2-0
and 3-D displays: the other, the 3-D N-Depth
Television display, showing a stereo pair of
images stacked one above the other, repre
senting the only compatible system ever de
monstrated.

Occupying a single video channel, two pic
tures can be seen without any viewing devices
and. with proper optics, the illusion of depth is
readily perceived. Additionally. N-Depth ex
hibits the resolution of a 1,000-linesystem —
double the U.S standard — with no alteration of

standard video signals on a single channel and
with no increase in band width over present
practice. Both effects, depth perception and
doubled resolution, can be achieved on stan
dard U.S., British and European systems.

IMAX FORMAT
LAUNCH SET
iMAX. a state-of-the-art movie sys

tem with purportedly the largest film
fratne in movie history — 10 times the
size of a 35mm frame — makes its

local debut July 26 in a new IMAX
theatre at the California Museum of

Science and Industry.
Two IMAX films — 21 have thus

far been produced — will be shown
on a 54-fooi-high by 70-foot-widc
screen in the 420-seai theatre.

The films, "To Fly," a view of
transportation and flight in America,
and "Living Planet," which highlights
man's and nature's accomplishments,
also feature THX Sound, developed
by Lucasfilm Ltd.

The downtown IMAX theatre is
one of 18 built around the world.
IMAX began 17 years ago when three
Canadians — Graeme Ferguson, Rob
ert Kerr and Roman Kroitor — ex

panded their multiscreen process
showing at Montreal's Expo '70 into
a business.

An IMAX frame is 214 inches wide

and 2 inches deep. The IMAX projec
tion system, invented by Australian

Ron Jones, incorporates a rolling loop
which advances the film horizontally
rather than verticaiiy through the pro
jector. Norwegian Jan Jacobsen de
signed the IMAX camera.

IMAX films arc mostly documen
taries 24 minutes in length or longer.
The first IMAX film, "Tiger Child,"
made its debut at the Fuji Pavilion at
Expo 70 in Osaka, Japan.

The downtown theatre, open seven
days a week, is located in (he new
aerospace complex, which is part of
the museum's $41 million construc
tion project completed in time for the
Summer Olympics in Exposition Park
across from the Coliseum.

new Ektachrome 100Can it be? Is the ever-popular
Ektachrome 64 on its way out?
Yes. the new top gun in Ektach

rome sales is destined to become the

new Ektachrome 100. Debuting in
35mm cartridges it will, in time, replace
Ektachrome 64 except in i 10 and 126
where the cameras are automatically
keyed to ASA/ISO 64. A professional
version of Ektachrome 100 in 120 and

sheet film sizes is also in the works.

Since Kodak tells us that the new film

is more neutral and less blue in the shad

ows, we decided to conduct a compari
son test of E64 and the new ElOO. We

photographed our model under overcast
daylight and then under precisely con
trolled "daylight equivalent" studio
flash. The camera was a Nikon F3

equipped with an MD 4 motor. The lens
was a Nikkor 80-200nim f/4.5 zoom.

The whole rig was mounted on a heavy
duty Stik tripod. We exposed both
Ektachrome 64 and Ektachrome 100
under identical lighting conditions both
indoors and out. and. of course, no filter
was used. To enable us to delect minute

differences in color rendition we had our

model hold a Macbeth Color Checker

for the indoor sequence. Our studio
flash units were powered by a Tekno/
Balear Ai200 powerpack.New Ektach
rome 100 cenainly does deliver more
pleasingskin tones in overcast daylight
and slightly warmer overall color bal
ance indoors. As expected, the slower
film is a tad sharper and conirastier but
(he differences arc minute.
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FOCUSING: MOVING LENS vs MOVING FILM PLANE, INTEGRAL vs FRONT ELEMENT
You may have noticed that the Stereo Realist is focused by moving the film gate back
and forth by means of a linkage, whereas the Kodak Stereo is focused by rotating the
front lens element. Total movement of the front element of the Kodak is much less
than the movement of the film gate in the Realist. What goes on here? This month
we explore the subject.

INTEGRAL FOCUSING BY MOVING THE LENS
For cameras with a single element lens the only kind of focusing possible is to
change the distance from the lens to the film plane by moving one or the other.
When the lens consists of three or more elements the most obvious method of focusing
is to move either the whole lens or the film plane. In a view camera it is often
possible to move both. Whether to make the lens movable or the focal plane movable
in a 35mm stereo camera is a trade-off. Moving the lens requires typically some
kind of helix mechanism which involves precision machining, and complicates the
structure of the lens/shutter assembly. Moving the whole lensboard, shutter and all
may obviate the helix, but provides another route for dirt to get into the camera.
Of the 35mm stereo cameras most frequently seen, KinDar moves the lensboard and
avoids a helix, Owla and Belplasca have a helix but the lensboard is stationary.
Verascope F-40 has both a helix and a movable lensboard, so they missed the trade
off.

INTEGRAL FOCUSING BY MOVING THE FOCAL PLANE
Electing to move the focal plane instead of the lens simplifies the lensboard but
adds the complication of a linkage to operate the focal plane. Stereo Realist,
Stereo Vivid, Revere/Wollensak, and Iloca Rapid/ Realist 45 went this route. It
makes for a nice tight camera box,but involves some tricky methods for getting the
two lenses into focus together. Realist didn't really solve the problem until they
put'individual adjusting screws in the focal plane. Revere and Wollensak had them
initially as did Stereo Vivid. Iloca Rapid has individual adjustments but they are
difficult to work with, especially on the rangefinder models.

FRONT ELEMENT FOCUSING
Some study of optical theory reveals that one can greatly reduce the mechanical
movement necessary to focus a lens by moving just the front element. The reason for
this is that the front element, considered by itself, has much more "power" than the
whole lens, whose second element is typically a strong negative lens. We are talk
ing here about a Cooke triplet, which is the equipment on over 90% of all 35mm
stereo cameras. The more power an element has, the less one needs to move it to
accomplish a given change in focus. The focusing scale which would apply to the
front element of a triplet is the same scale as would apply to a camera lens of that
power. For example a SBmrn triplet has a front element of iOmm focal length, and one
can focus the camera from INF to 3ft by moving the 10mm front lens the amount which
would be required if the camera had a 10mm wide angle lens. Front element focusing
can be done by turning the front element less than one full turn on an inexpensive
single thread screw (not a multiple thread helix). This method was elected by Kodak,
Stereo Colorist, Edixa, Iloca I & II. Adjusting the focus on such a camera is a
simple matter of loosening the setscrews which secure the focus control to the front
element and rotating the element a small amount. For the technically inclined,front
element focusing has another advantage, namely the f/ number of the lens does not
change as it is focused, as is the case with integrally focused lenses.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Front element focusing tends to disturb the optical correction of the lens design,
but any kind of focusing deviates from the theoretical in a lens designed to work
best at INF focus. More important from a practical point of view is that the need
to rotate the front of the lens barrel to focus interferes with the use of a push-on
polarizer, which must then be reset after each change of focus. The same consider
ation applies if one needs to rotate the lens barrel to set aperture, as for example
on the Realist.
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Strings and Mirrors

A stereo slide goes up on the screen. It has immediate visual impact, and the
crowd's reaction says so. Yet, there is a second, less noticeable reaction.
People begin trying to figure out how the slide was made, yet are mystified.
Is it a sandwich? A table top model scaled to look like a larger scene? A
"trick shot"? A slide drawn or a slide photographed? How did the maker
construct that picture? All we can think of is that it must have been done
with the proverbial "strings and mirrors"!

Most of us have at one time been perplexed about how
certain stereo slides were made. And particularly
if you're a new stereographer, it must sometimes seem
like the techniques of stereo photography are magical
secrets, known only to a select few who have probably
studied a lifetime to master the craft of putting
depth on film and then having it jump off the film
again.

Fortunately the techniques of most 3-D photographic
drawing can be understood by ordinary people, like us,
de-mystify the secrets and tricks of this most realistic but seemingly magical
medium, the Club is presenting a "Stereo Fair" at our October meeting. There
you will learn how stereo closeups are taken with Kinder and MacroRealist
cameras. You'll find out what "Vectographs" are. You'll even learn how to
draw in 3-D (without using two hands).

It's an evening of "how to" for achieving special effects and expanding your
stereo talents. One special advantage of the event is that you will become
familiar with "nonconventional" stereographic techniques such as twin camera
rigs and slide bar. Using these, you can enter slides in the nonconventional
competition category. (There really aren't very many stereo slides being
entered in this category so this is a great opportunity to win some awards.)

The Stereo Fair will feature a number of other attractions as well. You'll
see how to make your own ViewMaster reels. 3-D movie-making equipment will
be demonstrated. The art of anaglyph will be shown. And there will be a
collection of off-the-wall viewers to look into. Plus, you can have the
shutter of your stereo camera tested for free. But the one thing you won't
see at the Stereo Fair is strings and mirrors.

processes and even 3-D
To prove it, and to

MEETINGSt Third Thursday of each month (except July 6 December) at 7:30 at the
Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 So. Par);view St., L.A. Visitors and guests always
welcome, MEMDERSHIP; Annual dues are Single/S12; CoupIe/$18: Patron/any add'l
amount, all due July 1. New me."nbership dues are prorated for the first partial
year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS
is published monthly; SB for 12 issues for non-membersl ccnd tees to the Editor.
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Conrad Hodnik, FPSA

Connie passed away on September 8 at the Arcadian
Retirement Hotel, Arcadia, after a long illness. He
was an ardent stereographer, taking up his photographic
hobby in the Chicago area in the early 1950s during
the very beginning of 35mm transparency stereography.
He was an active member of the Chicago Stereo Camera
Club for 20 years, served as that Club's Third Presi
dent, and was one of that Club's three Honorary Members.

Connie joined the Photographic Society of America (PSA)
in 1952, and served as both the Group Services VP and
Editorial VP during his active involvement. He had
received the honor of Fellowship in the organization.
He also served the local camera groups and councils in
the Chicago area in a variety of positions.

He was instrumental in adapting this new 3-D photo
graphic medium to a true art form, and helped during
the earlier years of the Chicago Lighthouse Exhibition,
which was the first International Stereo Exhibition to

be formed. Over his 30 years of exhibiting he received
many awards and medals for his fine work, and was the
PSA Stereo Division's first Diamond Star Exhibitor,
which requires 680 slide acceptances with 146 different
slides. Over the years he served as judge for nearly
every stereo exhibition throughout the country.

Connie and his wife Dorothy retired to Southern Cali
fornia in 1971. Dorothy, also honored with an FPSA,
was also an ardent stereographer, teacher, and organ
izer. She passed away suddenly at the PSA Convention
in New York in September, 1972.

While in this area, Connie played an active role in the
Stereo Club of Southern California. He served as the

Club's Program Director 1975-77, and arranged for many
innovative evenings at the Photo Center and Banquets.
He produced the memorable "Winter Holiday Show" for the
1975 Christmas Banquet.

Perhaps few people "lived" stereography as did Connie.
For him, stereography was always a fulfilling visual
and emotional endeavor. He was not only a perfectionist
for content of slides. But was also a technical per
fectionist and worked hard and long in promoting correct
mounting and projection of stereo slides. Connie
eagerly shared his photographic knowledge with all who
he considered would pick up the torch and pursue honest,
direct and substantial stereography, especially photo
graphs of the natural scenic.

A number of people in the Club remember the evening of
January 8, 1976, and for them it may have been the
brightest moment-of-moments in their Club experience.

On this pivotal evening, Connie conducted an "Intro
duction to Pictorialism" workshop at which he projected
his slides and lectured for three hours on his philoso
phy of photography, techniques available to improve
artistic quality, and points to consider to fully ap
preciate pictorialism. At this workshop Connie gave
his all, and everyone attending left with the knowledge
that they had seen a master.

"In my view, pictorialism should be the basis
for judging pictures in competitions and exhi
bitions. Modern pictorialism expouses NO rules,
and encourages individuality in making pictures
that are pleasing to one's pictorial sense.
The pictorial effect results from all of the
relationships within the frame being harmonious
and taking part in the communication, in a
visual sense—all combined with enough varied
light values to provide paths of vision around
and within the frame."

Unfortunately, Connie subsequently became disappointed
because he did not see progress to the degree that
lived up to his dreams in his crusade for stereo per
fection.

Connie loved to photograph during what he called the
"Hour of Charm". This is the magical time to do city-
scapes; it is that short time each evening after the
sun has set and there lingers in the sky a soft after
glow which complements the lights from the building
windows. In addition, he photographed the winter
scenic in stereo as it had never been recorded — full

of sparkling whites, crisp blue shadows, and softly
textured snow. One of Connie's techniques was to work
and study a given scene over and over again, from every
possible angle, until the very best was viewable and
captured on film.

"Whenever we find something worthwhile to pho
tograph ~ LET'S MAKE A PICTURE! A picture
that is technically perfect with the best
lighting and color controls possible and with
meaningful subject material — balanced out to
the nth degree, plus a dash of imagination.
When this works out we can have the glowing
satisfaction that no one could make the same

picture any better. Then you will find that
it has all been worth the effort involved."

Connie is gone, but the memories in the hearts of all
who had the opportunity to see his wotk, hear his
philosophy, and witness his stereo fervor, will last a
lifetime.
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Stereo Activity Calendar

FRI OCT 12

THU OCT 18

THU NOV

SUN NOV

THU NOV

THU NOV

1

4

8

15

"Beginning Twin 35min Workshop" at David
Starkman's, Duarte. Call (818)357-8345 for
reservations.

Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Big Stereo Fair. Bring your camera for
free shutter test

Copy Deadline - November NEWS
Club Outing to Rancho Maria
Second Quarter Club Board Meeting
Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Second Club Competition

M SAT-SUN NOV 17-18 Western Photographic Collectors
Association Fall Trade Show, Pasadena City
College

— Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these five new Club members:

ROBERT F. COMMAGERE

•* RAMIRA COMMAGERE
761 Claymont Drive
Los Angeles CA 90049 R(213)476-1015

M FLOYD HENNEY
2959 Santa Carlotta Street

La Crescenta CA 91214 R(818)248-5347

HERB FISHER

* 293 Lakeshire Drive
Daly City CA 94015 (415)992-5782

JOHN H. KELLEY

3196 Buckingham Road
* Glendale CA 91206

R(818)241-5473

"Good reading" extended to this new NEWS subscriber:

IRA WEST

17726 Tramonto Drive

Pacific Palisades CA 90272

Club membership anniversaries for October:

Don Cast - 9 years
Ralph Eck - 1 year
Allan Griffin - 4 years

mm Richard Howe - 3 years
David Lynch - 6 years
Harry Morgan - 3 years
Margo Rheingruber - 7 years

M Jim Biggs - 5 years
Willis Simms - 3 years
Paul Wing - 4 years

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

TUE OCT 23

TUE OCT 23

SAT OCT 27

THU NOV 1

SAT NOV 3

TUE NOV 6

MON NOV 12

WED NOV 14

Closing - Southern Cross Exhibition for
mailing to U.S. Agent
Closing - S4C Stereo Exhibition
Judging - S4C Exhibition- 9 AM
1st Methodist Church, 134 N. Kenwood, Glen
dale, Visitors welcome
Closing - San Bernardino Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Charles Osborn, FPSA, PO Box 1447,
San Bernardino CA 92402

Judging - San Bernardino Stereo Exhibition
San Bernardino Public Library, Community
Room, 4th & Arrowhead, 9 AM, Visitors wel
come

Showing - S4C Exhibition and the San Ber
nardino Exhibition, 1st Methodist Church,
134 N. Kenwood, Glendale, 8 PM, sponsored
by the Jewel City Camera Club
Closing - Genesee Valley Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Genesee Valley, 67 Panorama Trail,
Rochester NY 14625

Showing - San Bernardino Stereo Exhibition
Rickey's Restaurant, 300 W. Valley Blvd.,
Alhambra, sponsored by the Pasadena Stereo
Club. Dinner (optional) 7 PM, show 8 PM.

This is the wrap-up time of year for the 1984 Stereo
Exhibitions, and two big ones are held right here in
Southern California — S4C and San Bernardino. A word

to all entrants: there are seven distinctive gold
medals offered for a variety of special categories in
the San Bernardino Exhibition, but you must indicate
on each slide the category for which it is to be con
sidered. In past years some fine slides could not be
considered because they were not so marked.

Everyone is welcome to attend the judgings to be held
on two consecutive Saturdays. This way you will see
all the slides entered from around the world. These

are casual affairs, and the budding new stereographer
can learn a lot by attending. For a real treat, attend
the marathon showing of accepted slides in both exhi
bitions on Tuesday, Ndvember 6. Lots and lots of great
3-D will pass before your eyes! For another treat of
varied dimensions, attend the San Bernardino judging.

But where do we sit Wilbur?
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It was all done with "Strings and Mirrors"

Let's Join Together...

...On October 18

The October meeting will see a revival of an old Club
Tradition — The Stereo Fair. 3-D nuts will get their
fill as various members exhibit and demonstrate unusual

stereo equipment and techniques. New and old members
alike will not want to miss this rare convergence of
goodies from the third dimension.

Booths will include displays of antique stereo cameras,
collectable slide viewers, anaglyphs, vectographs and
ViewMaster paraphernalia. There will be demonstrations
on twin-camera and macro stereo, 3-D movies and 3-D
drawing. Also, Charlie Piper will be giving free shut
ter tests, SO BE SURE TO BRING YOUR (unloaded) STEREO
CAMERA. (If you want to take pictures of the exhibits,
bring a roll of film and load your camera after you get
your shutter tested.) Also, there will be a tabletop
setup, ready to shoot with full explanation available.
If you have a 35mm camera that focuses down to 18
inches, bring it along with some film and get your
feet wet in this one form of nonconventional stereo.

Of course, we'll have a short program of projected
slides, as we take a trip down memory lane with the
"Greatest Hits" of SCSC, and view selections from past
Honor Slides. And we'll try to project some rare View-
Master reels for dessert.

All in all, it should be an evening of education and
fun for everyone (except maybe your harried Program
Director). See you October 18!

—Tony Alderson, Program Director

Observing other artwork is an excellent way to
study design. The next time you are attracted
to a picture, try to reduce it to its basic
design components. Sensitivity to the work of
others can stimulate ideas and approaches of
your own. Developing your awareness and
ability to see can be a lifelong pursuit. Not
only will it improve your photography, but will
also foster a renewed appreciation of the world
around you.

—Courtney Milne
Camera Canada 5/83

Workshop New.s

On Friday, October 12, at 7:30 PM, there will be a
"Beginning Twin 35mra Workshop". It will explain the
basics on taking, mounting, and projecting twin 35mm
slides. It will be limited to four persons. Please
contact me or Susan Pinsky at (818)357-8345 for reser
vations and directions.

—David Starkman, Workshop Director

Outing News

SAUGUS

RANCH
MA.RI A

Sunday, November 4 is the date for the Club's Annual
Fall Outing. The site is Rancho Maria, located in the
little town of Canyon Country, California, in the
Newhall-Saugus area.

What's To Shoot: Live models. Western Street,
Old Wagons, Animals, Western Stunt Group, Live
Country and Western Band

What Else; Door Prizes, Photo Contest, Photo
Trade Show, and a good chance to see how other
SCSC members work!

When; Sunday, November 4
Hours: Ranch gates open at 9 AM; Close at 4 PM
Cost; $6.00 per person at the gate, but tickets

are available from President Bob at half price,
$3, when purchased in advance. Already a goodly
number of tickets have been purchased, assuring
a good turnout of SCSC.

Food: Plenty. There are numerous food stands
on the grounds. Or bring your own picnic.

Contest: Besides the contest conducted by the
Ranch, we will have our own, with prizes.
Slides will be screened and judged at the reg
ular January Club meeting. Details later.

How To Get There: Take the Golden State Freeway
to the Antelope Valley Freeway (14), go north
to Placerita Canyon Road, turn right (east).
See accompanying map.

The Ranch is an Old Movie location; many Westerns were
shot there in years gone by. Plenty of photographic
subjects, so take a good supply of film. See you there!

—George Cushmari, Outing Director
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Club Competition News

The 1984-85 Club competition season successfully got
under way with 108 individual slides entered in the
September competition. There were 81 slides in the
standard category and 27 slides in the nonconventional
category. A hearty congratulations goes to each of the
29 Club members who submitted slides tnaking this com
petition possible. Also, a special thanks to the three
judges, Tony Alderson, Oliver Dean, and David Starkman
as well as the other Club members who worked silently
behind the scenes.

If you missed the September competition, you may still
achieve a 100% participation award for the entire year
by submitting "makeup" slides in November, along with
your November entries. Makeup slides will not be
eligible for awards or HMs, but will be scored along
with the November entries and added to your cumulative
total score for the year. So everyone is encouraged
to review those archival slides or mount that new ma

terial and be ready for the November competition.

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director

INSIGHTS:
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

"MISTY MORNING" by Worth Booth. This slide was made
with a Revere Stereo a few years back as I was driving
along the Merced River in the Yosemite Valley. The

time was

mid morn

ing, on
my way to

the Fresno

Exit. The

weather

consisted of a general, but very light, ground fog.
Suddenly, the sun broke through, right at this bend in
the river, and it seemed like a fine chance to get some
Interesting pictures. I took three sort of so-so ones,
and I liked this one the best. I was not able to get
the balanced composition I wanted, such as one with a
stronger center of interest which would have been cre
ated if the little tree or hillock Just to the left of
middle foreground had been centered. With that compo
sition, the space in the broken L-shaped tree, closed
up, and it became just another "busy" picture. Expo
sure was by a Luna-Pro and maybe a half stop over.

"ART BY MOOSE" by Jerry Walter. In the 3400 North block
of Figueroa Street in Los Angeles there exists one of
the "best" grafitti walls in the city. This buff-

colored concrete wall sets boldly on a
knoll, and it is covered with stunning
symbols and words of our time in a
variety of colors and graphic styles.
One of the artists clearly identified
himself as "Moose". (Near this wall
are remnants of some fine examples of
the City's mural art program, these
depicting Hispanic culture in still-
brilliant colors.) I photographed the
grafitti wall a few months ago, pur

posely (werexposing several slides by 1 to 2 stops for

k

possible "sandwiching" material. Prior to this I had
used up the remainder of a roll of film by making some
slow speed (1/2 sec), overexposed (1-2 stops), moving
camera images of random groups of people crossing 4th
and Broadway downtown. These slides are quite a worth
less mess as viewed by themselves, but when sandwiched
with the overexposed grafitti shots, they became mean
ingful. 1 spent at least an hour methodically combin
ing all available pairs of grafitti and people shots
until I found the best two pairs for good composition
while still retaining the subject identity of each
slide. The chips were adjusted in the mounting process
so the people appeared immediately behind the wall.
Everything on Kodachrome 64 with a Custom Realist.

"CURIOUS FAWN" by Russ Terrill. This slide was taken
so many years ago, I've forgotten where, but I think
in the Olympic National Forest. 1 used a Custom Real
ist with Kodachrome 64

film or film of that gen
eral speed at the time.
This was a grab shot, and
no more were taken at the

time. It was made in the

summertime with natural

light. 1 used no special
cropping or masking with
this one, though frequent
ly do when it will improve the composition,
this unmounted slide among some of my "castoffs", or
those I deemed below competition quality, and I was
surprised to see the judges thought otherwise. If I
had the same opportunity again, after taking the first
shot, I'd try to move in for a closer one, hoping the
deer wouldn't take off.

found

"BLUE LAGOON" by Bill Boyd. Jane and 1 took our daugh
ter Alice to Hawaii for her 21st birthday in December,
1982. We spent a delightful week on Oahu, where we
hiked to the top of Diamond Head, went snorkling at
Hanamau Bay, and visited Sea Life Park, to name a few
of our fun outings. Sea Life Park was the location of
my "Blue Lagoon" shot. The Park has an Aquarium with
a spiral walkway. As you begin your descent, you are
first introduced to a tropical tidal display. Your
first underwater view is of animals

that inhabit coral formations. As

you continue downward, you are able
to view the deeper water creatures.
My picture was taken through a win
dow at the 6-9 foot level. I shot

it with a Kodak, loaded with ASA25

Kodachrome. Lacking a tripod, I
made a hand-held time exposure of about 3/4 to 1 second.
This was a grab shot, since there was a crowd and we
were being swept along. The overall blueness of the
slide was, of course, due to the depth of the water
absorbing all colors but blue. I remounted my original
Kodak cardboard mount to an Emde glass slide. In the
process of removing the chips from the original mount,
I found that Kodak had done a poor job of cutting the
bhips. They were irregular in width, necessitating my
retrimming to fit the Emdes. Although I am glad my
single picture turned out satisfactorily, 1 ordinarily
carry a tripod with me and use it when shutter speed
is less than 1/100 of a second.
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B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

SEP

62

60

60

59

59

59

59

59

59

58

57

56

55

55

55

55

54

54

Club Competition Standings

Worth Booth

Award: Misty Morning
HM: Bottle Baby

Bill Boyd
HM: Blue Lagoon

George Cushnian ,
Award: Red Light District

Earl G. Anderson

Award: East Meets West

A1 Bohl

John Konrad

Jonathan Kuntz

Ursula Sylvan
HM: Bristlecone Arch

Marjorie Webster
Award: Golden Helmet

Herb Fisher

HM: Snow/Lower Yosemite Falls
Jeff Sylvan
Bob Kneisel

Bill Daggett
Richard Evans

George Rigney
Bill Shepard
John Hart

Marshall Stewart

B GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

SEP

61 Herb Fisher

Award: Lift Off

HM: Flying Low
58 Earl Colgan

Award: Klndar Portrait

55 George Cushman
HM: Bird of Paradi.se

55 Richard Evans

Award: Rainbow Bridge I
A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

SEP

62 Jerry Walter
Award: Art By Moose

61 Rusa Terrill

HM: Curious Fawn

60 Rick Finney
Award: Lost In Contemplation

60 David Hutchison
HM: Gothic Corner

60 Stuart Weisbuch
57 Earl Colgan
57 Marilyn Felling

HM; My First Florida Sunrise-1984
56 Susan Pinsky
54 Ward Clark

A GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

SEE

65

62

60

59

58

Jerry Walter
HM: Tarnished Silver

HM: Lively Colors
Rick Finney

Award: Daylilies And A Daisy
Susan Pinsky
Rubs Terrll1

Ward Clark

Classified

FOR SALE; Like new TDC Vivid //116 Stereo Projector.
Dean Andersen, Box 5609, San Bernardino CA 92412 (714)
825-3265

WANTED; I'll pay: Donaldson $1000; Contura $450;
Custom Realist $250; Macro outfit $700; Windsor/Leader
$150; Airequipt, Arrow-Viewer, Roto Viewers, $70 ea.
Buying other 3-D including comix! Call. Harry Poster,
(201)794-9606/6696. Box 1883, So, Hack. NJ 07606

FOR SALE: TDC Stereo Vivid camera, brand new $229.50;
KodakStereo camera $139.50; Kodaslide II viewer $89.50;
lots of other 3-D items. C. Varen, 31-39 83rd St.,
E. Elmhurst NY 11370

FOR SALE: Still a couple left — all 12 issues of the
1983-84 3-D NEWS, neatly bound together. $5 at Club,
$6 by mail, proceeds to Club. Jerry Walter, Editor,
(213)225-8042

TRADE; A very nice Wollensak 10 stereo camera for an
equally nice 2.8 Realist. Leighton Stewart, PO Box
1296, Ventura CA 93002-1296 (805)648-1702

FOR SALE: Nimslo/Sigma masks. For the first time since
the introduction of the Nimslo 3-D print camera, a
slide mask has been made available which makes easy
mounting for 3-D viewing or projection possible. The
new "Sigma" slide mask for Nimslo format has the same
outside dimensions and center-to-center aperture spacing
as the common "Stereo Realist" format slides, making
it compatible with all viewers and projectors for this
format. In use, two of the four film frames that are
taken for each image are used in the mask. The film is
held firmly in place by horizontal channels, which
allow for horizontal adjustment of the film pairs for
best composition and alignment. The mask may then be
slipped into a metal frame, a cardboard foldover jacket
or bound in glass for a finished mount. The new masks
are available for $6.75 per package of 50 (plus $.50
shipping and $.44 tax for California residents) from
Reel 3-D Enterprises, PO Box 33, Duarte CA 91010. Reel
3-D also offers 3-D slide viewers and other mounting
components.

Great Sydney Stereo

Just three days prior to the January meeting of our
Sydney Stereo Camera Club I was privileged to see a
stereo audio-visual (A-V) to end all A-Vs. I was lucky
enough to learn of the event only the previous day,
and because the showing was not open to the public I
was unable tospread the news around but counted myself
lucky to be able to be there myself. When I say it was
a top show, I am referring to the technical aspects
rather than the pictorial or aesthetic factors, as
these were of a commercial nature.

The occasion was January 14, and the event was the
annual Amway Products Distributors Convention. Seating
arrangements on the day were for 5000 guests.
Although all were issued Polaroid viewing
spectacles, I estimate that 500 at either!
side front would not see an acceptable stereo!
image. That leaves an audience of 4000 (effec-j /ow
tive). During the day, three separate 20- "• ~
minute shows were screened extolling the virtues of the
product and the merchandising system. I stayed for
only one show.

It was the sheer size of the audience, screen, etc.,
that was so impressive. First, I learned the screen
size by actually checking. It was close to 14 feet
high and 30.5 feet wide, giving an aspect ratio of just
over 2:1, a real "wide screen" show with a real theatre
size screen. Now, in order to get sufficient light on
to such a large screen, Carousel-type theatre projec
tors were used with Xenon lamp houses of very high light
output. There was a bank of three projectors all fully
automatically controlled by pulse tape using every
fancy triple-dissolve trick in the book. The throw
from the projectors to the screen was 130 feet using
160mm lenses.

Slides for the show were all shot locally and were
taken on either twin SLR rigs or slide bar in 35mm
format. The finished slides were approximately 16mm
high by 34mm wide. Viewfinders were suitably masked
to give the required "wide screen" ratio. Particular
attention was given to eliminating ghosting, and I

Amwa^^
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would estimate that "complete" extinction was achieved.
This was achieved by using the most efficient screen
surface available, and going for a slightly heavier
projector filter than we use. The high light source
offset any drop in brilliance and the ghost-free screen
image, both large and bright, was a thrill to see.
From ray personal point of view, the most exciting part
of the show was the graphic arts involved in a lot of
the titling and captions. This was really a professional
job. I had a long talk with the producer of the show.
It is very interesting to note that he has never met
anyone from the local amateur stereo scene, and he
seems to give the impression that he feels that the
whole thing is a "first" and that he has not depended
on any outside input. This could be quite true. Would
you believe that neither he nor any member of his team
saw any slide of the show in a hand viewer. They were
all previewed and assessed by projection! Again, it
was obvious that he had never heard of the concept of
the stereo window. The only jarring note in the whole
remarkable event was lack of attention to "window"
theory. . .ratich like we see in the commercial cinema. I
believe he has simply transferred what he has seen of
3-D cinema to the still medium and done it remarkably
well. The whole thing was made by the company's pub
licity department, which fact is indeed a great credit
to its enterprise. Any theory on windowing will need
to be approached with caution as many people, even in
club circles, really believe that "window" is a dirty
word and that it might go away if we don't talk about
it. I have asked that the producer at least show us
some of his graphic arts stereos at our Club sometime.
Let's keep our fingers crossed.

—Allan Griffin, APSA

Look Ma-No Stereo Camera!

A guest at a 3-D slide show was overheard asking his
friend: "Can you make 3-D slides with a regular camera?"
The friend answered, to the best of his 3-D knowledge:
"No, you have to have a special 3-D camera". Well,
this article is intended to correct this false notion

that some newer stereographers may have. The fact is:
many fine stereo pictures are being made with regular
cameras.. .cameras that don't say "stereo" at all. Let's
briefly look at two basic methods.

First, stereo pictures can be made with a single camera
as long as the subject is not moving. The object is

!

to take a pair of pictures with the camera positions
some distance apart between the two exposures. As long
as the subject isn't moving, there can be a time lapse
between the two pictures. Hence, only one camera is
necessary. The biggest trick here is to frame exactly
the same portion of the subject in the two pictures.
One common way to do this is mount the camera on a
"slide bar" which is in turn mounted on a tripod. The
slide bar allows you to move the camera laterally in a
precise path between the two exposures. Many of those
super table tops and flower closups seen at Club com
petitions are made this way. A nice slide bar is avail
able from Spiratone, Flushing NY. As a general rule,
the camera shift between exposures should be about
l/40th of the distance from the camera to the nearest
subject. Another way, on a stationary scenic, is to
hand-hold the camera and rock the body to the right
and left between exposures, making sure the camera is
horizontal for both pictures and frames the exact same
subject. Always keep in mind the l/40th rule, even
outdoors, and watch out for moving clouds or water —
they are a dead giveaway that the stereo slide is not
being executed properly if movement can be detected
in the finished slide.

A second way to make stereo pictures without a stereo
camera, this time if the subject is moving, is to use
a pair of matched cameras. Now, you will hear that the
cameras have to be synchronized to fire their shutters
exactly at the same time, but this isn't necessarily
so. If the subject is moving slowly and at a distance,
you can get away with some variance. Long-time member
Richard Ogle has made some truly spectacular 2-camera
slides by having his wife Nancy hold one camera while
he holds the second, and firing at the verbal signal
"one...two..1 three...fire!"...or by using a mechanical
double cable release. On the other hand, fast movement
can be precisely captured by having the pair of cameras
synchronized to 1/1000 of a second, which is possible
with a pair of Konicas, Model FS-1, or other electron
ically-fired cameras. And, as expected, there are
numerous degrees of synchronization between the two
extremes mentioned.

With either method, it pays to think out the process
carefully first, and be as accurate as possible. One
must learn by doing, and not be scared to edit the re
sults fiercely, throwing away those mis-matched pairs
which may actually be the majority using certain meth
ods. Then it is important to know and practice the
principles of good stereo mounting, which have been
documented in previous Notes, or Charlie Piper' s Tech
nical Pages; or learned at mounting workshops such as
Oliver Dean's ongoing Floating Mounting Workshop.

Of course this column is not meant as an entire lesson

in this process, but only to bring to your attention
that a "Stereo Camera" isn't necessary to make good
3-D slides. For the adventuresome, the one or two-
camera method is an exciting avenue to follow.
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If all the ads for stereo equipment found in
a recent issue of the monthly Shutterbug Ads
were placed end to end, would they fill a
page? Sure enough 1 Please note that this
page is NOT intended to represent current

classified stereo ads, but was created to
show the wide availability of 3-D equipment
today. Consult the most recent Shutterbug
Ads (PO Box F, Titusville, Florida 32781) for
current stereo equipment availability.

Selling Stereo 3D:
•Macro Reallsl-unused. boxad CALL
•Busch F40 w/ease S365
•lloca II camera 75
'Kodak Stereo, e*c.. 110
•Mlhroma Sub-mini Stereo 240
•TOG Vivid, tarnished M
•VM Mark li w/cutler 270
'Woiienaak 245
•Nimslo-t-Strobe, boxed 80
•Trl-DeitaiOiden oullit, boxed 175
•Stiti Taker-^Llflmed Viewer, boxed.... 125
•Elmo Super 6 Splitter, boxed 145
•Deep Vua Viewer, boxed 30
•Reaiisl/Emde Mounts Discounted!
•Polarized Glasses, per dozen 12
•View Master Blank Reels 8 lor 54
•2x35MM or Realist Viewers 12 lor $30
Add UPS. (201)794-9606/6696. Mr Poster, Box
1BS3, So Hack.NJ07606.See you at Manchester
NSA Show. Aug 17ft6!

BAJA STORAGE nLES(3).Maximumstorage 496
slides (2per slot).Withshipping.Each$37.BA
JA Combination 35mm and stereo storage.
Holds 200 35"s plus 400 stereo, With shipptng
$42. All SA-Exc. Stereo fleaiist Replacement
lenscapswithsprings. $12.50. Realistmounting
M SA-VG $6.Realistlllmidentifier SA-Exc $7.30.
Realist leather filter wallet with haze, flash and
typeAfilters SA-Exc $35. Tiflen ienshood and
filter holder lor Revere 33. Mint. $15. Books—
"Three Dimensional Pholograptty"—McKay.
Tornlackei $25.No jacket $22.Stereo Realist
Manual— Morgan & Lester. Torn jacket. $35.
We buy stereo equipment. Writeor phone. Add
$3 shipping when applicable. CCR. Bet-Park
Photo, 3224 Bryn Mswr, Chicago, IL 60659.
312-563-6400.

BILL CAMETA
ILOCA i STEREO WITH CASE $79 Realist 13.5
$89. LInex Stereo Camera $59. Verascope
(Richard) withTessar lenses $149. Realist box
ed filler sets (Type A, flash) $12 each. All Items
listed above are In Excellent condition or bel
ter. BUI Cameta, Adverilsere Directory.
516-691-1190.

REAUST 3.S Exc with cass. $75 lirm -t- postage.
Ffinli Msyer.30 KenvttleR8..Buffalo. NY14215.

KODAK Stereo Viewer II, Mint. $70. Kodak
Stereo, Mint, case $115. Realist Stereo, case,
no lens cover, Exc $110. Realist fillers, 3 sets
In leather case, Mint $25. Raellst Stereo Exc
$120. Realist flash attachment, $9. Plus shipp
ing. 0. Easton, 4 Lancia Lane, Larchmoni, NY
10538. 914-634-7360.

VIEW-MASTER
Single reels and packets lor sale.
Also 3-Difand, Lestrade.
Bruguiere. StereOrama, and Tru-
Vue views and viewers. Send 37'
stamp for our catalog.

MILWAUKEE
STEREO EXCHANGE

Box 11686

Milwaukee, Wl 53211-0686

NEW HIGH GRADE
POLARIZED
3 D GLASSES
WITH PLASTIC FRAMES
10 for $15
20 for $25
100 for $100
500 for $300
Same as above, but with thick hard plastic lenses. 10 for

$40

STEREO
Shutter Assembly for Revere Stereo 33,
Exc++ J20
Realist 35 (not stereo), ERC, £xc-f .J40
Coronet "3-D" (127 film) Exc+ ... .$40
Viewinaster Stereo-mab'c SIX) projector. IB.
dust cover. Exc+ $225
Viewnuslet Personal Camera. Exc+, ERC.
IB $140
Vievnuster Rangefinder flash. Exc/£xc+

$10

STEREO
TDC Stereo Colorisl EX/EX* £89
Haneel Tn-Vision,dropped in water, not
working, twx, V(i* £19
Realist filler case w/llash filler set EX

$12
TDC Stereo Vivid Rash, inst. box, EX*

^£35
Case,WitQin stereo, EX-* fK £9

KODAK STEREO Exc $125. Stereo Realist 3 5

Exc $150. Revere Stereo $150. Stereo Projec
tor TDC rt 16 Exc $395. C.a Capen Jr.. 9315 San
ta Pe. Overland Park, Kansas 66212.

^ ^ ★
REALIST PROJECTOR Slereo model ST St. E<-

ceilent plus, $750 plus shipping. Expert Realist
camera and viewer repair. 33 years experience.
Ran ZaicowskI, 133 E. Liberty St., Bertln. Wl
54923. 414-361-2524.
TDC STEREO Projector Model 116, 5" lens 2
slide trays, single slide changer, 2 glasses, SA
Excellent Plus. Bill Arnold, 30 North Maple,
Florerice, Mass.01060. 413-564-3550.
VIEWMASTER PERSONAL Stereo Camera

w/case VG $55. CC/MOfPPD. Jerry Vsnvsctor,
1435 Fifth,Spearfish,SO57763.
WIROIN STEREO, case, Mint, $80. Miner,
215-676-0687.
KOROSTEREO PROJECTOR. Excellent working
condition. $240 Including shipping. TDCPro)eet-
or-Vlew Excellent image. $170 Including shipp
ing. Bracket for Semi-matlc stereo slide
changer. $25. Retina Slereo viewer. For 3Smm
double frame slereo. SA Exc $85. Two Reallet

storage magazines lor projector. SA VG. Eacrt
$12. Revere Attache storage case for viewer ana
slides. Beautiful pigskin. $25. Viawmaalar reela.
Singles U S. and Foreign countries SondSASE
for list. Viawmaater albums. Three used Iri-

cludlng 30 personal travel reels. All $15. Add
$3 shipping OCR. Bel-Park Photo, 3224 Bryn
Mawr, Chicago, IL 60659. 312 583-6400.

REEL 3-D ENTERPRISES

BOX 35, Duarle, CA 91010
Order Or Pr\one by calling (818) 357 0345

STEREO
Instr Bks'.Realtst Custon 20.00
Realtst Viewer S.OO;
LInex Stereo 15.00;

OOOa.Reettet Vleeer 20B1 .Epopt ed
Crack .42.00

0004.TDC llOv converter for 2061
v<e«er 25.00

0005.Tried Stereo ProJector.Exc-*
•tl th Case 365 .OC

OOOB.TDC Raeiiet 2.6 Case.Exc**
135.00

Oai2.TDC Realist 3.5.Case
Excellent .125.00

0014.Revere Stereo 33,CBse.Exc
125.00

0016.Realist Flssh niters 6.00

H.C. WHITE Stereo Viewer with 201 stereo cards
c. 1865.1915 many choice albumen views. $300
shipping Included. Ted Rice, P.O. Box 6391,
Santa Fe, NM 87504-6391. 505-983-4463.

JULES RICHARD VERASCOPE f4.0 latest synch
ed model Mini $459. Verascope flash box $39.
F-40 case Mint $59. Shades $49. Mounts Busch
F-40 Verascope Exc $429. 3.5 Realist $129.
Realist case $15. Early Realist 3.5 Ilex-Paragon
lens $139. Realist "45" SA Exc $99, SA VG $79,
Revere-33 2.7 Amalon case $229. Revere-33 3.5
Amaion $139. Kodak Stereo, case $109.
VIewmasler Personal, cass $119. VM Projector
$229. 36" ctose-ups $89 Model D focusing
viewer $79. Iloca SA VG * $99. TDC Colorisl-11
rangefinder, case $159. TDC Colorlsl $95. TDC
Vivid, case $119. WIrgIn advance lever broken
still works $59. Universal siere-all $59. LInex
slereo made by Lionel irsins $69. Linex casset
tes (3) $15 each. Videon $79. Super Duplex,
case. IB $209. Graphic slereo, case, flash $89.
Delia, case, IB, viewer, flash $129.Coronet $39.
Viewers: Realist 2061 red button (2) $59, Realist
2064 white button S89, Bush Verascope $75,
Kodasllde-i $55, Kodaslide-11 ACfbatlery boxed
$95. Projectors-TDC 116 projector $339. Com-
pco 500 projector, case $329. TDC table viewer,
projocl-Of-vlew, 2x2 carrier and stereo carrier
$159 W15TDC projecl-or vlew 2x2 and 3D car
riers S179. Poiamalic, unusual 3-D projector
$199. Nord $209. SVE, case $179. Alregulpt
trays (3) $5.3-D polarized glasses plastic frame
Quality. $6 each. Elmo Super B,3-D moving pic
ture unit, may bo adaptable to other cameras,
$195. Sierellex (Zeiss) 3-D finderMewer $239.
Zeiss close-up 3-D lens tor Exacia S275. Trl-
Deltaoutlil: beamsplitter, viewer, punch $139.
Trt-Delia projection accessory $59. Angle
lenses $59 pair (3). Milda beamsplitter and
viewer (use up to 300mm tele) $109. VIewmasler
Personal culler, boxed S119. Mark-ll cutter
$119. Battery light attachment Model-E viewer,
boxed S7. 3-D movie talking and projection
lenses Elgeet $179. TDC Seleclron Changer
$59. TDC Selectrsys (12) $16 each. Revere
lensfshvlter mechanism 3.5 Wollensak lens
$14. Ron Sptlchar, Advertisers Directory.
516-8686411 evenings

STEREO
TDC Projector-Viewer J495.00.
Polamatic Stereo Projector (very rare) $359.00
Videon Stereo Camera $99.00
Busch Stereo (very rare) $349.00
Realist 3.5 Camera $139.00
Keystone Stereo Print Viewer $45.00

STEREO
$010 CORNET 3 D EXC+ $35
S012 REALIST EXC+....'. $95
£014 REALIST EXC+ $125
S016 TDC COLORIST 2 EXC+... $125
S018 VIEWMASTER PERSONAL EXC-I-

$125
S020 STEREO VIVID EXC+..... $150
S022 REVERE STEREO EXC+.... $150
£025 VIEWMASTER 500 EX+... $295

STEREO; Delta Stereo w/case, mint,
$83, Coronet-3D. exc, $25. Gulld-3D viewer,
cxc-f, $12. Viewmsster riash/RF, exc, $16.
Kbdasllde Vlewer-I, exC4-, $52. VIewmasler
100-Deluxe, exc, $13. Keystone *7140 viewer,
vg-e, $28. Stereo Realist viewer, exc-*, $62.
Realist flash, exc, $8. Realist ManuaJ w'glsssea,
exc -*. $28. TDCStereo Projecl-or-Vlew, manual
changer, optically exc. vg-e.$129. Nord projec
tor, exc, case/vg, Sl59. T0C-1t6, manual
changer, exc -*, case vg-e, w/18, $300. Slereo
viewer, U.S. Army, folding wire legs, vg6, $22.
Revere-22 viewer, exc, less logo. Realist AC
adapter, $49. Delta viewer, exc, $48.

LineiStereo Camera. VG+ $89

Kodali StereoCamera, Exc $109

COMPCO TRIADSlereo projector, IB, glasses,
SA Excellent, $350. Dennis Sherwood. 40622
North Kenosha Road, Zlon, Illinois 60099.
312672-1759.

STEREO PROJECTORS
Wewmariar Stereomatic 500 with matclM^
3" projection lenses. As new in original
carton $1W

itieijStEREfe-EOUlPMENT
WANTED

ONCE AGAIN AVAILABLE...BACK IN
PRODUCTION & BETTER THAN ORIGINAL

for viewing all stereo
slides. Battery operated

2 D Battery not
included.

WANTED;Drum Slereo Viewer designed prtmarl-
iy as a leaching aid. To accept 20 stereo tildes.
5 X's msgnlflcation. Ralph J. Ctparoaa. M.D..
Valdemar M. Jordan Stereoscopic Laboratory,
Suite 606-3600 Forties Avenue. Rltlsburgh, PA
15213.
WANTED; "Slereotcopy" by Valyus. Wilt pay
$50, or trade for Judge: Oewhurst; McKay:
Oalzell; others. David Starkmin, Box 35, Ouarta,
CA 91010. 8166576345.

3D Cameras—PAYING:
Balplasca $375
Centura 500
Donaldson 1000
Realist Macro Outfit 650
Realist Custom. Mint 300

View Master—PAYING:
Stereomatic 500 Pro] $175
Personal Camera-Brown 90
View Master Cutlers 65
24 Inch Close-ups 7 -70

3D Viewers & Accs-PAYtNQ:
Airequlpl wicase $90
Arrow Viewer 75
Kodasllde II w/AC-DC 55
Realist 2061 (Black) 45
Drum & Magazine Viewers CALL
Realist 182 Projector 500
Dealer Ads, Books, others CALLI
Prices paid for exc. Items, shipped UPS,
prepaid before Aug 10. Mr.Poaler,375 Route 48,
So Hack, NJ 07606. Or bring to Manchester,
NH.30-Show Aug 17)16!
ZEISS IKOLUX 500or250 projector wanted with
stereo altachmeni. Pileckl, 1109 Solano Ave..
Albany. Calif. 94706. 415-525-4604. 3-t71

WANTED: Cash paid for broken stereo cameras
Jetsa Powell, 131 Sariieti Ave., Wood Land. CA
95695. 1-9166666128. 7-167
STEREO EQUIPMENT NEEDED for our Hollywood
Reiall Store. Top prices paid lor clean, good
working cameras, viewers, projeclors. Prompl
payment by bank cashier's check. LLOYD'S
CAMERA EXCHANGE. 1612 Cahuenga Blvd..
Hollywood, CA 90028. 213-467-3863. 7-173

S3495
PREPAID

TDC Stereo Selectron Trays for TDC Stereo Vivid
Selectron Changer $15 ea, 6 for $75
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It's Not Too Late

2

5

Some things you can put off forever — but not
SCSC slide competition. But we're in luck!
It's still not too late to go out (or in) and
take slides, have them processed, and enter them
in the next Club competition on November 15. You
mayhave to hurry a bit, but it's still possible.
And what are the most promising slides to enter?
The ones most likely to win points and awards?
Nonconventional, of course!

The last few competitions have witnessed an
alarming decline in the submission of non-standard
slides, be they slide bar, twin camera, "odd"
camera, or whatever. It's as if stereographers
have suddenly turned more conservative in their

photographic proclivities, fearing to experiment, yearning for the
ease and complacency of the push-button Realist.

In an effort to stimulate stereo creativity, it has been decided
that the Club must do what governments have always done in times
such as these: offer an incentive in money, or at least Kodachrome.
You've read it right — every member who hasn't yet entered slides
in the nonconventional category this year, and who submits three
of them at the November competition, will receive a FREE, fresh,
20-exposure roll of Kodachrome, ASA 64 (the film of choice for
stereographers the world over). If you're really ambitious, you
can submit three more nonconventional slides as makeups and compete
in the year-long competition.

And if you're still reluctant, here's some more stereo-aid: The
SLIDE BAR HOTLINE! Just dial 1-818-797-2707 and arrangements will
be made to get a slide bar in your hands and on your camera.

You probably learned some new nonconventional techniques at the
StereoFair last meeting, so now's your chance to try them. Worried
that there's too little time left? Remember, these aren't the kind
of slides that Kodak mounts. You can shoot a roll and then have

the film developed overnight through most camera shops. You can
either have your roll developed as single-mounted slides, or as an
unmounted, uncut strip. Then you can inspect the roll, mount the
best in stereo mounts, and run over to the Club competition by
7:30 to pick up your free roll of film.^ So get rolling, sliding,
and shooting!

MEETINGS; Third Thursday of eaeh month (mxcept July t December) at 7:30 at the
los Angeles Photo Center, 412 So. Parkview St., L.A. Visitors and guests always
welcome. MEMBERSHIP; Annual dues are Single/$12: Couple/S18; Patron/any add'l
amount, all due July 1. New me-mbership dues are prorated for the first partial
year. Send new duos to the Membership Director. SUBGCHlPTIONSt The 3-D NEWS
is published nwnthlyj 68 for 12 issues for non-members; send fees to the Editor.
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''Maybe if we don'tencourage themthey'llgoaway.

Stereo Activity Calendar

November December

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

J 2 3 1

4 5 6 7(3) 9 K) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
U 12 13 14(g)16@ 9 10 11 12 U 14 15
@19 20 21 ^23 V 16 17 18 19 @21 22
^ 26 27 28 29 30 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31

THU NOV 8 Second Quarter Club Board Meeting
THU NOV 15 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Second Club Competition
SAT-SUN NOV 17-18 Western Photographic Collectors

Association Fall Trade Show, Pasadena City
College

SAT DEC 1 Copy Deadline - December NEWS
THU DEC 20 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Christmas Party and Sequence Exhibition

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these five new Club members:

GREGORY HOOPER

627 Alexander Street, Glendale CA 91203
R (818)243-7880 B (213)512-4762

DENNIS HUDDLESTON

17201 Rancho Street, Encino CA 91316
R (818)784-4808 B (213)660-1828

ROY WESTLUND

MARGARET WESTLUND

5734 Aspen Street, Cypress CA 90630
R (714)826-8945

JERRY ZUCKER

481 Benslow, Los Angeles CA 90049
R (213)472-4965

Club membership anniversaries for November:

Herbert Bann - 2 years
Chris Buchman - 3 years
Mary Conn - 2 years
Harold Cosel - 9 years
Joe Ebin - 8 years
Richard Herron - 3 years
Charlie Kamerman - 4 years
Thom Pentecost - 3 years
Bill Tom - 3 years
Jerry Walter - 12 years
Richard Winsett - 3 years

Looking Backward to...

... October 18

' Much to my delight, the Stereo Fair at the October
meeting was a resounding success. Club members were
surrounded by a varied multitude of interesting and
unusual 3-D exhibits.

Upon entering the Photo Center, visitors were greeted
by the anaglyph collection of RAY ZONE, with free sam
ples from comic books to three-color posters. SAM
GILLAD brought a Stereo Realist equipped with Bolex
auxilliary anamorphic lenses. Sam has also adapted his
projector for widescreen 3-D. EARL COLGAN demonstrated
his prize-winning macro stereo technique with his
Kindar lens set (mounted on an Exakta) and a mint Macro
Realist.

ViewMaster stereo equipment was displayed by LEIGHTON
STEWART, who also gave useful tips on using this inter
esting format. Leighton also showed his unique 35mm
twin camera rig with coupled zoom lenses. ALAN WILLIAMS
also brought an unusual twin camera setup. Alan's rig
consists of two inexpensive Instamatic cameras, proving
that stereo can be devised to fit any budget.

GEORGE SKELLY exhibited devices and supplies for 4-perf
stereo slides, including the Nimslo camera and various
"beam-splitter" adaptors. George's exhibit was high
lighted by a strip of sheet aluminum showing the pro
gressive manufacture of his Sigma (formerly Realist)
masks. Sharing the table with George was OLIVER DEAN
with an exhibit of Vectographs. This was a rare oppor
tunity to see samples of this fascinating technique.

GEORGE KIRKMAN brought in some of his collection of
antique stereo cameras, including a rare homeos camera
and viewer (complete with original filmstrips). The
homeos was one of the very first still cameras to use
35mm cine film. George also showed a little Franke and
Heidicke gem, the kneidoscope. Only three of these
prototype 35mmcameras were built before WWII disrupted
production plans.

3-D movie systems were exhibited by BILL SHEPARD,
STUART WEISBUCH and JOHN HART. Stu brought his Elgeet
lens mounted on a professional Eclair 16mm camera,
while Bill and John brought various Sram systems in both
single and double strip. In addition, there was a
Stereo 50 sequential viewer filled with behind-the-
scenes shots from the upcoming epic "The 3-D Olympics".

SUSAN PINSKY and DAVID STARKMAN has a cornucopia of
stereo viewers on display, including two one-of-a-kind
sequential viewers built by Howard Frazee. In case
there were any doubts, Susan and David proved that
there are many other ways to view your slides than with
the Realist red-button!

CHARLES PIPERwas on hand to test shutters and dispense
technical advice. Finally, JERRY WALTER explained
slide bar techniques with a comprehensive and impressive
display.

Of course, no Club meeting is complete without some
projected stereo, and the Stereo Fair was no exception.
The highlight of the evening was a retrospective of
SCSC Honor Slides, projected by David Starkman with his
magnificent lOOOw Stereo Realist Model 82. This pro
jector has to be seen in action to be really appreciated.

All in all, it was a fine evening. Thanks to everyone
who helped make the Stereo Fair, and thanks to all who
came to enjoy it.

—Tony Alderson, Program Director
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Let's Join Together...

...On November 15

The second competition of the year is here already. If
you missed the September competition, you m|»y still'
achieve a 100% participation award for the entire year
by submitting "makeup" slides in November, along with
your November entries. Makeup slides will not be
eligible for awards or HMs, but will be scored along
with the November entries and added to your cumulative
total soore for the y^ar. So everyone is encouraged'
to review those archival slides or mount that new ma

terial and get ready for another fine competition. And
you've already read on Page 1 about the fine incentives
that are offered in the nonconventional category. Join
in the fun on November 15.

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director

Classified

FOR SALE; "Three-Dimensional Photography, Principles
of Stereoscopy" by H. C. McKay, excellent condition,
rare hardcover from 1951 $45; "True 3-D"#l, December
1953, fair/good condition, original 50's 3-D comic, w/
glasses $12; Kodak Stereo Camera, looks new $139.50;
KodaSlide Viewer II $79.50; Star-D/Brumburger 2-drawer
file for sterwo viewer and slides, new $29. Plus ship.
Identify yourself as an SCSC member for discount.
Latest flyer available. C. Varen, 31-39 83rd St., E.
Elmhurst NY 11370

FOR SALE; VM blank reels $4/6 pack; VM 3-D trivia game
$15 each; Realist and Nimslo aluminum masks; 3-D cam
eras, viewers and projectors. Send large SASE for
list. Mr. Poster, Box 1883, So. Hackensack NJ 07606
(201)794-9606

FOR SALE; Five Stereo Realist cameras, all very good
or better condition, $95 to $145; TDC 116 Projector
$339; Realist mounting kits w/cutter $35; lots of other
3-D goodies. Reel 3-D Enterprises, PC Box 35, Duarte
CA 91010 (818)357-8345. Send large SASE for list.

FOR SALE; TDC 116 Projector; KodaSlide II viewer .
George Skelly, 1850 Avenida Estudiante, San Pedro CA
90732 (213)514-0805

-riFTY CtNT DISCOUNT COUPON-

16TH ANNUAL FALL ANTIQUE AND CLASSIC
CAMERA SHOW AND SALE

SPONSORED BY

THE WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHIC COLLECTORS ASSN.

•

PASADENA CITY COLLEGE CAFETERIA
1570 Colorado Blvd., Pasodpna, CaJirurnia

(off 210 Freeway at Hill St. — 2 Liulits South)
♦ ANTIQUE CAMERAS ♦ SPECIAL DISPLAYS ♦ OLD
PHOTOGRAPHS ♦ STEREO VIEWS ♦ LITERATURE

♦ USED EQUIPMENT ♦

SATURDAY, NOV. 17,1984,10:30 AM - 5:00 PM
SUNDAY, NOV. 18,1984,10:30 AM - 3:30 PM

For info write WPCA, P.O. Box 4294, Whittier CA 90607
or call (213) 693-8421

ADMISSION FOR ONE; $3.00 WITH THIS COUPON
-NOdnOD INnODSIQ IN3D AiilJ-

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

MON NOV 12 Closing - Genesee Valley Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Genesee Valley, 67 Panorama Trail,
Rochester NY 14625

WED NOV 14 Showing - San Bernardino Stereo Exhibition
Rickey's Restaurant, 300 W. Valley Blvd.,
Alhambra, sponsored by the Pasadena Stereo
Club. Dinner (optional) 7 PM, show 8 Pif'.

Lots of folks, stereographers and non-stereo photogra
phers and guests alike attended the 2Ist San Bernar
dino Exhibition judging on November 3. They saw a
well-rounded array of stereo slides submitted by 96
different stereographers. John Funaro and Bernard
Stell were visiting from Sacramento and Sun City,
Arizona respectively to help serve as judges. Top
slide of the Exhibition went to Allan Griffin from

Australia for his smashing action shot of a dory launch
in the Australian surf. Several other medals went to

out-of-country entrants. The day concluded with a
gourmet buffet at the home of Maude and Charles Osborn.
The dining table offered an endless array of irresist
ible goodies. This all in the name of the continuation
of good stereography.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

My slide "Golden Helmet" received so many questions
after the September competition. "How can you take a
picture of a face in a painting?" No comment. It is
a very interesting long story. Want to hear it? Let
me know and I will write it out. "I know it is a
Rembrandt, but who was his model?" I explained that
Rembrandt von Rijn used members of his family, frietids,
and strangers on the street for models. He was too
poor to pay!

The morning 1 picked this slide 1 was leaving to give
a slide lecture of Hawaii. Actually, pressed for time,
1 reached in a box and grabbed three slides which had
been entered in 3-D competitions of another Club. The
"Butterflies" had won a "9". This was a Rose Parade
Float, of which 1 have 1000s, which 1 still think is
real 3-D on which you can depend.

1 also selected "Agave Attentuata" (which 1 will do as
a "so-called" sequence). That was the only slide to
receive an audible GASP because it came out into the
room! FAR OUT! And that is the subject of the rest
of this letter...

After reading various articles, and one in particular
(see the first letter to the Editor, September 1984
NEWS) 1 have decided to give my own unique "FAR OUT
AWARD" for those who have the nerve to challenge the
"Grumpy (Jumpy) Judges"! Over 30 years ago, 1 acquired
my Kodak Stereo (after trying all models). I have
actually made most of my income from my 3-D slides for
over 30 years! 1 won many awards at the Hollywood
Stereo Club for my Far Out pictures. 1 was asked to
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join another club, but I did not like the rules and
restrictions. Everything looking out of a window
frame, into the screen!

Do you realize the "Magnificent Magic" we have —
objects hanging and projecting in space? All without
expensive Laser techniques? How come everyoneTaves
about Kodak's 3-D movie borrowed from EPCOT at Disney
land, Florida? All those gorgeous effects of items
projecting over the audience! No matter where you sat,
some objects were right over the head of the person in
front of you, whether in the first or last row or on
the sides and even above (upstairs)!

Because of so many Hula and organ teaching engagements,
travel slide shows and social obligations, I finally
saw "Magic Journeys" the very last night! The HEAT of
the day and night was unbearable, the crowds enormous,
the long lines waiting for everything. Twelve hours
and I took not one stereo slide (I took only 14 35mm
with the Olympus, which I now use as a light meter for
my 3-D; never used a light meter until five years ago
and got 95 percent, and now I get 99 percent.)

My one plastic bag got heavier
imagine seeing the fabulous
and then on to the 3-D within an hour? I was a little

out-of-focus by 12:45 AM when I floated through "It's
a Small World".

As Joan Rivers would say "Grow Up", I say "Far Out".
Let's get some new excitement into our 3-D Club! You
ask for new ideas and participation. Are you afraid
of new/old experiments? I would even give some of my
time to teach those who want my formula for Far Out.
Are any of you game for getting into 3-D all-the-way?
From the Far Out Grandmother of stereo slides...

3-Diraensionally yours,

Marjorie Webster

fftt NewerNotes tor
Stereograp^e'f®

each hour. Can you
PSA 360° film on "China"

Drive

The dinner dishes were being carried away when the
newer stereographer asked, quite innocently, "What
motivates you? What gives you the drive to make so
many stereo pictures, always trying to make them better?
What really keeps you going?"

There were three veteran stereographers at the table
to which this question was directed. All tried to
answer at once, each presumably wanting to be the first
to give"the one" answer. But quickly it was discovered
that each had their own distinctively different reason
for their individual quest for excellence in stereo
photography.

As the glasses of wine were being finished, the host
was allowed to respond first, from this comfortable
dining room in West Los Angeles. "The highest form of
stereo photography today is the International Stereo
Exhibitions,which are genuine displays of stereography
as an art form. In these world-wide contests All the

competitors send*in their best slides, those slides
they think will win acceptances and honors. I take my
pictures to win, win, win. In so doing I know I'm

creating the best. I love getting back a report card
that gives me four acceptances, and maybe even a ribbon
or a medal or two. That's the real drive behind making
more and better 3-D slides. Always show your best;
always compete to win."

The coffee and dessert were being served as the second
veteran stereographer, from Northern California, ex
plained some personal viewpoints. "Through the local
Club, friends, exhibitions, shows and seminars, I see
lots of stereo photography. I try to view as much as
I can, for this is my source of inspiration. Then,
when I go out to make my stereo slides of a particular
subject, I try to make a slide better than anything
else I've ever seen. I don't mean to say that I try
to copy the ideas or approaches that I see in other
slides, but just try to make a better interpretation.
There are lots of ways to approach a subject, whether
it be flowers, people, or a landscape, and seeing the
slides of others gives me lots of stimulating ideas."

Squeezing the last crumbs of that double chocolate
fudge bundt cake between the tines of the fork (the ice
cream was long gone), the third veteran stereographer,
from the other side of town, made these observations.
"I'm my own best, or worst — I'm not sure which —
competition. That is, I compete against myself. I
have this box of stereo slides, three short trays of
50 or 60 or so that are ray very best work. These are
the slides I show to friends, share with folks at work,
and, of course, enter into exhibitions. "I'm always
trying to upgrade this collection. I weed out not-so-
good slides when the trays are full, and replace them
with better ones from recent photo experiences. Lots
of slides are also tied up in personal slide shows,
and I always try to make better slides to upgrade these
shows. I enjoy this competition most, between myself."

The newer stereographer, declining that second cup of
coffee for fear of a restless night, was wide-eyed.
"I guess I couldn't have asked a more pregnant question.
Little did I know I would get you three going like
this. I'm thankful and somewhat overwhelmed by your
responses. It will be interesting to look back on this
enjoyable evening and compare the reasons for m^ moti
vations, when I am a "veteran" stereographer.

"Hey, I've got some slides here I'd like you to see,"
one of them said. "Now, these are nothing special,
but will show you what a good time we had on that trip
a couple months ago." And they adjourned to the living
room to set up the projector...

Before getting into security...
Iwould like to say Ithink the
storage space isgreat...
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Realism in Stereo
You can enhance the effectiveness of 3-D pictures

by including monocular depth clues within them

By JOHN A. YERKES

(The following article is repro
duced from an early 1960s issue
of the Journal of the Photographic
Society of America.)

Rembrandt would have given his
right arm to be able to paint a

picture having "one-tenth" the depth
obtainable with a snap of a stereo
shutter. It has always been considered
the ultimate in painting to achieve'
the illusion of depth—to avoid the
flatness of the single plane. This was
especially impressed upon me some
years ago in a visit to the Capitol at
Washington. I saw a long, continuous,
sequence of paintings in the Rotunda
depicting historic American events. The
artist had been highly skilled in giv
ing the figures the illusion of having
been sculptured, and his work was
beautiful to behold. The series was
incomplete, due to the untimely de
mise of the artist, and I was told that
up to that time they had been unable
to find another artist comparably skilled
to finish the job. How rare is this skill
in painting; how easy and incompar
ably superior in stereo.

I cannot emphasize too strongly that
this perception of depth, this sheer
realism confers more potency to stereo
than all other photographic factors
combined. No other form of art can
give the observer the feeling that he
is actually there, that the objects are
real, that he can step through the
window and participate in the scene,
or reach out and grasp some object.
Let us never forget that the best 2-D
photograph that ever was made would
fall woefully flat in stereo competition.
As I have previously indicated, though
the stereo camera does most of the
work, its injudicious use can actually
destroy the illusion of depth, while
its skillful use can greatly enhance the
depth effect.

A number of monocular clues to

depth perception have previously been
mentioned. Let us now consider these
in detail. They are the clues that help
to indicate depth in a 2-D picture or
painting. Skillful use of these mono
cular clues will help greatly to en
hance the stereo effect; failure to in
clude these clues can greatly diminish
the depth effect, and sometimes even
completely defeat the work of the
stereo camera. Let us consider these
clues in detail, starting with the simple,
obvious ones:

Blocking: The simple expedient of let
ting an object partially cut off the
view of another object helps the depth
illusion in an obvious way.

Shadows: By permitting the shadow of
one object to fall upon another, the
observer readily concludes that the
first object is nearer the source of light.

Foreshortening of Round Objects:
When round objects foreshorten into
narrower and narrower ellipses, ex
perience tells us that the objects are
farther and farther away. Looking dir
ectly down on a water glass, one sees
a circle; at a distance, it becomes el
liptical.

Light and Shade: Separated planes
which are barely distinguishable in
monotonous lighting are easily per
ceived when the planes are well-
lighted with shadows in between.

Modelling Lights: Lighting which
highlights the nearer portions of an
object and deepens the shading of the
receding portions, imparts a sense of
fore-and-aft thickness. A beautiful
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vase, flatly lighted, looks like a paper
cutout; properly lighted, its roundness
and depth of form become apparent,
even in 2-D (But beware of deep
shadows in stereo.)
Color Contrasts: A field of green grass
gives little clue to its extent if the
color is monotonous green throughout.

-When broken up at various points with
contrastingly-colored flowers, or even
with deeper tones of green where the
ground rolls, depth perception is strik
ingly enhanced. The subject of color
is a rich field in which study will pay
'huge dividends in photography. A
simple knowledge of the use of com
plementary colors for greatest contrast
will be a useful tool for helping depth
I>erception.

-Haze: Even the flattest 2-D picture of
a mountain scene has one infallible
clue to distance—the purple haze which
is often a useful phenomenon for the
stereographer, since stereo provides
no depth perception for objects 700
feet away, sometimes less.

Yardstick: An object of known size,
especially an animal or a person in
cluded in the picture, often helps es
tablish size and depth of other objects.
There are times when stereo itself
cannot do that.

Viewpoint: Choice of camera position
often has a profound effect on depth
perception. An elevated or angular
viewpoint often helps to separate ob
jects which are difficult to distinguish
in a dead-on view. As we shall see
later, a well-chosen viewpoint helps
to harness perspective for better depth
perception.

Proximity: Getting close to the object
of interest not only brings out wanted
details better, but also shows the angu
lar relationships between nearby ob
jects so that depth is more easily per
ceptible. This will be more apparent
in the discussion of perspective.
Scattering: Lining up a number of
subjects as in a graduation picture
makes no contribution to depth. There
simply is none. Scattering the subjects
into many planes, preferably not too
distant, enhances the depth effect.

Telescopic Lenses: Depth perception
is distorted and diminished by the use
of telescopic lenses. There is actually
a crowding together of scattered ob
jects, the exact antithesis of good
depth perception. Marchers on parade
appear to be marching down hill. This
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will be clear in the discussion of per
spective which follows:

Perspective: This is the most impor
tant monocular clue to depth, and de
serves careful study. As we all know,
objects appear to diminish in size as
they recede into the distance. Size
diminution is perhaps the most import-'
ant familiar clue to depth and distance.,
Not only does an object which is ten
times as far away appear to be one-
tenth as large, but so do space between
objects. Thus, a pair of parallel rails
appear to converge toward the horizon.
Similarly, rows of trees, houses, tele
graph poles, fences, and other geo
metrically arranged objects present co
ordinated svstems of converging lines
and size diminution, both of which
help us to perceive thickness, depth,
distance, and other aspects of the third
dimension. These considerations help
make it clear why there is depth distor
tion when telescopic lenses are used.
When the camera is close-up to the
scene, objects are large in size and the
angular relationship between these ob
jects are also large. At a great distance,
the objects and the angles are small. If
a telescopic lens is used, it enlaipes
the objects so that they appear to be
close by, but you cannot enlarge an
angle by mere magnification. In brief,
the viewpoint is all wrong, for objects
which are so large and apparently
close. The result: distortion, crowding
of objects, loss of depth. (From the
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strictly stereo standpoint, parallax is all
wrong.)

I should now like to cite an actual
case related to monocular clues, and
how profound may be the effect on
denth perception in stereo or even
2-D photography, for that matter:

The scene: A pretty bungalow along
side a country road, nested between
a pair of beautiful poplar trees, many
of which bordered the road for miles.
The house was admittedly the main
object of interest. It was surrounded
by a flower-covered rustic fence. There
were several other houses in the dis
tance, and the road disappeared over
a wooded hill on the horizon. Several
herds of cows were grazing in the
fields at various distances.

I saw an amateur photographer stop
his car, walk across the road from the
house, take a dead-on front elevation
View of the hou.se and drive off. I
could only sadly shake my head and
say there ought to be a law against
that sort of photography. I couldn't
have blamed him if he had taken the
picture as a record .shot and had then
taken other pictures, but this was one
single shot. Now, I got one of the best
shots of my life there, and, taking full
advantage of the opportunities men
tioned, here is the way it was done:
The viewpoint was slightly angular,
from down the road a bit, and the
house was slightly to one side, with
the road and the trees running off
into the horizon. The pastures, the
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grazing cows, the houses, and the
wooded hills were all visible and in
sharp focus, except for the haze in the
distance. The angular viewpoint re
vealed the converging lines of the roof
of the house, the windows, the rustic
fence. Several of the poplars now par
tially blocked the house, and added to
the beauty without loss of detail. The
trees partially blocked each other, and
there were many planes with sun
light and .shade separating them. The
road, the trees, the fences, etc. showed
the clearly converging lines of perspec
tive. There was a large multiplicity of
planes, near and far, as shown by
houses, cows, trees and rolling ground.
There was size diminution with dis
tance—in fact, endless monocular clues
to depth.

Now, the 3-D camera, unassisted
by any monocular clues whatsoever,
will, under many circumstances yield
more depth perception than all the
monocular clues combined. Let there
be no misunderstanding here. But rec
ognition and skillful use of monocular
clues will elevate many a stereo pic
ture from the ordinary to the out
standing, and inclusion of such clues
has never hurt a single stereo picture.
On the other hand, dead-on views of
depthless subjects render even the
stereo camera helpless to produce more
than a pair of poor 2-D pictures. These,
then, are the details of how mono
cular clues may be harnessed for bet
ter stereo. •
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Stereoscopic Viewing No Game

By Wendell Brown

STEREOSCOPIC AND THREE-DIMEN

SIONAL viewing of images are no longer'
simply novelties presented for entertain
ment. New techniques for 3-D viewing are
emerging that promise real usefulness in
graphics and image processing. In some ap
plications they may augur a much-needed
next step up in image quality from the simu
lated 3-D images that use shading, hidden-
line removal, and perspective to create their
effect of depth.

Two devices for stereoscopic viewing
have been introduced in recent months.

The first device, a simple pair of glasses,
will reach the market later this year in a
Mattel video game. Ironically, the glasses
are so cheap (about $3 a pair for the deluxe
version) that they cannot be economically
delivered to the relatively limited graphics
marketplace. Their originator has tentative
plans to develop a device with more func
tionality and a bigger price ticket for the
professional graphics market. The other,
developed by Stereographies Corporation of
San Rafael, California, uses an electronic
version of the "chopper" idea.

Lenny Lipton, president of Stereo-
graphics, said his firm has developed "a
flickerless, interlaced high-resolution stere
oscopic monitor and display controller"
which can be used as a peripheral to almost
any computer graphics system. According
to Lipton, almost any system capable of dis
playing 2-D graphics can be retrofitted to
display 3-D graphics without any additional
hardware or screen buffers. The system
drives special electro-mechanical glasses
which allow the viewer to see a stereoscopic
image. Essentially, Stereographies has re
fined the occlusion technique, using modern

electro-optics to replace mechanical shutters
or choppers.

The fundamental problem in displaying a
stereoscopic image is to be able to deliver a
slightly different image to each eye. To per
ceive a sense of depth, each eye must see the
object from a different angle. The more dis
tinct each image is to each eye, the better
will be the illusion of depth.

An important differentiation should be
made between stereoscopic and true 3-D im
age generation. Stereoscopic images give
the viewer the illusion of depth perception,
but do not allow "around-lhe-corner" view

ing. True 3-D images allow the user to
change view-points and see around and be
hind objects in the image.

Several techniques can be used to give the
viewer a stereoscopic image. Perhaps the
oldest and simplest stereoscopic imaging
technique is that of merely placing two sepa
rate images next to each other. If the left
image is looked at by the left eye, and if the
right image is looked at by the right eye,
then a stereoscopic image can be seen. The
two images either can be generated by a
computer, or can be taken with a special
camera with two lenses. Some systems em
ploy a prism or mirrors to help the viewer
merge the two images, as not everyone can
easily relax his eyes enough to bring the two
images together. Special stereoscopic view
ers. which help the user's eyes see only one
image each, have been in existence since
the nineteenth century.

Polarization has been used to encode the

separate images in 3-D movies for many
years. The light intended for one eye is po
larized vertically, while light for the other
eye is polarized horizontally. This technique
requires each viewer to wear special polar

.v/r

ized glasses, and also to hold his head at a
certain angle so as to receive properly the
polarized images reflected from the screen.
This technique does give the viewer some
depth perception. However, it has not been
used in the computer-graphics field yet.

Color encoding images is another old,
simple technique used to deliver a separate
image to each eye. Differently color^ filt
ers are placed in front of each eye, which
then sees only the image that is of that par
ticular color. Red and green is a common
color combination used in this technique. Of
course, the color of the image for each eye
must correspond to the color of the filter in
front of each eye, so that the selection of
colors available for the 3-D image is lim
ited.

Yetanother way to direct a separate image
into each eye is to use time-multiplexing.
Choppers or shutters are employed to block
one eye at a lime, while the picture alter
nates between left-eye and right-eye ver
sions. An excellent stereoscopic effect can
be seen, provided that the shutters are per
fectly synchronized to the display. To the
naked eye, it appears as if two images are
superimposed upon each other. This process
yields an excellent 3-D image, and is among
the most common stereoscopic techniques
used. Various forms of mechanical shutters

have been used in the past. Recent advances
in liquid crystal display technology have al
lowed the production of simple, inexpen
sive, and reliable glasses.

Some stereoscopic systems use time-mul
tiplexing. According to Tom Ferrin, a mo
lecular graphics researcher at the Computer
Graphics Lab of the University of Califor
nia at San Francisco, his lab uses a stereo
scopic display to carry out DNA research.
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Stereoscopic Video Is Here!
StereoDimensionar" Stereoscopic Video Display Systems
Solve the Problems ofThree-Dimensional Imaging

Our new StereoDimensional"' brand CRT display
technology offers the first and only flicker-free stereo
scopic video systems able to solve your three-
dimensional imaging problems in both closed-circuit TV
and computer graphics applications.

Wherever 3-D has been simulated on video screens

by one-eyed cues such as shading, rotation, interposi
tion and perspective, StereoDimensional" electronics
hardware can now provide true depth perception without

loss of these usual monocular cues.

The systems are affordable. StereoDimensional"'
display systems, both black-and-white and color, are
designed to be readily compatible with all present stan
dards of video technology—NTSC, PAL, SECAfvl, non-
broadcast. high-resolution, RGB, and others. And the
whole range of standard computer graphics equipment
can be used to generate and display stereoscopic
images generated by this new technology.

Earlier efforts in this area had serious flaws. Even the

most successful previous stereoscopic video systems
suffered from unacceptable flicker. Polarizing systems
like those used for 3-D movies do not permit head-

tipping without confusing "ghosting" of the image, with
the result that the user must suffer the discomfort of

keeping the head rigidly vertical. Stereoscopic micro
scopes and similar variations on the parlor stereoscope
also require the user to keep the head and eyes fixed in
one position. "Red-and-green," or anaglyph, systems do
not permit a full-color picture, and result quickly in an
unacceptable level of discomfort.

Stereographies Corporation's unique achievement in
creating this revolutionary three-dimensional video

system has been to deliver a deep, crisp, flickerless,
high-quality, properly interlaced, full-color CRT image
within the current technical standards of the video imag

ing industry, while allowing multiple users complete
freedom of head, neck, and body movement.

A complete StereoDimensional" display system
typically consists of (a) a stereo-pair imaging source,

such as video tape, computer graphics, laser disc, our
stereoscopic video cameras, or stereoscopic micro

scope, (b) the display controller, (c) StereoDimensional"
viewing glasses, and (d) our special video monitor. The

cameras, camera controller, display controller, glasses,

and monitor incorporate our proprietary technology. All
the rest of the system, such as VTR's, switchers, and RF

links, can be standard, unmodified hardware.

For computer graphics users, no additional hardware
other than the StereoDimensional" display devices

needs to be added to the unmodified computer system.
Any video imaging process can utilize our stereo

scopic display. The StereoDimensional" video technol
ogy can be applied in all areas in which a three-
dimensional image is currently being simulated. Fea

tured in this catalog are two types of systems— NTSC
systems for composite video, and high-resolution sys
tems for computer graphics and scientific applications.

Stereographies Corporation is the only firm in the
world solely dedicated to the creation of high-quality
three- dimensional imaging systems. We manufacture
the most useful state-of-the-art stereoscopic video

display technology available anywhere today, im
mediately applicable to computer graphics and CCTV
uses.

Stereographies Corporation serves as a manufactur
ing, research, development, consulting, and licensing
company, offering a unique technology which provides
a general solution to the problems of stereoscopic video
display. Our product line, based on the StereoDimen
sional" brand three-dimensional imaging technology, is
being used for both video and computer-graphics appli
cations by leading high-tech firms.

Our systems do not simulate a three-dimensional
viewpoint, as do most systems now termed "3-D." We
provide true stereoscopic systems, giving the experi
ence of stereopsis—the unique mode of two-eyed depth
perception—to viewers of the video screen.

Company founder Lenny Lipton. our Director of
Research and Development, is author of Foundations of

the Stereoscopic Cinema, the most comprehensive
sourcebook ever written about stereoscopic technology.

The book includes an extensive appendix on stereo

scopic television.
As a result of our stereoscopic imaging studies, we

have developed significant know-how in the area of
creating good- quality three-dimensional images, both

with cameras and computer graphics systems. We work
closely with customers to help them generate displays
in diverse applications.

For further information about the company, please

write or call Jim Schreiber. Director of Corporate Com
munications. Stereographies Corporation, RO. Box 2309,
San Rafael, CA 94912. Phone (415) 459-4500.

Stereographies Corporation—A New
Dimension in Video imaging
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Give The Gift Of Stereo

This year we're asking every Club tneiaber to give the gift of stereo. We
would like each Club member who comes to our December meeting/Christmas
party to bring for our stereo slide gift exchange a slide that he or she
has made and is particularly fond of. It may be a slide that you feel
represents the best of your work. It may be one that Club members have seen
before. It may be one that has been in competition, or even a proven winning
slide. But even if you've never been awarded a ribbon in competition, don't
hesitate to bring a slide of yours that you like.

We may not be used to thinking of our stereo slides as "gifts", but in a
very real sense they are. We spend a lot of care in making these images.
They are always something personal — some insight, idea, feeling, or
creating that we craft into a medium of expression for others to see, for
them to share our way of seeing the world — vividly and in real depth.
When we make a 3-D slide and show it, we're giving something freely which
is more distinctive and says more about the maker than any "store-bought"
gift. And we Club members do this not just at Christmas, but year round.

This year we'd like to extend this gift giving to encompass something which
Club members can have to look at individually for years to come — actual
stereo slides taken by our fellow stereographers. So dig into your collec
tion and select that one special slide you'd like to receive if you were
someone else. Who knows, you may receive in exchange something that makes
you glad you gave the gift of stereo.

HEETIHOS; Thiril Thursday of eu.Th nwnth (except July t t.ecember) at 7:30 at the
Los Angeles Plioto Center, 412 So. Parkview St., L.A. Visitors and guests always
welcome. MEHDEnsniPi Annual dues arc Single/$12; Couple/51Sj Patron/any add'l
amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for the first partial
year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUESCRIPTION.S: The 3-D NEWS
is published monthly; 88 for 12 issues for non-meitberc; cend fees to the Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar

December January
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THU DEC 20 Club Christmas Party at the Photo Center,
7:30PM. Goodies to eat, slides to exchange
and stereo sequences to view

TUE JAN 1 Copy Deadline - January NEWS
MON-THU JAN 7-10 Getting Involved in Stereo Exhibitions

Workshop
THU JAN 17 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Third Club Competition

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these four new members:

DAVID BRADSHAW

31A Elm Ave., Long Beach CA 90802
R (213)A32-1A10 B (213)A39-2119

LAWRENCE A. BROWN

3250 Heatherfield Drive

Hacienda Heights CA 917A5
R (818)968-2308

MILDRED HAMILTON

1830 Port Wheeler Place
Newport Beach CA 92660
R (71A)6AA-7A82

VERNON ZIMMERMAN

3369 3/A Hamilton Way
Los Angeles CA 90026

Good reading extended to these new subscribers:

BILL LENNON

511 Old Farm Road

Danville CA 9A526

STEPHEN K. MCGROGAN

19A50 Yuma Street

Castro Valley CA 9A5A6

Club membership anniversaries for December:

Norvin Armstrong - 2 years
Bill Boyd - 2 years
Dan Doll - 3 years
Jerry Fielder - 2 years
Ronald Jones - 2 years
Richard Lindblom - 5 years
Daniel McCarthy - A years
Charles Piper - 18 years
Marc Ratner - 2 years
Kay Ratner - 2 years
Toni Rousseau - 2 years
Charles Smith - 2 years

Classified

FOR SALE; Custom Realist 2.8, excellent condition, in
original box with instruction book $350; Steinheil
wide angle lenses for Realist, like new, in leather
case with lens caps $210. Russ Terrill, 2121 Hill Dr.,
Los Angeles CA 900A1 (213)257-3836

FOR SALE: Stereo polaroid glasses $1 each, 10 or more
80c each, 100 or more 60c each postpaid. George
Cushman, Box A03A, Long Beach CA 9080A (213)A98-163A

FOR SALE; 3-D comics, magazines, books, cameras,
viewers and vintage ViewMaster reels. C. Varen, 31-39
83rd St., E. Elmhurst NY 11370

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

WED JAN 16 Closing — Oakland Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Harold Hatfield, 1026 Doris Court,
Alameda CA 9A501

TUE JAN 29 Closing - Hollywood Stereo Exhibition
Forms - George Pond, 1A919 S. Normandie
Ave. #28, Gardens CA 902A7

WED JAN 30 Closing - Cordova Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Phyllis Rander, A2i2 Eastwood St.,
Fair Oaks CA 95628

Another year of Stereo Exhibitions are starting soon.
We can anticipate about 18 of them again in the coming
year. These exhibitions are the perfect place to share
your very best stereo slides. Once a person is involved
in the exhibitions, over the years one gets to know
other stereographers just through their photography.
And then it is amazing how they seem to know each other
quite well when they finally meet down the photographic
trail...at a convention or while traveling or visiting
other friends in the area. Get to know others with a

common stereo interest by participating in the stereo
exhibitions. It's our one uniting force for all good
amateur stereography throughout the world. As an
assist in getting involved for the newcomer, read the
Workshop News below.

Workshop News

GETTING INVOLVED IN STEREO EXHIBITIONS WORKSHOP

January 7-8-9-10 has been designated "Getting Involved
In Stereo Exhibitions" week. If you have been waiting
for the right moment to find out all about these exhi
bitions, this is the time. Rick Finney and Jerry Walter
will give youall the help they can, on any of the four
evenings — January 7-8-9-10. They will show techniques
in getting entry forms, mailing the slides, record
keeping, and in general just what to expect. And most
importantly, they will help you evaluate your own slides
for those with the best potential for acceptances.
They will project some of their own winners, as well
as some dismal failures in the exhibition routine. So

plan on an evening with Rick and Jerry at their home
at 1098 Montecito Drive, Los Angeles 90031 any evening
January 7-8-9-10. Call them at (213)225-80A2 so they
know the evening to set aside for you. Start sharing
your good stereo slides with the whole world through
the International Stereo Exhibitons.

—David Starkman, Workshop Director
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Let's Join Together

...On December 20

We've got a humdinger of a meeting set for Thursday,
December 20th, as the Stereo Club of Southern Califonria
hosts a festive Christmas Party! All right at the Photo
Center starting at 7:30 PM.

• A gluttonous orgy as members and visitors alike
will gorge themselves on punch and Holiday
goodies. Please feel free to bring a sack of
cookies, fudge, butterscotch-covered truffles,
peanut brittle, rum balls, pepperment hay
stacks, Cheddar fondue with toasted onion
bread, or any such delight. We will simply
share all these goodies. Daphne Shepard at
(818)962-5581 is coordinating all this, and
you can call her to get advice. Or just
bring your treat and surprise us all! Yummm!

• We're having our first-ever Holiday Slide
Exchange. Everyone who brings a slide will
get a different slide through a random
drawing. There are sure to be some exciting
images changing hands, and we will project
all the slides before the exchange. Don't
miss out on all the fun! Cardboard mounts

are okay, but no white elephants, please.
Bring a slide you think someone else would
appreciate.

• Finally, we'll grab our glasses and dim the
lights for a review of the 1984 PSA Stereo
Sequence Exhibition. These collections of
short stories in 3-D are always crowd
pleasers. The sequences will be presented
in fade-dissolve projection, so this is one
show you won't want to miss.

Be there with bells on, and share/receive/spread some
Holiday Joy with your fellow Club members and guests
on December 20th.

—Tony Alderson, Program Director

ISCC Report

The first judging of the 1984-85 International Stereo
Club Competition was held on November 16 under the
auspices of the Cordova Camera Club. Six members of
the Stereo Club of Southern California participated.
Submitting slides premiered at the September Club Com
petition were Worth Booth, Jerry Walter, Marilyn
Felling ,Rick Finney, Ursula Sylvan and Russ Terrill.
Rick Finney won an Honorable Mention in the ISCC
judging for his composition "Day Lilies and a Daisy".

The February competition will be hosted by the Sydney
Stereo Camera Club. The current standings for the
competition are:

Kodak Camera Club

Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Stereoskopi
Oakland Camera Club

Rocky Mountain Stereo Camera Club . .
Sydney Stereo Camera Club
Budget Sound Camera Club
Chicago Stereo Camera Club
Potomac Society of Stereo Photographer
Stereo Club of Southern California. .

Victorian 3D Association

49

46

46

46

44

42

40

40

38

37

—Tony Alderson, ISCC Coordinator

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

I often disagree withthe judges at slide competitions.
In many competitions, I see slides that I have seen
previously, or slides that are similar to those that I
have seen before. Sometimes these slides, which portray
familiar scenes or themes, do well. While in many
cases they are excellent photographs, my reaction to
them is that we have seen them so many times before.
They no longer seem to express any urgency or relevance.
While we can all agree that tpe Mona Lisa is a great
painting, and its style and execution are flawless, it
would not have any relevance if it were painted today.
Contemporary art has simply moved on since its time.
In the same way, many of the slides I see are truly
excellent, but I feel that the message they carry is
not one of any relevance or immediacy. The judges, who
are faced with evaluating a photograph in terms of
technical excellence and overall impact, may give a
high score to a slide, while I am left with the feeling
that it is something we have seen too many times before.
It seems to me that one of the primary goals of pho
tography is to help us to see. The purpose of a pho
tograph is for the photographer to show us something
we might not ordinarily notice, or bring out a meaning
or relationship that might not be immediately apparent.
Alternately, the photographer can express his own
feelings or impressions of a scene by a photograph.
Therefore, to keep our photographs fresh and interesting
it is necessary to constantly strive towards new view
points and insights. How can we, or should we, include
the consideration of relevance into the judging process?
I don't have any easy answers, and obviously, this
type of choice is a strongly subjective thing. I feel
strongly, however, that if photography is to remain a
vital, living art, it is essential that it reflect the
contemporary consciousness, and encourage the full
creative potential of its current practitioners.

—David Kuntz
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David Starkman's 3-D Diary

Dear 3-D Diary:

The 3-D NEWS Editor Jerry Walter has asked me to write
little notes to you that might be included in the Club's
bulletin. I guess because I work with 3-D business on
a daily basis, I might be able to share news and
thoughts about what is going on in 3-D.

Currently I don't know what to think about Nimslo. The
rumor seems to be that the cameras are out of produc
tion — which seems to confirm the amazing low close-
out prices that I keep seeing (as low as $25.00!!).
Nimslo doesn't seem to be going out of business, how
ever. They are going to concentrate on the professional
market, as professional 3-D portraits seem to be a
viable market for their process. A higher priced pro
fessional camera (with more lenses?) is apparently on
the horizon.

3-D movies are in somewhat of a slump. Just between
you and me, I couldn't even bring myself to see the
recent release "Silent Madness" after I heard about the

blood-and-guts details. You know how T go after every
thing 3-D, but I just don't enjoy "slasher" movies.
I've heard that the 3-D was not especially well done,
either.

The most promising upcoming entry in the 3-D movie
field is "Starchaser: The Legend of Orin", a $10 million
animated 3-D science-fiction adventure , scheduled to
open May 17 in 70mm and Dolby sound. An interesting
twist (reminiscent of the 3-D TV broadcasts of 1982)
is the fact that the Hollywood Reporter states that
negotiations are currently underway for a major cross-
promotion with Burger King. The fast-food chain would
commits large advertising budget, in return for having
its name on each pair of "Starchaser" 3-D glasses. The
glasses could then be turned in at Burget King outlets
for a free soft drink (or something like that).

Well, the Holidays are coming, so I'll have to stop to
take some time to work on greeting cards. Until next
month.

3^

The light oflove...
friendliness

that wahns the heart...
dreams aglow with hope...

joy...

fnr Newet""stereographers

The Light Is Free

We are in a very special time of year, and as a newer
stereographer you will be amazed at the wonderful re
sults that are possible at this special time. We're
speaking about the warm quality of the everyday sun
light during these months of December and January. And
what is so nice is that all this rich light spilling
over everything is FREE!

This may sound a bit strange to you if you haven't
brought yourself to study light like most veteran pho
tographers have. Light is light, you may think. It
takes just so much of it to make a picture; what could
be special about it. Well, we're not talking about the
quantity of light, but the quality. During these two
months the sun is lowest in the heavens; consequently,
its quality is far different all during the day than
at any other time of year.

For one thing, it's softer, producing far less contrast
between the bright and dark subjects in your photo
compositions. Which means you'll be able to pick up a
lot more detail in both the bright areas as well as the
shadows. Though film with its wide latitude can record
wide ranges of lighting, it is not that pleasing to the
eye. And a wide range of lighting especially makes a
stereo slide suffer on projection, with hardly any
detail in the shadow areas.

Secondly, it's warmer, some days almost having a rosy
hue. It is a very special color that flatters nearly
all subjects, from cityscapes to landscapes, seascapes
and harborscapes, as well as portraits.

Thirdly, it is angular. All during the day it produces
nice long shadows, and enhances textures that you
wouldn't see any other time of year. Shadows and tex
tures give all the more dimension to your 3-D slides.

This is not meant to mislead you. This special quality
in the natural sunlight does exist at other times of
the year, but only for roughly the first hour after
sunrise and the last hour before sunset. But at this
time of year that special quality does not go away,
even at noon.

Pick a special crisp,sharp day, when the air is really
clear, and go out and practice with your camera, paying
particular attention to the way the sunlight enhances
all subjects. Observe and study... really learn some
thing about it. If you make some careful exposures,
you will be amazed at the results. And for the most
part you will be making slides you can't make any other
time of year. And the chief substance in these special
slides — sunlight — is all FREE!

"Realism is an enormously flexible and constantly
changing attitude, not just a style. The visual
world is not just one thing. It is constantly
being reconstructed by the perception of artists.
And for each change in perception there is a
change in style, touch, and technique."

—Burt Silverman

Breaking The Rules Of Watercolor
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Club Competition News

The November Club Competition saw four members who met
the challenge and entered slides in the nonconventional
category for the first time this season. Congratula
tions to Tony Alderson, Tim Cardinale, Bill Daggett
and Bob Kneisel who each received a FREE roll of Koda-
chrome 64 film for their efforts. Innovation and
enthusiasm do bring results.

Congratulations also to new Club member Bob Commagere
who entered slides for the first time in the November
competition and received an Award and Honorable Mention
for his works. Keep up the good work, Robert. We all
lookforward to seeing more of your slides. And thanks
to Bob also, as well as Bill Daggett, Bob Kneisel and
Stu Weisbuch forgiving us some information about their
slides in the "Insights" section of this issue.

Thanks also to Rick Finney, Bill Shepard and Jerry
Walter for their fine efforts in judging this event.
Following the competition and, after some difficulties
with the microphone, the judges offered helpful criti
cism and informative comments on a number of randomly
selected slides.

Remember that the NEXT CLUB COMPETITION will be at the
January 17 meeting. Hope to see you all there!

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director

Judges for November:

Rick Finney
Bill Shepard
Jerry Walter

A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

NOV CUM

67 127 Stuart Weisbuch

Award: Rambis Gets The Rebound

HM: Very Vaudeville
65 126 Russ Terrill

Award: Silver Wings
62 *126 David Starkman

HM: Ice Cream Colors

— *124 Jerry Walter
62 122 David Hutchison

— *120 Rick Finney
62 119 Earl Colgan

57 Marilyn Felling
56 Susan Pinsky
54 Ward Clark

19 19 Tim Cardinale

A GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

NOV CUM

58

*130

*124

117

57 114

19

60

58

19

Jerry Walter
Rick Finney
Russ Terrill

Award: Mt. Lassen Snow Plant

Award: Glassware And Candle
Tony Alderson

Award: Justin

HM: Diana's Cookies

Susan Pinsky
Ward Clark

Tim Cardinale

B GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

NOV CUM

59 117

55

54

58

Earl Colgan
Award: Closeup Kindar
HM: Blow Hard

110 Richard Evans

109 George Cushman
61 Herb Fisher

58 Bill Daggett
HM: Frozen Architecture

HM: Multi Rued Cereus

56 56 Bob Kneisel

HM: Stereo Mono

B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

NOV CUM

63 *126

61 120

63 118

59 118

59 118

61 117

Tony Alderson
Award: Sunset On The Ferry

John Konrad

HM: Life And Death

HM: On The Berm

Bill Daggett
Award: Silhouettes At Sunset

HM: A Photographer's Favorite Subject
Ursula Sylvan

HM: Surprised
Marjorie Webster

HM: Vegas Victory
Robert Commagere

Award: Water Lillies

HM: Waterfall #1

61 116 Richard Evans

HM: Letting The
54 114 George Cushman
56 110 John Hart

54 110 Bob Kneisel

— *110 Bill Shepard
— 59 Earl Anderson

— 59 A1 Bohl

— 59 Jonathan Kuntz

— 58 Herb Fisher

58 58 Alan Williams

— 57 Jeff Sylvan
— 56 Bill Boyd
56 56 Bert Sikli

HM: Blue Danube

— 55 George Rigney
— 54 Marshall Stewart

* Judge's Scores Averaged
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INSIGHTS:
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

"SILHOUETTES AT SUNSET" by Bill Daggett. Much of the
success of this picture comes from the reminder we
frequently read and hear from experienced stereographers
— to be alert for picture opportunities during the

"golden hour" soon after sunrise
and just before sunset. My family

Iwas a guest at a Palos Verdes home
Ioverlooking the ocean. I enjoyed
this ocean view often during our

[afternoon visit, but it never oc-
Icured to me that it had any poten-

a stereo photograph. As the sun began to set
the sky turned to yellow and the calm ocean

Then I thought that this is about as golden
as I'll ever see. It was as if the sunlight

was going through a giant yellow filter which gave
everything it touched a yellow-golden sheen. While my
family and our host stood at the west edge of the back
yard watching this slowly changing wash of color, I
walked about trying to find something to frame and to
provide foreground to this now spectacular viewpoint.
Just inside the back door it was discovered that the

lattice supporting tlie bougainvillea plant over the
back porch was just what was needed. My silhouette
subjects were standing still so I thought 1/25 shutter
speed on my Realist camera would be enough. Using my
SLR camera for a light meter on the sky and water only,
the needle indicated a f/5.6 aperture for my 64 Koda-
chrome film. Setting the "infinity" mark of my Realist
focus wheel at f/5.6 on the "far" scale, I noted on
the "near" scale everything beyond 12 feet would be in
good focus. Moving the camera behind this distance I
framed the scene, attached the tripod, waited until my
silhouette subjects were pleasingly arranged, and
squeezed the shutter. I don't think I have any other
slide taken during the "golden hour" light hours that
better emphasizes the color possibilities during this
fleeting time.

tlal for

however,

to pink,
a moment

"RAMBIS GETS THE REBOUND" by Stu Weisbuch. I really
enjoy shooting sporting events in 3-D. A photo pass
to the L.A. Forum allowed me to capture the Lakers in
action from courtside. I was fortunate

to be able to use the Forum's permanent
strobe system, normally used only by
photographers from Sports Illustrated.
I used my TDC Stereo Vivid with ASA400
Ektachrome. I shot at f/6.3 with the
shutter at 1/100 second. No filters
were needed since all the lighting at
the Forum is balanced for daylight
(5600K). The Vivid is a great camera
for any action photography. The top-
mounted controls are easy to use and the
shutter release on the front of the cam

era allows for a steadier shot. The

bright rangefinder with the built-in
bubble level also adds to the ease of use.

however, have the camera modified to accept an external
flash sync. I'm looking forward to seeing a lot more
games through the eyes of my Vivid.

I did

"STEREO MONO" by Bob Knelsel. Mono Lake is an amazing
location for 3-D photographs, north of Bishop and Mam
moth Lakes on 395. The scenery is grand, from the
unique tufa limestone formations to
the snow-capped mountains. In com
posing this 3-D slide, I tried to
construct a spatial progression for
the viewer's eye to follow. I po
sitioned the camera so there would
be two rows of tufa columns, one about
twenty feet behind the first. In the
mid-ground, I let:the lake, with its
deep blue color and somewhat lighter
tufa island, attract the eyes. The
slanting of the tufa columns in the
foreground downward to the right
helped lead the viewer to this mid-
ground island, as did the shading of the columns from
dark to light in the direction of the island. The
brilliant white snow caps served as a convenient back
drop, attracting the eye to the distance. Since the
line of snow caps slices through the tufa in the fore
ground, it serves also to bring the viewer's eye back
to where they began. The slide is almost monochrome,
with only the blue sky and lake adding color to an es
sentially black and white subject. I used Kodachrome
64, a Nikon FM on a tripod with a slide bar, and exposed
for that elusive 18% gray, which is the photographer's
mean.

"WATERFALL tfl" by Robert F. Commagere
ago I took my 4 X
film and went to

Arboretum in Arcadia and took photo- ^
graphs of a beautiful waterfall.
For the past few years I had been
waiting to return to this waterfall
as the b&w photographs that I took
there have always been some of my
most personally satisfying work. I
returned there on Monday, November
12, 1984. To photograph "Waterfall
//I" I used a Stereo Realist ST-42

with Kodachrome 64 film and a Minolta

FlashMeter III in the incident light
mode. The meter indicated an expo
sure of 1 sec. at f/22. I bracketed
my exposure plus and minus I stop.
1 sec. at f/22 turned out to be the
"correct" exposure. This long expo
sure gives the photograph a somewhat
timeless quality. I took it about
3:30 PM when the waterfall and its surroundings were
in shadow. The even lighting was ideal for this type
of photograph. If the sun had been shining on the
waterfall, the white portion of the water would have
been greatly overexposed. The Arboretum is a photog
rapher's delight. I would recommend it to anyone who
is interested in nature or landscape photography.

DEVTU
P05TPU.li

MONO

few years
5 view camera with black and white
the Los Angeles State and County
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The Sense Of Vision

(The following is adapted from an article written by
Club members Steve Traudt and Bruce Wendorff from

Lincoln, Nebraska. The article was published in a
recent issue of "NEBRASKAland".)

There is an art to "seeing". When looking at something,
do we actually see it? Do we look beyond the reality
of the object or scene*and begin to see shapes, colors
and textures? The hectic pace of our daily lives tends
to dull our artistic senses. It is much like the per
son who wolfs down a well-prepared meal compared to
someone who takes time to savor each morsel. In the

rush, we lose appreciation of the simple joys, whether
it be a sense of taste or a sense of vision. Happily,
though, vision can be enhanced with just a little
practice.

Because we spend the greatest part of our lives either
at home or at work, these two areas provide the best
opportunities to practice seeing. These common, seem
ingly unexciting areas, actually offer the most fertile
ground for pleasant discoveries. Initially you may
need tomake a conscious effort to notice "new" details.

For example, the next time you take out the trash,
pause in the yard and look around. What color is the
sky? How much has that sapling grown? What kind of
patterns were left in the soil by last night's rain?
As you are eating your lunch at work, look up at the
ceiling. Examine the floor. Study the reflections on
shiny surfaces. This kind of approach soon begins to
free your mind to appreciate subtleties previously un
noticed. Think back for a minute to when you were
young. A child's day is filled with wonder and dis
covery. As adults, we must strive to regain that lost
sense of awe for our surroundings.

Our tool of exploration is the camera, which allows us
to record each new find. Photography can be separated
into two basic types: documentary and interpretive.
Documentary is the factual presentation of a scene.
The interpretive approach involves more of the photog
rapher's emotional input and often allows for a more
creative product. The ability to communicate feelings
with a camera is a major goal of the interpretive pho
tographer.

Whether you practice photography as a casual hobby or
use it for more serious purposes, it is helpful to
break down the elements of making a good photograph.
These elements include: Seeing,Reacting, and Recording.

Seeing is learning to observe more accurately; it is
developing your imagination. Never be satisfied with
the first glance. Look at the subject from various
angles. Try a bird's-eye view, or a low angle. Inter
pretive photography demands a keen awareness of your
surroundings. Realize the importance of light. Light
imparts shadows, gives color, and renders depth. Light
also has intensity, quality and direction. The mood
of the photograph greatly depends on the kind of light
present; use it to your advantage. Many scenes are
enriched by the warm glow of early morning or late
afternoon light. Human vision tends to take in wide
expanses; it is often more rewarding to focus on a
smaller scale.

The camera is a tremendous tool for seeing because it
allows you to narrow your vision. As an exercise in
seeing, give yourself an assignment. Find a fire plug
and take 12 different photographs of it. Or, take 12
photographs from within a six-foot circle in your back
yard. It is best to choose subject matter that you
would not normally photograph, and let yourself go.

The results of such exercises will both amaze and en
courage you.

The second element is reacting. Reacting is the under
standing of what you feel about what you see. To make
a strong image, you must analyze your emotional response
to the subject. How and what do you feel? Is it hap
piness, mystery, excitement, tranquility? Try to
visualize the final photograph. Will it convey your
feelings? In view of the importance of this element,
we highly recomment a tripod. Because a tripod is slow
to operate, your photography becomes a more deliberate
act, allowing you more time to assess your feelings.
Remember, too, that the photograph will be devoid of
sound, taste, feel or smell. It will have to stand on
sight alone. Seeing and reacting often blend together
and operate on an instinctive level, but never under
estimate their importance.

Recording is the third element. It includes camera
operation, lens selection and exposure control. Good
technical skills are imperative to record the image on
film. However,a preoccupationwith technique can inter
fere with seeing and reacting. You must practice using
your camera until all the controls can be operated al
most without conscious thought. Only then can your
feelings be expressed in your photographs. Work toward
achieving an intimate understanding of depth of field
and exposure control. Once you master the mechanics
of photography, the mind can more easily consider the
subjective responses which are so necessary to a mean
ingful photograph. Here, too, the tripod is a valuable
tool that allows use of the full range of shutter
speeds and apertures. Dramatic photographs are taken
under dramatic conditions, and it is precisely such
conditions that require thoughtful decisions on your
part. Keep in mind that exposure meters are calibrated
to give good results in average lighting of average
subjects. Do you want all of your photographs to look
average?

Skillful acquisition of these three elements will re
quire time. There are no shortcuts. Anything worth
doing well takes time and effort. Classes and work
shops are helpful, but the best teacher is still film
and lots of it! Fine images seldom result from happy
accidents, but from the exercise of much care and
thought.

Your photography should always be fun. Adopting a
playful attitude will increase your sensitivity and
allow for more feeling in the photograph. The camera
is only an objective recorder, while a person is a
subjective creature full of thoughts and ideas and
emotions. Photography is such a marvelous art because
it blends so well the objective with the subjective.
The image that you create is a reflection of yourself.
You are the only person who will ever make that image
from that posiiton at that moment in time. That is an
exciting prospect, and one to keep in mind as you em
bark on your discoveries.
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:STEREO PROJECTION FOR LARGE AUDIENCES
The stereo chairman for a convention agonizes over the problem of lighting a large
enough screen for an audience of several hundred. At the same time the stereo purist
deplores the lack of ortho stereo In most projection. The former says, '̂Why is ster
eo projection so dim compared with SSinn ?' The latter says, "Projected stereo will
never equal hand viewed stereo." While there is some validity in both'positions, all
is not lost. Reasonably ortho stereo can be shown to 300 people.

ROOM PREPARATION AND PROCEDURES

For a large stereo audience, get the room as dark as possible. The light on a soft
drink machine or a men's room light can be significant; even the light coming under
a door. A fully dark adapted audience can make much more use of the limited light
available. After you have darkened the room, allow two minutes for the audience to
get dark adapted before projecting. Play music or make announcements, but don't do
it with a light burning at the lectern.

SCREENS
There are many types of screens, but without going into a lot of technicalities, let
me make a simple statement: For a large stereo audience, make sure you have a metal
lized plastic film screen (called a silver screen), and make sure it is not tarnished.
If your screen doesn't reflect two or three times as much light as white paper, you
need a better (or newer) screen. Remember that a 50% loss in screen reflectivity is
the difference between lighting a 7ft screen and lighting a 10ft screen.

PROJECTORS

The most common projector used for stereo shows in U.S. is probably the TDC 750 watt
or a TDC 500 with 750 watt lamps. The latter doesn't heat slides any more than the
former, because both projectors have the same fan. However, using 750 watt lamps in
the 500 does tend to crack condensers (which are not as well heat sinked), and burn
up sockets (which are bakelite rather than ceramic). Unfortunately this projector
will only light a 6ft screen really adequately, and 1000 watt lamps won't help.

THE BEST AVAILABLE PROJECTOR
For most clubs the only solution to the large audience problem , using cormiercially
available equipment, is the Realist 1000 watt projector, model 82. When combined
with a 12ft silver screen in good condition, it will provide for 200 people comfort
ably, and the front one third of the audience will be seeing ortho stereo. The im
provement over the TDC will be so dramatic, you will never want to go bacjt to It,

OPTICS OF THE REALIST 82
The optical system of the model 82 is unique, and totally unlike that ^f the 81, or
the TDC, or Triad. Instead of the usual triplet, having 3 elements close together
about 4 inches from the slide, the 82's lens resembles the old fepid Rectilinear cam
era lens, with a field flattener nearly touching the slide. The; aperture of this
combination is f/2.3. An f/2.3 transmits more than twice as much light as an f/3.5.

PROBLEMS WITH THE REALIST PROJECTOR
Operating the Realist projector is no lead pipe cinch. It needs to be played like a
violin. The changer, which accepts slides right-side-up, and flips them 180° to pro
jection position, must be operated with skill and care, and kept clean and lubed. If
the operating lever is not depressed smoothly, slowly, and positively, erratic index
ing can result. The picture controls are not especially easy to operate, and not
easily adaptable to cable. The Realist can be used with smaller lamps for smaller
audiences, but the- TDC is preferable to avoid the mechanical hassle. The Realist
carrier, in common with most others, is not designed for 7 sprocket slides.

GLASSES
For a large audience, make sure your glasses are in good condition. New glasses do
make a difference.

THE BOTTOM LINE Get a Realist 82 and watch your membership growl.'
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Stereoresolutions

It's that time of year again when we regret what we didn't accomplish over
the past year and resolve to discipline ourselves to finish these tasks and
set out to tackle even more. So now, if you haven't already done so, it is
time to make some New Year's Stereoresolutions. Among the many you could
possibly come up with are the following:

1. Resolve to enter more slides in competitions — both the Club's and the
others across the country. This can mean taking some nonconventional slides
for a change and entering these in competition. Or it could mean entering
all five of the Club's competitions this year. If you are a newer Club
member, this resolution might mean taking your first stereo slides and put
ting them in competition.

2. Resolve to be more.creative and experimental in your 3-D picture taking.
You don't necessarily have to stand on your head to do this. Just try a
little imagination. Even some "mistake" slides can result in great effects
when used in sandwiches, special masks, etc. One way to expand your skills
in making more creative slides is to attend one of the Club's workshops.

3. Resolve to attend, or better yet, give a workshop in some stereo tech
niques such as mounting, special effects, sequences, etc. There's lots to
learn, and the Club has a fine group of people with talent to pass on. Some
very useful workshops have been going on all over the L.A. area already.
How can it be any easier?

4. Resolve to finally, after all these years, learn how to be a stereo
projectionist. There are far too few in the Club who know how to perform the
essential work of projecting stereo slides. Without projection and cable
controls, what kind of meetings would we have? So if you like your verticals
and horizontals properly aligned, learn how it's done. You can start out
by overcoming projection-phobia: offer towork one of the controls at a Club
meeting and then clamor for a projection workshop.

5. Resolve to go through your closets, cabinets and camera bags to find
stereo equipment to sell (or better yet, give to the Club to sell) at the
February auction. It's been a while since our last auction, so this one
should be a great opportunity both to get rid of unwanted items and acquire
new ones.

6. Resolve to take an active part in running the Club — be on the Board
of Directors! The work of planning, organizing, and carrying out the Club's
functions and activities doesn't get done unless members (this means you)
take the responsibility to do them. So start thinking now about which Board
position orother role you'd like to take for the new year starting in July.

7. Resolve to make this a year that you can look back up;jn this time next
year and say it was a good year for stereo photography. i ^

ber) a\7:ju at <HEETIMCS; Third Thursday o£ ea.Th month (except July t Uecember) a^7:ju at the
Los Angeles Plioto Center, 412 So. Parlcview St., L.A. Visitors and (juests always
welcome. MEHDERSHIP! Annual dues are Sinqle/S12; Couple/Sl8: Patron/any add'l
amount, all due July 1. !Jew ratimbership duos are prorated for tlie first partial
year. Send new duos to tho denhership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS; The 3-0 NEWS
is published monthly; S8 for 12 issues for non-memberc; send rcos to the Editor.

RECEIVED JAN 0 9 1985
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Stereo Activity Calendar

TH13 JAN 17 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Third Club Competition

FRI FEE 1 Copy Deadline - February 3-D NEWS
THU FEE 21 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Club Auction of members' 3-D items

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these two new Club members:

ED DILIBERTO

43 Pomona Avenue

Long Beach CA 90803
R (213)439-6289

J. RODNEY SHELLEY

6200 Malaga Court
Long Beach CA 90803
R (213)498-0976 B (213)434-5768

"Good Reading" extended to these new NEWS Subscribers:

DONALD DOUGLAS

180 Sylvian Way
Los Altos CA 94022

SYD FISHER

740 Southgate Avenue
Daly City CA 94015

DAVID THAYER

633 Post #723

San Francisco CA 94109

Club membership anniversaries for January:

Max Bruensteiner - 29 years (Charter Member)
Tim Cardinale - 8 years
George Cushraan - 3 years
Howard De Vorkin - 3 years
Jim Pettit - 7 years
George Pond - 29 years (Charter Member)
Burt Sikle - 2 years
George Skelly - 7 years
Steve Traudt - 2 years

Please note this address change:

Richard Evans

6812 Charade Drive

Dallas TX 75214

R (214)823-8371 B (214)821-4540

Board Meeting Notes

The Second Quarter Club Board Meeting was hosted by
Bill and Daphne Shepard on November 8, 1984. Among the
many items discussed during the two hours were: The
Treasury balance is $1951....3-D NEWS will be sent to
Club guests and visitors with names provided by the
Hospitality Director.... 3-D NEWS articles will be ac
cepted any time, any place, typed or hand-written....
no progress on upgrading the lOOOw Realist projector
this quarter...February meeting will be an Auction....
future workshops will be on mounting, twin camera, pro
jection, judging (PSA Traveling Exhibition), and Nimslo
....the Stereo Assignment Group (SAG) will not be re
vived...due to a paperwork mixup the Club Show "Stere
ography — A Fresher Portrayal" will not be shown at
the August PSA Seattle Convention, but it will be shown
at the October International Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
Congress, Washington D.C. area...discussions havu been
held regarding co-sponsoring a National Stereoscopic
Association (NSA) convention in Southern California in
1986.... further efforts are being made on acquiring a
projection fade device for the Club. As if the elabor
ate chip 'n dip spread before the meeting wasn' t enough,
the good hosts ended the evening with pie 'n ice cream!

Classified

FOR SALE: Near mint condition Mark II Stereo ViewMaster

stereo camera, case, cutter; brand new never-used stereo
projector,case, all original boxes and papers. All
for $600 or best offer. Gail Reece, 15208 Caravaca,
La Mirada CA 90638 (714)523-4881

FOR SALE; Cameras, viewers, projectors, accessories,
and more. For my stock list of 3-D send large SASF..
Mr. Poster, Box 1883, So. Hack NJ 07606

FOR SALE; TDC Stereo Colorist I $125; Kodak Stereo
$120; TDC 116 Projector $310; Elmo Super 8 3-D Movie
Outfit $325 plus much more. Reel 3-D Enterprises,
PC Box 35, Duarte CA 91010 (818)357-8345

FOR SALE: TDC 116 Vivid Projector, 5" lenses, case,
mint condition S275. Will consider trade. Dean

Anderson, PO Box 1456, Loma Linda CA 92354 (714)747-7479

3-D News Clips

AV slide shows in your own
living room? In 3D?

Eumij: hiis dune it—given us a t'uM-l'ea-
tured slide show package for under S4(M).
Each slide projector can be purchased >ep-
arately for under S2(X). or the combination
can be locked together without wires to
pniduce smooth diNsolvcs from one >lide
to the next with sound and—if you add
the optional glasses—a 3D show that
looks quite impressive. The Soundia Dl
main projector contains a built-in compact
cas.scite recorder that places a pulse on
Tape as you advance slides and record
music, effects and narration. Upon play
back. the pulses advance slides aulomati-
c.illy in sync with your sound track. The
remote controller has forward/reverse,
focus, plus a built-in microphone. Slide
changes are very quiet. Connect the Mod
ule D pmjecior and you have cross fades
ordissolve.s in three speeds. (4-8-12 see.)
auto control of slide duration 8-20 see.,

lens alignment and 3D or "stereo" pro
jection. There is a built-in speaker in the
recorder projector and outputs to external

speakers, plus 4w amplifier, volume con
trol. record, rewind, play. cue. autofocus
of the H.Smm f 2.8 lcn>. 2.^0\v 24v lamp
and single manual operation. Projectors
accept either standard linear tray that
holds up to 50 slides or optional circular
tray in Rollei format to hold SO slides. The
units are manufactured by Siima in
Rivoli. Turin. Italy.
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Let's Join Together...

^ ...On January 17

The January meeting will be our Third Competition for
the year. Quite simply: BRING SLIDES! Any slides that
you want to show and see projected. This is our only
way to get to know each other and the type of stereo
photography that each of us likes to do. Feel free to
use the competitions to your best advantage in seeing
the slides projected on the big screen. Come, BRING
SLIDES, and enjoy.

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director

...On February 21

Ihe return of the Club Auction is here. Dig through
the shelves for the stereo equipment and supplies and
related 3-D goodies that you want to sell. And plan
to bring money to buy those irresistibles that others
liave brought. A big meeting scheduled for February...

—Tony Alderson, Program Director

Before getting into security.
Iwould liketosay Ithinkthe
storage space is great...

While the photographer succeeds by mechanical and
scientific means,he must also have sympathy, imag
ination, and a knowledge of the principles upon
which painters and photographers alike rely to
make their pictures. Those involve technical
knowledge which may be acquired; in addition there
must be the instinctive sense of what is beautiful

in line and form and color, which may be developed
by study; and lastly, the natural gift of imagin
ation which conceives a beautiful subject and uses
technique and instinct to express it.

—Charles Caffin, 1901
Photography As A Fine Art

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

WED JAN 16 Closing - Oakland Stereo Exhibition
TUE JAN 29 Closing - Hollywood Stereo Exhibition
WED JAN 30 Closing - Cordova Stereo Exhibition
MON FEB 25 Closing - Rochester Stereo Exhibition

Forms - Dan Groth, 99 Cinnabar Rd.,
Rochester NY 14617

Charles Jones, Chairman of the 1984 Southern Cross
International Stereo Exhibition, gives us the following
words about the Exhibition: It is heartening to note
that each year many new stereo folk are appearing and
submitting entries. Our Exhibition is proud of the
part it has played, and is continuing to play, in the
emergence of these stereo workers...The level of inno
vation among some of the newer stereo workers provided
a fresh atmosphere in contrast to the tedium often
associated with the traditional rendering of well-worn
subjects...In the pursuit of stereo photography the
exhibitions have a significant role to play; it should
not be a passive role — rather it should seek to set
goals of freshness of approach, of creativity as well
as technical excellence.. .We must do more in our pic
tures than aim for merely technical excellence of the
same traditional subjects as we, and those before us,
have used for decades... If we must submit pictures of
...well-known scenic features — knowing that others
have done so for many years before — when for our own
self-respect we should of fer some new approach... Perhaps
a new angle or at dawn or sunset so that the changed
lighting creates a totally new mood...If we are to have
self-respect as stereo photographers, we must show more
imagination than Just using the tripod holes of those
who were there before.

Newer Club members who were successful in this Exhi

bition included Don Cast,Herb Fisher, Richard Lindblom,
Lee Pratt, and Stu Weisbuch.

SCSC Fair Team

LET'S HEAR IT FOR THE COUNTY FAIR SITTERS! We'd like
to again recognize all those who volunteered to sit at
the L.A. County Fair Stereo Photography Booth in Sep
tember. Our Club provided coverage for over three-
quarters of the time the Fair was open, an impressive
record. By Club members being there, we attracted a
lot of interest to 3-D and brought new members to the
Club. So thanks to those listed below who volunteered

their time and expertise:

Susan Pinsky David Starkman
Bob Kneisel A1 Bohl

Burt Sikle Gail Reese

Willis Simms Melba Simms

Len May David Lynch
Bill Shepard Daphne Shepard
Ernest Marjoram Tony Alderson
David Kuntz John Hart

Bill Boyd Ward Clark
Marjorie Webster Kathleen Robbins
Stu Weisbuch Holly Weisbuch

Dick Howe

Jim Pettit

Bob See

Adolph Sanchez
Jim Riggs
Leighton Stewart
Norvan Armstrong
Oliver Dean

George Skelly
Ray Ross

Bill Tom

Also, special thanks to Ward Clark, Howard Frazee, and
Stergis Stergis for loaning the Club the viewers, with
out which there would have been no stereo display!

—Bob Kneisel, 1984 Chairman
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David Starkman's 3-D Diary

Dear 3-D Diary:

Well, what's new this month? I've noticed an increase
in sales of do-it-yourself mounting supplies. I think
that Kodak has contributed to this situation by dis
continuing stereo mounting at their Hollywood and Palo
Alto plants. All stereo mounted slides are now going
to Rochester NY, and I've heard that the turnaround
time is two to three weeks. This has been a good in
centive to mount your own slides, as it is much faster
and cheaper in the long run.

It will be a surprise to most SCSC members that the
most popular selling slide mount is the cardboard heat-
seal style. This is the lowest cost mount available,
and seems to suit the needs of those who don't project
their slides much. EMDE aluminum masks run a close

second, followed by Sigma/Realist masks.

Another 3-D movie has been scheduled for production
and completion by Christmas 1985. For a real change
from the usual 3-D horror/science-fiction/gore genres,
this is titled "The Life and Adventures of Santa Glaus"
based on the 1902 novel of the same name by Frank Baum.
Baum is well known as the author of "The Wizard of Oz".

Hopefully this will provide a refreshing change of the
public 3-D image, and show that fantasy and imagination
(without gratuitous blood and guts) are just as viable
for this medium.

The film is also quite a change for the co-producer,
Earl Owensby, who has made a business out of producing
low-budget action and violence movies. Owensby's
studios in North Carolina also have shot more 3-D films

than any other studio. So far their distribution has
not left the Southern U.S. markets, so Los Angeles
moviegoers have not had a chance to see these films.

Another 3-D comic book should be out on the stands

soon. Entitled "A-V in 3-D" it is a sampling of sev
eral of the titles published in Canada by Aardvark-
Vanaheim, Inc. (or "A-V" for short). Titles included
are "Ms. Tree", "Flaming Carroll", "Normalman", Nell
the Horse", "Journey", and "Cerebus".

3-D art conversion was done by Ray Zone, who also
worked on "3-D Alien Worlds" and "Battle for a Three-

DLmensional World". There is no information on avail

ability from any mail-order sources, however any well-
stocked comic store should carry the A-V line. Cover
price is $2.00, and it should become a collector's item
very quickly.

One last item. "The British are Coming" is a new lim
ited edition record album with a 3-D front and back

cover and Beatles 3-D glasses which has just been re
leased. This is not a music album, but consists of
previously unreleased interviews with the Beatles done
between 196A and 1967. The 3-D cover design was done
by NEWS subscriber Steve Aubrey of Aubrey Productions
of New York City. Steve is well known in Photographic
Society of America stereo competitions as a master of
his own brand of 3-D Surrealism. I talked to Steve

about this, and he told me that while he was pleased
with the 3-D design, it was based on ink colors and
matching glasses which he specified and were not final
ly used. So Steve pleads that this is not a sample to
judge his work by. Those who have seen his amazing 3-D
slides projected in glorious polarized full-color will
certainly agree!

If it can't be found in a local record store it can be

obtainedfrom Silhouette Music, f'O Box 96, Fort Hamilton
Station, Brooklyn NY 11209.

More next month...

Letters to the Editor

CAMP AT FLAMINa UOKliE.

Dear Editor:

Here is an interesting drawing from the bock "The
Exploration of the Colorado River and its Canyons" bv
John Wesley Powell. The book documents Powell's travels
down the Colorado River in 1869 and 1870. From the

drawing,quite obviously they had a stereo camera along.

I would like to know the whereabouts of the stereo

photographs made on these trips. Were there ever any
stereo cards? Can any reader provide me information?

John H. Kelley
3196 Buckingham Road
Glendale CA 91206

Photography had progressed from the beautiful but
often factual recordings of the earlier decades,
through the quasi-romantic period of evasive pic-
torialism and the later abstract and highly sub
jective modes, to a creative and sensitive aware

ness of the environment.

—Ansel Adams
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for Newertte«ograph.rs

Point of View

3-D photography is fun to take and fun to view. But
it is twice as much fun to view when the photographer
has applied special care and gotten the very most out
of the subject. In fact, this is where the "art" of
stereography comes in. Let's look this month at "Point
of View".

There are only two ways to handle a subject in photog
raphy. The first way is "point-and-shoot" in which
the person behind the camera snaps away at the first
sighting, simply to get it down on film. The second
way involves deliberate and conscientious action. In
the latter the photographer studies the subject and
sights the subject from a variety of viewpoints before
settling on the view or views to be recorded.

Allvery good, you say, but what should the photographer
be looking for? The paramount question in mind should
be "What is the subject, and how can I best record this
one subject?" We frequently see pictures in which it
is impossible to discern the subject — that which the
photographer was actually trying to record — and un
doubtedly it was also vague in the photographer's mind
too. As elementary as it sounds, ALWAYS ask the ques
tion "What am I taking a picture of?" Once you have
the answer firmly in your mind, the rest is easy. You
simply find the best viewpoint and lighting for that
particular subject, and only that subject.

Going along with that would be avoiding any extraneous
or distracting elements, and avoiding clutter. Shoot
ing against the sky is one way to avoid clutter. It
also means avoiding wasted space. Make every area
count in the picture and contribute something to the
overall effect. Fill the frame.

"Subject" is not the same as "center of interest". For
instance, the subject may be a quaint street scene; the
center of interest may be two shawled women who are
standing talking within the scene. Or, the subject may
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be gnarled trees against the sky, where the center of
interest is a contrasty or textured tree branch high
lighted by a shaft of sunlight. The point is, include
in every picture an element that is the center of
Interest.

Now comes the relationship of "center of interest" to
"subject". There are good and bad arrangements. Avoid
dead-center placement of center of interest. The third
points are much better. Always think in terms of
balance. Top to bottom; right to left.

l.ook for unusual angles. Not every picture has to be
made from eye level. Consider higher and lower vantage
points if it might enhance the subject.

To make a slide work as a unit, it is generally best
not to have a continuous vertical of horizontal line
cut the entire frame. In the case of a horizon, always
break it with a tree or branch or other compatible
element. Don't split the picture. And to make a stereo
slide really work, try to include material in the fore
ground, middleground and background for that continuous
3-D effect.

So there we have a few guidelines:

1. Include a center of inten^st
2. Put center of interest off to one corner
3. Avoid wasted space — fill the frame
4. Avoid clutter

5. Avoid split pictures
6. Look for balance

7. Try unusual angles
8. Seek continuous 3-D planes

And there are many more that we'll talk .ihnut later.
Butmost important, these are al 1 con tr-ill abl e with point
of view. Move around with that camera. Frequently a
small shift in camera location will make a dramatic
difference in final product. A few steps forward or
backward will always change the foreground elements.
Should they be included? Well, answer the question
"Are they an important part of the subject?" That
should always be your chief consideration.
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Reprinted from
"Electronic Imaging"

The use of two photographic images of
the same scene to give depth informa
tion has been known since at least the

mid-nineteenth century, when the
stereoscope (.still popularly sold under
the trademark "View Master") was in
vented by Wheatstone. The stereo ap
proach to robotics vision is essentially
the same^ although the two images need
not be in the same plane, as they are in
a stereoscope. Figure 1 illustrates the
general stereo approach. It consists of
two parts. The second part is entirely
general and mathematical in nature,
while the first part is application de
pendent.

The mathematical part of the algo
rithm essentially uses trigonometry to
locate the feature in space which corre
sponds to the two binocular images.
Automatix's stereo vision algorithms
assume a "pinhole" model of the cam
era optics. This means all rays reaching
the camera focal plane have traveled
through a common point referred to as
the optics "pinhole." Since any light ray
striking the focal plane has gone
through this single, fixed point in space
(the pinhole), a focal plane location to
gether with the pinhole location deter
mine a unique line in space. A point
which is imaged by a pair of cameras
will determine a pair of lines in space.
These lines must intersect in space at
the original object point. Physically this
can be thought of as iriangulation of the
object's position, as illustrated in Fig
ure 2. Automatix's stereo code takes as

input certain camera calibration coeffi
cients which essentially characterize
the cameras in space, together with the
focal plane coordinates and uses them
to locate the corresponding space point.

In practical situations, the lines in
space from a common point will not ap
pear to intersect due to noise and devia
tions from pinhole optics in a real
camera. Thus, point location is done in
a least squares sense. That is, the point
will be chosen which minimizes the

David E. B. Lees and Pierre Trepagnier
Automatix Inc

Billerica, MA
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APPLICATIONS

Stereo Vision
Guided Robotics
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FIGURE 1: Stereo vi
sion processing con
sists of two parts.
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FIGURE 2: Stereo projection of a point into focal planes.
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FIGURE 3: Stereo views of an object in space.
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sum of the squares of the normal dis
tances to each of the triangulation lines.

As mentioned above, to perform
stereo reconstruction, it is necessary to
know the characteristics ofthe camera

in space - the position and orientation
ofthe effective pinhole - as well as other
camera dependent parameters such as
the focal length of the lens and the size
of a pixel in the focal plane.

One characteristic of Automaiix's

camera calibration procedure is that it
is not necessary to attempt to measure
any of these parameters directly. In
stead, the cameras take pictures of an
object with distinctive features on it in
known positions, called a "calibration
target." When the apparent positions of
these features in the image plane are
compared with their known positions
on the calibration target in space, all of
the necessary information about cam
era calibration can be inferred without

any explicit measurement. This tech
nique greatly simplifies the calibration
process.

The camera images then have to be
processed to correctly extract the rele
vant features. A pair ofdigitized images
of the same object from different cam
era positions are processed to find fea
tures which are to be located in space.
The image pair may be generated by
two rigidly fixtured cameras, by two
cameras mounted on a robot arm or by
a single camera mounted on a robot arm
and moved to two positions. Features of
interest must first be extracted from the

digitized images in order for stereo re
construction to proceed. Automatix's
Autovision system provides techniques
which apply to this task and which are
embedded in the R.ML programming
language.

After the features have been ex
tracted, the correspondence between
the same features in the two images
must be found. For example in Figure
3, the object has two holes. The appli
cation-specific portionof the software
must recognize that hole Ain picture 1
corresponds toholeBin picture2. Sim
ilarlyhole Bin picture 1corresponds to
hole A in picture 2. The applications
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FIGURE 4: Tiering rack bin picking.
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Camera

Automobile
frame

FIGURE 5; Stereo location of an automobile to direct a robot.

engineer must write application-spe
cific code to solve this correspondence
problem for each application. This
problem is the same one faced by a
photo-interpreter performing stereo
mapping from photographs. However,
the process can be automated in the
factory because the objects of interest
are extremely simple relative to those
found in cartography.

Once the apparatus to perform
stereo reconstruction in space is in
place, the resulting information must
be presented to the robot in usable
form. At Automatix, this technique is
called Partracking. During setup, the
robot is manually taught to move a tool
along a 3D path over a part to perform
a production operation (such as weld
ing, spraying, drilling and cutting).
Then stereo vision is used to determine

the position of three distinctive features
on that part.

When the production line is started,
poorly fixtured parts will be presented
to the system with position and orien
tation somewhat different from the part
on which the robot tool operations were
taught. Partracking finds the same
three distinctive features on each part.

Three points (if they are non-co-
linear) are sufficient to determine the
position and orientation ofa rigid body
in space. Thus, the full six-dimensional
offset transformation (three transla
tions and three rotations) found from
the use of stereo vision on the part's
three reference features can be applied
to the previously taught tool path,
transforming it for the current pan's
orientation. Special situations may
simplify the process. For instance, if for
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some reason it is known that the angles
of a part will remain the same, and the
part can only translate, then only one
reference point is necessary.

This technique assumes, however,
that the part can be considered as a
rigid body. This means all parts, al
though they can be very poorly fix-
tured, must be identical to within
the tolerance required by the man
ufacturing operation being performed
by the robot. Other techniques, such
as Automatix's continuous-tracking
Seamtracking system, take manypic
tures very rapidly to accommodate con
tinuous variation in the part. Addi
tionalhardware is required forthis ap
proach, which is alsocomputationally
more expensive. It was found that in
many applications, the rigid body ap
proximation wasquite adequate.

Stereo vision can be applied to a
great many applications as shown in
Figures 4 to 7. In Figure 4 the location
of parts which have been stacked on a
pallet in a partially ordered manner is il
lustrated. The locationof the part on
the top of the stackisdetermined using
stereo vision and a robot is directed to
pick it up. This process is repeated un
til the whole tiering rack is unloaded.
The determination of which part is on
lop makes use of a priori knowledge
about pan shape and size.

Figure 5 shows a car body on an
assembly line. When the car halts at a
station on the line, stereo vision is used
on gauge holes in each ofthe four wheel
wells, to determine the body location
and orientationsothat robotscanspray
sealant on wheel wellseams. Large po
sitioning errors may be present, but
the robot can still accurately direct a
narrow spray to the desired portion of
the automobile.

Another example is shown in Figure
6. In this automotive application, cam
eras on the end ofa robot arm are used
to locatea sheet metal part that has pre
viously been tack welded onto the auto
mobile frame. The holes in the sheet

metal part are the features that are re
constructed. The cameras are placed on
the robot's wrist, so that once the part
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FIGURE 6; Welding shock towers to automobile frames.
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FIGURE 7: Locating the part with binocular vision.

is located, they pivot out of the wayas
the seams are arc welded with the MIG
torch shown above them.

Placement of the cameras on the
robot arm, rather than floor mounted
flxturingas in Figure 5, can greatly re
duce the number of cameras required.
Another advantage of robot mounted
cameras is that flxturing costs are
saved.

Furthermore, in some cases space
considerations on a line may make flx-
tures for cameras difficult to use.

Figure 7 illustrates a welding appli
cation where plates with a slot in them
are welded to a larger assembly. The
plates are located by using stereo vision
to locate the slot, so that a welding ro
bot can automatically weld them, even
though the parts are imprecisely fix-
tured and the plate positions may vary
relative to the part. This is an example

ofbeing able to use fewerthan three fea
tures in a special case. The plate is con
fined to the plane of the larger assem
bly, so that only the slot needs to be
reconstructed - it gives both translation
information and, because it is asym
metric, the rotation angle about the
normal to the plane.

The common feature of all four ex
amples is that objects ofwhich location
is not accurately known, or which are
imprecisely fixiured can be located
with high accuracy using stereo vision
to generate part locations for robots.
This can create cost savings when com
pared with precise part fixturing. m
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What Do We Do?
99

If someone from outside the Club asked that, we'd probably say, for
starters, that we take photographs with two-lensed cameras. Then we'd
hasten to explain that this was a generalization and the exceptions
are sometimes more interesting: slide bar, two cameras, four-lensed
cameras, etc. What we also do is travel to far scenic places for our
images, or sit in our own armchairs, darkrooms, or studios, or just
photograph in our mind.

We could also say that we make images to exercise our binocular sense
of vision and perceiving. This includes images made without the
camera — by drawings, holograms, and any as-yet-to-be discovered
stereo effects (stereo hindsight, perhaps).

If someone asked "what we do" at meetings, we would no doubt say that
we all don glasses and peer through the stereo window. We listen, we
judge, we delight at what we see and our ability to perceive it. It
is a rare experience, and we thoroughly enjoy it.

If someone asked us what we do and meant "what effect do we have", our
replies might be more varied. The answer might start with something
as simple as "we have fun with others whenever we meet for outings,
meetings, banquets, or wherever". You could also say that we keep
alive, and we culture the sense of depth in photography.

A final interpretation of the question might mean "where do we go from
here?" That's a question for every individual to decide, but we might
want to agree that in going into new directions we preserve and enhance
the best of what we always see.

HEETIMCS; Third Thursday of e&oh month (except July i beceinber) at 7:30 at the
Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 So. Parkview St., L.A. Visitors and guests always
welcome. HEWBERSHIP; Annual dues are Single/S12; Couple/SlSj Patron/anv add'l
amount, all due July 1. New immbership dues are prorated for the first partial
year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS
is published monthly; S8 for 12 issues for non-members; send fees to the Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar

THU FEB 21 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Club auction of stereo goodies

FRI MAR 1 Copy deadline - March 3-D NEWS
THU MAR 21 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Fourth Club Competition

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

MON FEB 25

MON MAR 11

MON MAR 11

TUE MAR 19

SAT MAR 23

Closing - Rochester Stereo Exhibition
Closing - Cornhusker Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Diane Conley, 2825 Prairie Road,
Lincoln Nebraska 68506

Closing - Sydney Stereo Exhibition
Forms - William Sandel, 10336 Bayside Road
Sun City AZ 85351
Closing - Wichita Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Lexie B. Fitz-Gerald, 15 Hampton
Road, Wichita KS 67207
Closing - Lighthouse Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Marion L. Smith, FPSA, 145 W. Park
Ave,, Wheaton IL 60187

One of the products of each stereo exhibition is a
catalog which lists the accepted slides and makers.
Jerry Schoenherr was Chairman of the recent Genesee
Valley Exhibition, and he included these comments in
the catalog: "Probably the most rewarding event in this
year's salon resulted from one of the exhibitions. The
salon was shown at a meeting of Camera Rochester, one
of the most active clubs in our area. Most of its mem

bers had never seen a projection of stereo slides. The
response was both amazing and heartwarming. After the
show, the questions went on and on. Several converts
to stereo were made that night. A real thanks to the
entrants. Your great photography made it possible."

Classified

TRADE; A Helium Neon Laser (worth about $500) for any
reasonable amount of comparable-valued stereo equip
ment. David Kuntz, 2386 Harbor Blvd #108, Costa Mesa,
CA 92626 (714)966-8350

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these new Club members:

NANCY E. BERNHARD

1105 Tower Road

Beverly Hills CA 90210
R (213)275-3994

EDWARD E. (SKIP) GREENLEE
RHENDA GREENLEE

5627 Anise Ct.

Bakersfield CA 93309

R (714)834-5017

GEORGIA HEARD

DICK HEARD

368 S. Pasadena Avenua

Pasadena CA 91105

R (818)793-7013
B (818)793-2022

ROB MORRIS

4080 Huerfano Avenue #248

San Diego CA 92117-5226
R (619)483-3438

B (619)958-7885

JAMES L. PRESTRIDGE

4040 Arch Drive #1

Studio City CA 91604
R (818)985-5442
B (818)761-9196

LARRY WYATT

BEVERLY WYATT

2518 West 154th Street

Gardena CA 90249

RAY ZONE

128 N. New Hampshire
Los Angeles CA 90004
R (213)386-9437

Good reading extended to these new NEWS subscribers:

KEN PARSON

3915 San Fernando Road

Glendale CA 91204

ROGER HUGHES

16489 Ivy Street
Fontana CA 92335

JONATHAN MITCHELL

3708 E. Firefly Way
Flagstaff AZ 86001

MAYNARD WALKER

2000 Miramar Street #716
Los Angeles CA 90057

STEVE WRIGHT

2502 North Mountain Avenue

Claremont CA 91711

(Steve sends a note that he is only
13 years old)

Membership anniversaries for February:

Marjorie Adams - 19 years
Tony Alderson - 4 years
Bill Daggett - 4 years
Marilyn Felling - 7 years
Carl Felling - 7 years
Richard Karnett - 3 years
Ruth Mann - 1 year
Len May - 4 years

Jerry Norton - 4 years
Lee Pratt - 5' years
Joan Putnam - 3 years
Wayne Putnam - 3 years
Gail Reece - 5 years
Marjorie Webster - 3 years
Bruce Wendorff - 2 years
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Let's Join Together...

...On February 21

February brings our 5th Annual Stereo Auction. Every
year an astonishing amount of 3-D equipment changes
hands, often at equally astonishing prices. Stereo
cameras and projectors usually turn up, as well as
some odd and hard-to-find items. Members with unused

equipment cluttering their closets are urged to get a
jump on spring cleaning, and bring home some extra cash
besides! Everyone, even non-members, is encouraged to
participate in the bidding. Bring your checkbook and
a reserve of adrenaline.

Here are the rules governing the auction:

1. Buying and selling is open to everyone attending
the meeting.

2. At least 10% of the sale price of each item must
be donated to the Club.

3. All merchandise will be tagged by the seller with
the following information: a) name of seller; b)
description of item; c) condition of item; and d)
starting bid for item (optional). Forms for this
shall be provided.

4. Merchandise will be displayed on tables for in
spection prior to the start of bidding. Without
exception, all items for sale must be registered
by 7;30 PM to be auctioned. Sellers should plan
to come early.

5. All sellers must signin with the Program Director.
6. A starting bid may be specified. Auctioneer will

start the bidding at this amount. If there are no
bids at this minimum, the item will be returned.
If time permits, bidding may be reopened on unsold
items.

7. Bid increments must be $1.00 or more.
8. Payment for items will be made immediately after

bidding for that item is concluded. Payment will
be collected by a runner who will also deliver the
merchandise to the buyer. Please plan to pay with
checks, as this will greatly simplify the book
keeping. The Club is not prepared to make change
for cash transactions. Checks should be made out

directly to the seller, except for items donated
100% to the Club.

9. Sellers will receive their money at the conclusion
of the auction; they will pay the Club its per
centage at that time, preferably by check.

10. Proceeds from the sale of non-stereo items must be

donated 100% to the Club. This does not include

photographic equipment with a direct application
to stereography (e.g., tripods, cable releases,
etc.). Non-stereo items will be auctioned last,
if time permits.

11. In auctioning multiple lots, the first buyer has
the option of buying any number of units at the
unit price set by bidding. Any units he/she does
not want will be offered generally at that same
price, without additional bidding.

12. All merchandise is purchased "as-is" and the seller
is expected to accurately describe
of the merchandise. The Club does

the condition of any merchandise.

In order to insure enough time to complete the auction
before the Photo Center closes at 10:00 PM, we have
decided not to have a projected program at this meet
ing. But don't miss the February meeting because of
that! Aside from the historical and technical interest

of the merchandise, the auction promises to be a show
in itself. See you therel

—Tony Alderson, Program Director

the condition

not guarantee

Outing News

At Least Once in Your Lifetime . . .

ANNUAL SPRING OUTING PLANNED FOR WEEKEND OF MAY 18-19

Mark your calendar now. Reserve that date for a truly
exciting, picture-taking weekend with your fellow Club
members in one of America' s finest picture-taking areas
—Yosemite National Park. Reservations should be made

at once, as the Park is already filling up. The only
accommodations now available for the weekend are canvas

tent cabins in Curry Village. These are fully furnished
sleeping units, wood floors, canvas walls and roof,
electric lights and maid service, with restrooms and
showers nearby. The cabins are not heated. Rental
price is $17.75 single or double, extra guest $4, child
$2. Reservations can be made by phone at (209)252-4848
or write Yosemite Park Reservations, 5410 East Home
Street, Fresno CA 93727. Reservations are not valid
until the first night's lodging is paid. Facilities
for motor homes or other means of accommodation will

be announced at the next meeting February 21. In the
meantime, make your tent cabin reservation AT ONCE.

—George Cushman, Outing Director

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

My personal thanks is extended for the nice "social"
during the break at the January 17 Club meeting. My
special thanks to Earl Colgan for arranging this whole
Birthday Surprise with cake and punch, and thanks to
everyone else who pitched in to make it possible. Con
cerning the spectacular birthday cake: The story goes,
much to Earl's chagrin (?), that he had
told the cake decorator to add "3-D" to
the inscription, but the message came
out "D-D-D"!

Jerry Walter

Dear Editor:

I thought you might be interested to know of a special
exclusive "3-D Exhibition of Stereo Photographs". It
will be held February 1 through March 3 at Gallery 44,
109 Niagara St. Studio 202, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
(416)363-5187. Gallery 44 is supported in part by the
Ontario Arts Council and the Metro Arts Council. In
addition to some of my own work, there will be 3-D by
Sandor Bodo, Dan Gosch (who you might remember from
"Life" magazine, David Hlynsky, David Progosh, and
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David Scopick.
for the show.

Dear Editor:

Maybe some NEWS readers can make it by

Best wishes,

Stan White

473 Grand Blvd.

Oakville, Ontario L6H 1P2
Canada

Hey, I'm getting better. This time it only took about
three months to answer the letters I've been getting.
Our first winter here on Orcas Island came with lots

of snow! They usually don't get very much, if any,
here on the Islands. One morning, around December 27,
we woke up to find about eight inches of fluffy white
stuff all over everything. It lasted for several days
and Katy and Amanda had a lot of fun. Me — I had to
shovel!

I am working with Warren Callahan on arrangements for
the stereo shows at the July PSA Seattle Convention.
I will be projecting Stergis's "Colorado - A Rocky
Mountain High" show using my fade device. And we will
probably use this fade device for Dick LaForge's show
all about caving.

I'm going to try to make some arrangements for a "side
trip" to these Islands (the San Juans) a couple days
before the Convention for my SCSC buddies. Specifically
to Orcas. Besides a big whoop-ti-do at the Cardinale's,
folks can use up a lot of film around here. I'll be
sending a package of information to the Club soon.
Best wished to the whole SCSC gang!

Regards,

Tim Cardinale

R1 Box 46A

East Sound, Washington 98245

The Lincoln Stereos

Buried in the files of The National Archives, the
Library of Congress, and the New York Public Library,
are thousands of photographs of the Civil War. Re
searchers have discovered that among these pictures
are many stereoscopic views. These century-old photo
graphs were taken by means of the "wet plate" process;
no roll film existed at this time.

Early stereo cameras recorded the Civil War in three
dimensions. Looking at the views today, one gets the
impression of being transported back in time through
history.

Only 22 years after the birth of photography, Mathew
Brady had photographic teams covering every angle of
the War. It was a much photographed War. The War
lasted exactly four years. It ended on the same day it
had begun, April 12th, four years after the first shot

was fired at Fort Sumter in 1861. Two days after the
War ended, on April 14, 1865, Lincoln was dead.

When Brady photographed Lincoln, ten seconds or more
of elapsed time was required to impress his image upon
the slow film of that day. Lincoln sat perfectly still;
a movement even slightly would cause a blur in the
photograph.

Stereoscopic views of Lincoln are rare. Collectors
have been matching right and left photographs for
decades. No one knows exactly how many stereo photo
graphs of him were taken. He was photographed mostly
withfour-lensed carte-de-visite cameras. These cameras

were designed to take four pictures at a time, for fast
and economical production.

These pictures were developed and then cut up to make
individual pictures. Theywere then sold as souveniers.
There was a 2i" lens separation between each of the
lenses on the carte-de-visite camera; thus many fine
stereo pairs were produced with this camera also.

Some pictures taken by the carte-de-visite were printed
later as stereo pairs. Others may never have been
viewed in depth until the collectors brought them to
gether again. It is truly an odd sensation to look
upon the face of a man who died nearly 120 years ago
and to feel as if his presence is still with us.

—Contributed by
C. Varen and R. Meretsky

Looking Backward to...

... January 17

The Club's third competition of the year was held on
January 17, at which time members and guests alike
were treated to an exciting exhibition of 122 stereo
slides submitted by 27 different Club members. Also
included were entries from two out-of-state members.

A special thanks goes to Ward Clark, Susan Pinsky, and
Holly Weisbuch for judging this event.

January was also the first Club competition for new
members James Prestridge and Ed Diliberto. Jim and Ed
both did well in the judging with the single Award in
the B Group Standard Category going to Ed for his im
pressive entry "Ghosts of Disneyland".

Thanks also to Ed Diliberto, David Hutchison, Bruce
Wendorff and Herb Fisher for their "Insights". We have
"nationwide" representation this month*.

In reviewing the overall standings, I noticed that some
members have missed one or more competitions this year.
If you find yourself in this situation, don't dispair.
There's still time to submit those "makeup" entries
and achieve a 100% participation award for the year.
While on the subject of "makeup" slides, I'd like to
explain that several high scoring slides in the January
competition did not receive an Award or HM. This is
because they were submitted as "makeup" slides. As a
reminder, "makeup" entries are not eligible for Awards
or HMs. They are, however, scored along with your reg
ular entries and add to your cumulative total for the
year.

So again thanks to the judges and congratulations to
our new members who jumped right into the competition
and all others who faithfully submitted their entries
in January. Let's plan on seeing lots more slides
including those "makeup" entries at our next competition
in March.

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director
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Club Competition Standings

B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

JAN CUM

60 *184.

61 ISO

58 178

59 177

55 175

57 175

5 Tony Alderson
HM: Weird A1 In Concert

Herb Fisher

HM: Runners

John Konrad

Marjorie Webster
HM: Yellow Yucca

A1 Bohl

Bill Daggett
HM: Yellow Daisies at the

Lomita Bird Refuge
56 172 Bill Boyd
55 172 Robert Commagere
56 170 George Cushman
58 168 Bob Kneisel

57 *168 Bill Shepard
mm 57 167 John Hart

58 120 Worth Booth

HM: Hanging Out
— 118 Ursula Sylvan
— 116 Richard Evans

38 96 Alan Williams

62 62 Bruce Wendorff

59

56

56

55

54

HM: Stainless Star #1

HM: Keukenhof Garden

59 Earl Anderson

59 Edward Diliberto

Award: Ghosts of Disneyland
59 Jonathan Kuntz

57 Jeff Sylvan
56 James Prestridge
56 Bert Sikle

56 George Skelly
55 George Rigney
55 Ray Zone
54 Steve Buchanan

54 Marshall Stewart

B GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

JAN CUM

60 182 Herb Fisher

HM: Raising Dust
HM: Sand Tufa Sculpture

61 178 Earl Colgan
Award: Jelly Beans #2

55 164 George Cushman
57 115 Bill Daggett
— 110 Richard Evans
— 56 Bob Kneisel

56 56 George Skelly

A GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

JAN CUM

62 *190.5 Jerry Walter
Award: Crimson Closing

59 *181.5 Rick Finney
62 179 Russ Terrill

61 *177 Tony Alderson
— *120 Susan Pinsky
60 *120 David Starkman

HM: Pacific Grove #5
— *116 Ward Clark

19 Tim Cardinale

*Judge's Scores Averaged
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A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

JAN CUM

65 192 Stuart Weisbuch

Award: Tight Corner
63 *187. 5 David Starkman

HM: Water Stop
63 *187. 5 Jerry Walter

HM: One Man's Trash

65 187 David Hutchison

Award: Winter Pool

60 186 Russ Terrill

63 *184. 5 Rick Finney
HM: Country Alley In

57 176 Earl Colgan
— *108 Ward Clark

— 57 Marilyn Felling
— * 56 Susan Pinsky
— 19 Tim Cardinale

Ursula Sylvan's guide to the true meaning of
the point scores given at Club competition:

9 - Wish it were mine

8 - Yeah, that must be mine
7 - That's mine?

6 - That's how I used to shoot

5 - Glad it's not mine

INSIGHTS:
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

"WINTER POOL" by David Hutchison. New York's Central
Park is one of my favorite photo locations. It has
variety and it is conveniently located a half city

block from my apartment. The location
for this shot is in the midst of a

series of tiny ponds called "The Gill".
The area looks much the same (I am

told) as it did in the 1880s when
Olmstead, the Park's designer, cre
ated it. The exposure is approxi
mately 1/10 second at f/11 on Koda-
chrome 64 Professional. I am utterly
dependent upon my tripod for any ex
posure less than 1/150 second, since

I don't have Susan Pinsky's remarkably steady hands to
insure sharpness. For this scene I was trying for a
completely colorless silver/grey composition — dark
bark, dark water and grey/white snow. I used the "pro"
grade of Kodachrome to eliminate the usual K64 pink
bias and I filtered the lenses with an 81A to remove

any blue shadows. I bracketed generously and shot from
several angles. Two years ago I entered a slide in
the Club competition, "Autumn Pool", which was taken
at this same location, but from the reverse angle. I
have discovered that the Gill must be shot from quite
different angles as the seasons change in order to
look its best. The winter angle looks quite drab in
the summer and vice versa.
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"STAINLESS STAR #1" by Bruce Wendorff. There are no
special techniques or technical difficulties involved
in making this slide. Specifics are: Stereo Realist
with a polarizer; Kodachrome 64 film; sunny day-f/16;
made in May 1984 between 8-9 AM. The location was the
Hirshorne Sculpture Garden, Washington DC. It was a
matter of seeing the subject in a dif
ferent perspective than most people
would normally view it. Stainless Star
#1 is a tall, self-supporting sculpture
made of stainless steel tubing and cable.
I knew when I saw the sculpture how I
wanted to photograph it, but the sky was
overcast so I made plans to return the
next morning. I would have preferred
to have warm early morning light but did
not arrive in time. I did have a clear blue sky which
kept the pipes from getting lost in the clouds. You
have guessed by now that I was lying on my back in the
middle of the sculpture looking up. I liked what I saw
and was confident of the outcome, so I shot six shots
of two different versions of this slide.

"GHOSTS OF DISNEYLAND" by Ed Diliberto.
was taken on December 19, 1984 on Main
Street at Disneyland. The camera was
a Vivid, modified for PC flash sync.
The flash was a Metz145CT on a bracket.

Carrying no tripod, I placed the camera
on top of a trash can, set it at f/8
on bulb. After three seconds of expo
sure I directed my wife and two child
ren to walk into the scene, at which
time I fired the flash manually and
ended the bulb exposure. The film was
Fujichrome ASA 50.

This picture

"RAISING DUST" by Herb Fisher. My cousin belongs to a
local motorcycle club. They rent property from a Marin
County rancher where they hold club races. When he
told me they were expecting a large turnout for their

last motocross race of the year
I thought it would be a good
opportunity to try out my twin
35mm camera stereo rig. I'm
using two Olympus OM-ls with
Tokina 135mm f/2.8 lenses and
CM winders. The cameras are

mounted staggered one slightly
ahead of the other to bring the
interocular distance down to

4.5 inches. This allows me to

shoot from 42 feet to infinity with a total parallax
of 1.2mm. The winders are connected to a common power
supply consisting of 4 "D" size flashlight batteries
to maintain firing synchronization. It was a heavy
overcast day and I was shooting Kodachrome 25 film.
This gave me an exposure of f/2.8 at 1/60 second. I
had to photograph them almost head on to sufficiently
stop the action. I selected a vantage point, set ex
posure on each camera, and prefocused on the part of
the track where I expected to photograph them. The
lack of depth of field at f/2.8 and the spread of the
motorcycles combined to give me a small percentage of
successful shots. But considering it was only the
second time I had used this camera setup, I was satis
fied with the results. You can expect to see more
stereo action shots when I develop more proficiency
with the cameras.

Notes for Newet
Stereo

Stereo Sharing

Here you are, just developing your new-found interest
in stereo photography. You are taking a roll of film
here, a roll of film there. Sometimes they are family
pictures — the kids, the pets, the friends. Sometimes
at home; sometimes on vacation. And you have a few
sets of vacation scenic slides. All very good, and
every picture you take is important in the development
of your skills as a stereographer.

But then after a year or two you sit back and look at
all the boxes of slides you took and you wonder "What
am I going to do with these stereo slides I'm taking?
Sure, I'm going to keep those special family pictures.
But what about the others?" Well, the answer is SHARING.

With this hobby you have something very unique to share.
Most anyone can share pictures — plain pictures. But
you can share 3-D slides! Wow! You are developing a
photo technique that is very special. One that any new
viewer will ask, sometimes incredulously, "Did you take
these? How did you ^ it?" (Just remember back to the
first time you looked into a 3-D viewer and saw that
slide jump out at you!) Now you have the same resources
to make someone sit up and notice a new visual experi
ence — stereo.

There is no reason to keep all your slides packed away
in a shoe box. Get out there and share them. Other
people will generally be interested. Think of taking
a box of your best slides to work, or showing them to
your photo dealer. Or take a box to a social gather
ing, or bring a few slides out when friends drop over.
Have a few slides and a viewer always on the coffee
table. Pick a variety of slides....a few family pic
tures, where the folks really come out "alive" at the
viewer....a few night pictures, action shots, or other
unique shots....and a few really good scenics, the
"general interest" type, the type that might be on a
calendar. But not too many slides, no more than a
dozen. (Make them beg for more!) And always share
your very best slides. Slides that you are most pleased
with, and slides of a quality that you never have to
make any excuses for. Well exposed slides; slides with
good color; subjects that fill the frame; and certainly,
slides that have good 3-D effect, with objects (in the
case of a scenfes) running continuously all the way from
10 feet to infinity.

It is important that you also invite and welcome all
comments. Factor these comments in to your next pic
ture taking ventures. Maybe even going so far as
taking a picture you think will specifically please
someone else. Learn by sharing as well as by doing.

And as you progress you will realize there are other
avenues of sharing.... Club competitions and member's
slide evenings... .your own sequences or mini or maxi
slide shows...international stereo exhibitions...which
in turn can all lead to personal involvement in the
world of the various amateur photographic organiza
tions.

But remember that it is a gradual thing, all stemming
from that first time you decided to put a little stereo
sharing in your life.
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David Starkman's 3-D Diary
Dear 3-D Diary:

Trivia has been getting to be pretty popular, so this
month I have some observations on 3-D Trivia.

Since the 3-D Movie Boom of 1953/54 the idea of 3-D
photography or 3-D films has crept into scripts —
usually as some sort of humorous element. Many of us
"3-D" nuts are interested in anything 3-D related, so
I thought it would be fun to write about some of the
things I've noticed.

The first time I noticed 3-D as a background element
in a film was in the 1954 (non-3-D) science fiction
film "Them". In two scenes the female scientist uses

a Stereo Realist camera to snap the giant ants attack
ing Los Angeles. The authenticity falls apart in the
next scene when a group is looking at the resulting
large flat prints. But wait! These guys aren't totally
stupid. In the background someone is also looking into
a Stereo Realist viewer, so I guess they are redeemed
from a grave technical error!

Although I was too young to be aware
of it at the time, 3-D movies must
have been the subject of lots of
jokes in 1954. I've seeni many of the
cartoons from that period that make
light of 3-D, and even "Snoopy" don
ned 3-D glasses for a few panels. A
few night ago I just happened to
watch a late night repeat of a 1954
"Burns and Allen" TV show. In the 5®

plot Gracie and Blanche want to get
George to join them for an evening at the opera, but
Gracie tells Blanche that they already had plans to go
see a 3-D movie! She even tells Blanche that George
likes it when they throw the ball at you and he has to
duck!

The 3-D movie is mentioned a few more times, including
Gracie mentioning to George that his 3-D glasses are
hanging in the closet. In the end they all see the
opera, but George has the final word to the audience,
saying he really would have preferred seeing the 3-D
movie. Now that's 3-D trivia!

Near the beginning of the 1967 film "Two For The Road",
Albert Finney, an architectural student hitch-hiking
around Europe, shows his stereo camera to Audrey Hepburn
and even explains that it takes 3-D pictures. This has
only been described to me, but I gather that it is
never shown again. Another piece of trivia is that I
think it was a Wollensak 10 stereo camera, but I'll
have to confirm that myself someday.

Holmes-style stereoscopes have popped up in the back
ground of many films, including a clever title sequence
for "The Best Little Whorehouse In Texas", where the
right and left black-and-white images of a "stereo view"
merge together into a single color image that fills
the screen.

In a recently re-shown episode of "The Twilight Zone"
(which was kept out of syndication for 20 years because
of a copyright suit), the final scene shows Robert
Duvall in the Victorian parlour of his sweetheart,
looking into a Holmes scope while she hands him views.
The title of the episode is "Miniatures", but I won't
give the rest of the plot away.

The 1950 film "Cheaper By The Dozen" features a
"Magster" motion-study stereoscope, being used by
Clifton Webb. I found this a surprising bit of auth
enticity, as Webb played the role of an efficiency
expert in the 1920s/30s, and such a device was really

used to study work tasks. See Pages 285 and 286 of
"Stereoscopic Photography" by Judge for more details
on the Magster.

Several 3-D commercials have made use of 3-D. At the
top of my list, and qualifying as a bona-fide 30-second
"rock video" is a recent "Budweiser" beer commercial.
With a catchy rock version of the "This Bud's For You!"
theme as the background, a group of movie goers come
up to the box office of a theater showing — what else?
— "This Bud's For You In 3-D". While one guy gets the
tickets and 3-D glasses (always anaglyph on TV commer
cials — they like the color), another looks at the
lobby poster which suddenly animates and has the words
"This Bud's For You" pop right out of the poster.

Next the group grabs their seats, puts on their ana
glyph specs, and are treated to a well-done series of
scenes where everything not tied down is thrown at them
(including a case of beer cans). This culminates in a
shot of a rocket which fired a laser blast straight
into the group. They scatter just in time, as their
seats are blasted into flames. Running out into the
streets it all ends when the foot of a giant Godzilla-
type creature (also seen in the 3-D film on the screen)
crushes the entire theater and its 3-D marquee! More
action in 30 seconds than most 3-D moviesi

I won't describe the story, but a recent local clothing
store chain, "Miller's Outpost", also did a commercial
that took place at a theater showing a 3-D movie. 3-D
trivia answer: The title of the movie is "The Cowboys
in 3-D".

For sheer humor, and taking a fun poke at all of the
3-D movie stereotypes, is a running gag on the "SCTV"
television comedy show. A Dracula-type horror movie
host named "Count Floyd" hosts a show called "Monster
Chiller Horror Theater", which seems to almost only
show gimmicky 3-D movies. The films always have the
same two stars: Dr. Tongue (a lisping parody of Vincent
Price) and Igor (a parody of all "Igor" characters).
Their films are almost all titled "3-D House Of..."
something. So far I've seen "3-D House Of Cats", "3-D
House Of Stewardesses", "3-D House Of Naked Slave
Chicks", and "3-D Stake Through The Heart" (a spoof of
Coppola's "One From The Heart"). Although never shown,
mention has been made of other titles such as "3-D
House Of Pancakes" and "3-D House Of Representatives".

These parodies are real classics, with numerous gra
tuitous "at-the-camera" scenes, which are always ac
centuated by the use of wide angle lenses and their
special "poke-the-camera" theme music.

3-D is obviously a good running joke, as the most re
cent Count Floyd parody was a 15-minute spoof called
"3-D Firing Line". This is a film-critic tajk show
just to review 3-D movies. In the first show, Count
Floyd hosts a discussion between film critic "Pauline
Kaell", Dr. Tongue and Igor. Clips are shown from
"Midnight Cowboy II in 3-D", and Pauline tears it apart
while Dr. Tongue and Igor defend their art. In the end
Pauline says she loves the film anyway.

I hope they'll do more of these, as they are even fun
nier to a hard-core 3-D fan! I just wish that real 3-D
films weren't so deserving of parodies and spoofs.

Anyway, I hope you enjoyed a bit of 3-D trivia. If you
like it, or want to add more to the 3-D trivia collec
tion, write to me c/o ray Diary, PO Box 35, Duarte CA
91010.
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SOME PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS ABOUT PROJECTOR ADJUSTMENTS
If some of what we say this month sounds familiar, you may have read it in #12, sev
eral years ago. At that time, to show that I am not the only stereographer who
thinks adjusting is overdone, I quoted three eminent authorities now passed away,
Herbert Mckay, Conrad Hodnik, and Dorothea va Westrienen. What has triggered this
"outburst" was a recent Club Meeting at which I, and several people nearby, were
greatly disturbed by the amount and manner of projector adjustment.

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTS
The human eye can adapt to a certain amount of image discrepancy and still retain
stereo fusion. The adjustment takes a second or so, and is thereafter unnoticed,
unless it was close to the maximum tolerance for that particular individual. While
a projectionist assistant is moving the controls, every member of the audience is
readjusting his eyeballs to "track" what the adjuster is doing, and keep the chips
fused. Each movement forward or backward on either the vertical or horizontal con
trol is just as annoying to the viewer as an eyeball adjustment for a mismounted
slide. What does all this say?

DON'T ADJUST EXCEPT WHEN NECESSARY

To minimize audience discomfort, the adjuster should forgo seeing the show in stereo
by not wearing glasses, so he can estimate the amount of misalignment of each slide,
and decide whether to tamper with the controls. An error which is within the capa
bility of the average viewer to fuse should not be corrected. The correction will
cause him more trauma than the temporary muscular accomodation for that slide.

HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH?
A skilled adjuster knows that the human eye can tolerate more horizontal misalign
ment than vertical, so he corrects for fairly small vertical errors, but lets fair
ly large horizontal errors go unadjusted. Some judgment is involved, and the audi
ence must be considered. An experienced stereo audience will tolerate larger errors
than the "general public". As a rule of thumb, anyone can tolerate about as much
horizontal misalignment as is represented by the parallax in an acceptable slide,
let's say the difference between the 8 foot foreground images, assuming the infini
ty images were brought together. This is the amount the person has to adjust his
eye muscles just to view the slide. Most people feel uncomfortable with a vertical
error any more than perhaps a fifth of this amount.

WHICH WAY TO GO

The skilled adjuster remembers which way he adjusted for a bad slide, and is pre
pared to back out the correction, part of it even before the next slide comes on.
Nothing is more annoying than an adjuster who always starts by aggravating the error
before correcting it, often by taking three passes across the correct point before
zeroing in on it. It is not necessary that the adjustment be perfect, and the audi
ence is suffering all the time the control is moving!!'

WHAT ABOUT GHOSTING

For a slide with a lot of contrast, particularly in the foreground, the skilled
adjuster converges the high contrast object to within the range acceptable to an
average viewer. This doesn't mean the images have to be in exact coincidence.
There is some tolerance, which the skilled adjuster has learned. If there is no
high contrast material, there is no ghosting to worry about.

HANDLING FOCUS
It is perhaps on focus adjusting that we ordinarily encounter the most diddling by
the person at the control. He realizes that focus should be near perfect, but he
can't see the screen as well as the judges, who are way up front. To be sure he is
on, he goes back and forth, back and forth, and usually stops a little off center.
A solution I have used, even for home shows, where the projector is only 20 or 30
feet from the screen, could be even more useful at the Club. In the box with my
projector is a cheapie pair of folding opera glasses, which I use to verify setup,
before the audience is seated.
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How Do They Know We Exist?

We have one of the best 3-D photo clubs in the world. We have a large
membership, regular meetings, stimulating competitions, and many prize-
winning, talented stereographers among us. Yet who else, outside of the
inner circle of other stereo clubs and competitions, know we exist?

Most of the public is only faintly aware of the enjoyment and possibilities
of stereo photography. Perhaps some friend or relative once had a stereo
camera. And then there are 3-D movies — far too complicated for the
amateur, most people would think. And every year, the Club does get some
exposure at the L.A. County Fair.

Still, there are tremendous numbers of people who know nothing about stereo
photography, but to whom it would hold interest if they were exposed to it.
So how do we reach these people, and open up to them the rewards we find in
our pursuit?

One way is to keep on doing what we're doing — word of mouth, passing out
Club flyers, and being present at 3-D events not sponsored by the Club.

Another way is to remember how you yourself got started in stereo photog
raphy. Was it a friend who was already involved with stereo? A stereo
camera looking at you. in a camera store? An ad for a Nimslo or beam splitter?
The County Fair stereo viewers? Trying to reach new people in the way we
found stereo might work with others as well.

There are also some novel approaches that could be tried. The multitude of
experimentation in the fine art world sometimes touches on 3-D media (the
current James Turrell show is one example, see Page 4). Reaching these
experimental artists with our knowledge of techniques and the capabilities
of the medium can stimulate the use of 3-D among the art community. And it
can also infuse our Club with fresh concepts of how to look at subjects and
space, and how to manipulate and alter our three-dimensional images. We
need to make our presence known to the art community. And since the odds
of them finding us are slim, we'll have to seek them out ourselves.

Another way of reaching a larger audience is by using the mass media, even
if those media are not 3-D. Public access TV? Radio spots for non-profit
organizations? Staging an event for the public in conjunction with other
photo events, such as the LAVA (Los Angeles Visual Artists) tours?

These are just a few suggestions. We on the Club Board need to hear your
ideas, so let us know what you think. People are usually receptive to
stereo photography, but first they have to experience it. That part is up
to us.

MEETINGS; Third Thursday of each month (except July 6 December) at 7:30 at the
Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 So. Parkview St., L.A. Visitors and quests always
welcome. MEMBERSHIP; Annual dues are Single/S12; Couple/518r Patron/any add'l
amount, all due July 1. Hew me.-nbership dues are prorated for the first partial
year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUE3CRIPTI0NS: The 3-D NEWS
is published monthly; S3 for 12 issues for non-memberc; cond fees to the Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar

THU MAR 21 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Fourth Club Competition

MON APR 1 Copy Deadline - April 3-D NEWS
THU APR 18 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Stereo works of the Avantgarde

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these two new Club members!

D. E. HALLARD

225 S. Rio Vista #94

Anaheim CA 92806

R (714)630-0307 B (714)879-4600x260

JAMES McLOUD

838 Coriander Drive #25K

Torrance CA 90502

R (213)834-1826 B (213)427-3941

The NEWS has a new subscriber:

T. C. HUXLEY III

97 Esteban Drive

Camarillo CA 93010

Membership anniversaries for March:

LeRoy Barco - 2 years
Anthony Bell - 3 years
Jim Boren - 3 years
Richard Brown - 1 year
Steve Buchanan - 1 year
Earl Colgan - 7 years
Lori Ervln-Berlowe - 2 years
Howard Frazee - 4 years
Tim Hay - 2 years
Steve Hines - 2 years
Bob Hyskell - 2 years
George Kirkman - 10 years
Bob Kneisel - 4 years

P®8Sy Knorr - 1 year
David Kuntz - 5 years
Bert Laursen - 20 years
Richard Pitman - 2 years
Ray Ross - 2 years
Ruby Steins - 7 years
Leighton Stewart - 6 years
Charles Strickland - 3 years
Joe Viderval - 4 years
George Walker - 7 years

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

MON MAR 11 Closing - Cornhusker Stereo Exhibition
TUE MAR 19 Closing - Wichita Steireo Exhibition
SAT MAR 23 Closing - Lighthouse Stereo Exhibition

The stereo exhibition that's been around the longest
is The Chicago Lighthouse Exhibition. Here are a few
facts about this Exhibition, as written by Lucille
Kbsinske, an early exhibitor and keeper-of-facts con
cerning this and the Chicago Stereo Camera Club; as
reproduced, in part, from the PSA Journal:

The twin beams of stereo projection made photographic
history in the Chicago area when the socially prominent
Board of Directors of the Chicago Lighthouse
for the Blind presented, in 1949, its first
exhibition of stereo photography for the
benefit of the blind people receiving job
training there. The Stereo Realist, first
available in stores in 1947, was an expen
sive plaything. By 1949, Seton Rochwite's
new stereo standards set off an immediate

stereo boom.

Other manufacturers entered the field — and 3-D was

"the talk of the town". The tremendous success of the

1949 show resulted in a vote to make The Lighthouse
Stereo Exhibition an annual event. It was in 1950,
before the Chicago Stereo Camera Club was formed, that
the late Conrad Hodnik stole the show with six accep
tances. Six entries were then permitted — swelling
the total to 1700. This was the first PSA-recognized
Lighthouse salon. In 1954, the Photographic Society
of America added the new Stereo Division.

Stereo, despite early difficulties with mounting and
projection, soon became a nationwide "indulgence". The
1950 exhibitions at the Chicago Art Institute attracted
many 3-D "addicts". Stereo as a new photographic medium
continued to gain momentum through the facile pen of
Robert L. Mclntyre, Editor of the PSA Journal, Camera
Editor of the Chicago Tribune, and writer for Popular
Photography, andEarl E. Krause. They saw the immediate
need for an all-stereo club. At an overflow meeting
in 1951, the Chicago Stereo Camera Club was born. The
Art Institute, recognizing stereo as a new art form,
made available a large meeting room for monthly meetings
and programs.

Eventually, the Directors of the Lighthouse, while still
very enthusiastic about stereo as a means of raising
funds, lacked the photographic knowledge of the "hepped
up" stereographers and, with utmost relief, turned over
to the Chicago Stereo Camera Club the arduous details
of promoting the exhibitions. And so it continues
this year with the 37th Annual Chicago Lighthouse
Exhibition. Over these years the Club has raised more
than $60,000 for the Lighthouse. Last year the net
profit from the Exhibition—donations from exhibitors
and those attending the public presentations—totaled
more than $2400. This money was presented to the
Lighthouse to be used in its Electronic Sensory Aids
Training Lab, where blind and visually impaired persons
are being taught to use many types of computers, word
processors, and other types of electronic equipment.
Every year many graduates of this training are placed
in private industry, self-sufficient and independent.
The closing date for the 1985 Exhibition is March 23.
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Editor's Comment

Each month the Editor waits with bated breath to see
what will appear in the mail as contributions to the
current month's 3-D NEWS. This month, Monday March 4
had it all, much of which you may read following this
Editorial piece.

Next month the Editor will stick his neck out with an

Editorial titled "Stereo is Dead". Anyone care to
speculate? Contribute? Defend? And this has nothing
to do with the fact that the copy deadline is April 1.

3-D NEWS statistic for March: There were 252 address

labels printed (continued many thanks to Susan Pinsky
and David Starkman for providing this label printing
service, and John Konrad for the collating-stapling-
folding-stuffing-mailing activity).

Thanks for everyone's support.

—Jerry Walter, Editor

Let's Join Together...

...March 21

Another big Club Competition is on the schedule for
this month. Three standard and three nonconventional

slides may be entered by any member, as well as makeup
slides if you want to get in the running for cumulative
year-end score awards. If you are a newer member and
want to get started for the first time, come a little
early so we can give you help at the competition check-
in table.

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director

« -"April 18
In the works for the April meeting is a potpourri of
representative stereo works by various artists of the
3-D Avantgarde. Watch this space for details.

...June 20

The June program will be an "audience participation"
night. Further details later.

Outing News

Everyone who has made arrangements on their own to stay
in or around Yosemite May 17-19 to participate in the
Club's Big Outing — please send me your name and ad
dress if you haven't already given it to me. I need a
master list of all attending, I may have further info
to give out, and we want to make sure we all get to
gether as a group while we're there. It should be
great!

—George Cushman, Outing Director
Box 4034, Long Beach OA 90804
(213)498-1634

I'm into photography because I find pleasure in
every aspect of it. Quite simply, it's fun; it's
as elementary as that. Photography fulfills a
need in me to create, to have a more intimate
relationship with my environment and, perhaps,
to receive some recognition for my skills. But
the main reason is it's fun and exciting. For
me, the best part of any day is when I come
home with a box of slides, sit down and — one
at a time — view them. For me and my camera,
all the world is a studio, and I, for the
fleeting moment of my performance, am an artist.

—Tom DeMoss

Looking Backward to...

... February 21

The Stereo Club held its annual equipment auction at
the February meeting. Once again, an amazing array of
stereo equipment in good condition changed hands at
bargain prices. Not every item was sold, but at least
this year everything made it to the auction block. It
seems we have finally worked out most of the procedural
problems of the auction. Of course, some items (includ
ing some cameras and projectors) did not sell for one
reason or another. Perhaps next year we should try to
bring in more nonmembers to buy those items, as well.
Members with suggestions for improving the auction are
encouraged to contact the Program Director with their
ideas.

A big round of applause should go to all those who
helped run the auction. David Starkman did an excellent
job as Auctioneer. Jeff and Ursula Sylvan were the
admirable and efficient cashiers. Exhibiting some
truly astonishing legwork were our runners: Marilyn
Felling, Susan Pinsky, Worth Booth, David Kuntz, and
Ray Zone. JerryWalter and Rick Finney handled security
and selected the sequence of auctioned items. And, of
course, special thanks must go to all the sellers,
buyers, and bidders who, after all, made the auction
happen.

Of the selling price, a minimum of ten percent went to
the Club, and in many instances the entire proceeds of
the sale were donated. Following is a listing of the
items that were sold.

—Tony Alderson, Program Director
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Auction Items

Busch Verascope camera
Stereo Realist 3.5 camera

Stereo Realist 2.8 camera

Kodak Stereo camera

Coronet 3-D camera

Nimslo camera outfit, flash
Realist leather case

Realist leather bag
Realist flash

Realist flash

Realist flash

Flash filters for Realist (4)
Type A Realist filter (3)
Flash filters for Realist (2)
KodaSlide I viewer

Brumberger slide viewer
Realist viewer

Keys stereo viewer
Tru-Vue viewer

Polaroid glasses (14)
Polariod glasses (40+)
Polariod glasses (5 bags of 25)
Viewmaster viewers, standard (4)
Viewmaster Viewers, lighted
Slide carrier, TDC
Bolex 3-D movie outfit

Miida Beam Splitter outfit
Realist film cutter

Erode masks, glass frames, box 100
Erode normal masks, used (500+)
Erode mask frames, used (400_+)
Stereo mounting glass (6 boxes/100)
Baja 8-drawer slide storage case
Metal slide case for 75 slides

Slide shipping folders
Realist 40"x40" SilvrScreen

Stewart 72"x72" stereo screen

Tripod
Tripod
Tripod
Stereo Realist Manual

Bound 1983-84 3-D NEWS (3)
Crystallography kit
Anaglyph record jacket, placemat
Turkey 3-D anaglyph posters (2)
Ceramic letters for titles, set
Ceramic numerals for titles, set
Flash cubes (90)
Mark-O-Matic tape synchronizer
4x5 print frame
Box of miscellaneous photo gear
3-D paperweight, carved aluminum

$300
135

250

120

15

35

5

40

5

3

2

5 ea

3 ea

1 ea

40

26

20

6

1

1

5

8 ea

2 ea

5

11

200

90

30

40

11

21

11 ea

65

14

2

20

30

20

10

1

27

3 ea

7

7

10 ea

1

1

7

3

50c
10

5

Total Sales

Total to Club

$ 1821.50

$ 327.10

Classified

FOR SALE; TDC Stereo Vivid Camera, case. Perfect
shape. Best offer. Joseph Corner, 2308 Selby Ave.,
Los Angeles 90064 (213)475-1997 after noon.

I like to shoot. I'm a film junkie. If I don't
shoot a couple of rolls or Kodachrome a day, I
get the shakes.

—A1 Satterwhite

News Clips

THE DAILY YOMIURl

3-D Television
System Claimed

Matsushita Electric Indus
trial Co. said Wednesday it
has developed a television
system that allows viewers to
enjoy three-dimensional vi
sion without using special

The one-meter-square set
features a 14-inch screen that
produces three-dimensional
vision by synthesizing pic
tures record^ at different an
gles from five separate cam
eras, company spokesman
Tetsubiko Kaisu said.

The footage is then project
ed through special lenses to
provide a 3-D effect, Kaisu
added.

One drawback is that the
small screen czm accommo
date only two viewers, and it
will be several years before
the company expects to per
fect the system, Kaisu said.

The system will be on dis
play at the Tsukuba '85 sci
ence exposition, which opens
March 17.

In the 19603, movie thea
ters featured films in 3-D, but
movie-goers back then had to
don special plastic glasses to
watch the show.—AP.

3-D Art Exhibit

The following news clip has nothing
to do with 3-D. But we have so
few chances to read of something
really refreshingly new, that It
Is Included to open your eyes that
there still are fresh concepts In
the photo world...

Roll Reversal
Fuji has announced the Fuji DL-200, a
new 35mm range-finder camera that of
fers drop-in film loading and a new film
exposure and transport system called
"film prewinding," When the camera is
loaded, the film is automatically ad
vanced to the last frame, which is then
set for the first exposure. The film is ex
posed in reverse order, providing a
count of the number of exposures re-
mairing on a given rollof film. Fujiclaims
that this sort of sequencing will protect
the exposed frames because they will
have been wound back into the car
tridge, rather than sitting out on the op
posite spindle. The DL-200 is totally au
tomatic and offers auto focus, auto
exposure, auto winding, and auto flash
control. The camera has been de
signed to accept the new generation of
DXcoded films for auto film speed set
ting. Sensors in the film chamber read
the DXmarkings and automatically set
the camera for the correct film speed.
The DL-200will set speeds from ISO50
to 1600.

The programmed electronic shutter
operates at speeds ranging from 1/40
to 1/400, and the camera has a 32mm
f/2.8 lens. It is powered by two lithium
batteries. The DL-200 has a suggested
list of $260. For more information see
your dealer or write; Fuji Photo Film USA
inc., 350 Fifth Ave., New York,NY10118.

A new exhibit of aerial hyperstereos opened in Santa
Monica on February 26. The installation represents
Che latest perceptual experiments by sculptor Jaroes
Turrell. Since the late 1960s, Turrell has been
sculpting in light and space, challenging our senses
of perception and definition of reality.

The exhibit centers around three aerial views of the
Roden Crater in Arizona's SanFranclsco Volcanic Field.

The three views, each of a different altitude and stereo
base, are displayed as large 40" x 40" color prints,
viewer with Impressive, custom-modified photogrammetric
mirror stereoscopes. The prints are very well done
although Club members will note that the same visual
effect (If not the same psychological effect) could
have been achieved much more compactly and economically
with smaller format transparencies.

The other highlight of the show is a huge anaglyph of
a canyon near the Crater. At 46" x 58" it is surely
one of the largest anaglyphs ever made. The anaglyph
isquite well done, with minimal ghosting, good balance,
fine detail and wonderful depth. There is, unfortunat
ely, a small rotational error in the print. While
noticeable, it is still tolerable, but I recommend you
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step back a bit to view the print. Club member Ray
Zone, who served as consultant for the anaglyph, notes
that the error is due to the real-world constraints of
time and money. Purists may be offended, but I find
that acceptable.

Also on display are several black-and-white nine-inch-
square stereo pairs of the surrounding volcanic land
scape. Unfortunately, since these are mounted paral
lel, with no viewers provided, these views cannot be
appreciated. One wishes the artist had considered the
possibility of cross-eye free-vision, so at least a
few stereo fanatics could enjoy these photos, but such
is not the case. The show is rounded out by a wall-
sized mosaic mural of the volcanic field. At the open
ing, 3-D freaks were amused at the sight of poor inno
cent, ingorant planophiles attempting to view this de
cidedly flat painting through their anaglyph spectacles.

All in all,a quite interesting and worthwhile exhibit,
at least in this reviewer's opinion. The show runs
through March 30 at the Karl Bornstein Gallery at 1662
12th Street in Santa Monica. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 AM-5 PM

(213)450-1129
—Tony Alderson

David Starkman's 3-D Diary

RASH!!! STOP THE PRESSES!! MORE 3-D TRIVIA!!!

Dear Diary:

Response to my 3-D Trivia from last month is starting
to filter in. Here are a few items:

The latest 3-D spoof from SCTV is "3-D House of Beef",
a new restaurant opened by Dr. Tongue, where the menu
is stuck right in your face to the "3-D Effect" music.
Count Floyd does a stand-up comedy routine, but before
he starts he tries to sell the audience super deluxe
anaglyph 3-D glasses for $26.00, so they can see the
live show in 3-D!

Also, my apologies to Bruno, who I mistakenly called
Igor.

Club member Alan Williams tells me that the movie

"Them", mentioned in my last entry, was actually shot
in 3-D, but the 3-D was dropped before the negatives
were cut. If the negs currently exist, who knows?

Club members Ray Zone and Tony Alderson are currently
working on 3-D art conversions for a new"Sheena: Queen
of the Jungle" 3-D comic book, to be released in the
next couple of months (that's not trivial; it just
ended up here).

Ron Labbe, subscriber from Boston, sent in the follow
ing piece of 3-D Trivia, reproduced here right from
Ron's postcard (keep those cards and letters coming!)

VO HONeVMOOvJefiJ

fvUte rttks kuklpU wWy iUc
Kiof+pni aVoji toy 2t»i fipf,

Yow w!f\y RalpW wenvH (^gy a XUl Vou
Kmw uky? Ar S-D TV
ulqyl wKvtU Alice rcflles "I
y«uVC -Ajr AVP
-foo!'

Uif h.*4K+ jus^
yivA- ar+Ct'«. bai AWi \ ^

DDOt

In addition, the following contribution was received
from reader Bob Tiritilli:

"One of the funniest lines to appear in a recent
3-D NEWS showed up in your 3-D Diary in the
February issue, referencing Count Floyd and the
3-D House of Pancakes. Had I the chance to pre-
read this, I would have provided this illustra
tion. But here it is anyhow, only a month late."

And that's all for this month.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

I was interested by Marjorie Webster's letter in the
November 3-D NEWS and by her offer to share her "Far
Out" technique. I have written her for details as I
am very interested. I have also asked her how stereo
has provided an income for her. I have long wondered
about the possibilities for commercial/professional/
industrial applications of our photography. In the
near future I will give a stereo intro to the photog
raphy class at a local technical school and the studnets
will undoubtedly ask about this.

Photography — planar photography — had become a
dormant thing for me until the discovery of stereo in
1962. Now photography means something. It is alive!
Stereo is what photography was meant to be. My in
volvement keeps accelerating. In mid-January I will
have a table for demonstration at a hobby fair at a
local shopping mall. This will be my 3rd year for
this. Much Interest has been shown in the prior two
occasions. The local Tacoma daily newspaper has had
two articles about me and stereo. That plus the hobby
fair and slide shows has resulted in new members for

our Club. I feel that more people would become 3-Ders
if they but knew about it.

We have had a stereo camera club here since mid-1981.
The Puget Sound Stereo Camera Club, with about 50 mem
bers now. Eight of us are involved with the stereo
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phase of the PSA Convention in Seattle next summer.
Virtually none of us have had experience with this be
fore, but it is an exciting prospect. Hope to see many
SCSC members there.

Best Regards,

Warren Callahan

6111 East 80th Street #58

Puyallup, Washington 98371

Dear Editor:

I'm a very active and interested fan of the stere-
oscopie. Because of this interest I would like to
have communication with other stereoscopic fans world
wide.

Because there's no stereoscopie society here in South
Africa, I'm a member of the German Society for Stere
oscopie. I would like to exchange experiences and
others with fans in America. Therefore, I write to
you to ask you whether you could give me the favour to
introduce me with other members of your society. Of
course you may give my address to any member who should
be interested in communication. My further interest
is to have Information about new products on the stereo
market. I will appreciate it if you could assist in
this affair, and I'm also very interested in one of
your magazines, provided you should publish.

I'm looking forward to hear from you and remain,

Yours truly,

Luther Schweifel

205 Denham

Wellington Walk
Wynberg 7800
Republic of South Africa

Dear Editor:

I must take issue with the opinions expressed by David
Kuntz in his Letter To The Editor which appeared in the
January edition of the 3-D NEWS. The reason we continue
to see slides composed along the same guidelines and
using similar techniques is that these are the methods
which have proved most successful in conveying pictorial
ideas. While I agree with Mr. Kuntz that some partic
ular subjects maybe almost overphotographed (the Grand
Canyon, etc...), a good photographer will always find
some new perspective, or unusual condition of lighting
to render a familiar subject in a new way. However,
the "rules" of composition, and the basic concepts of
pictorialism havenot, and will not change. The analogy
to painting given in his letter is seriously flawed.
Unlike painting, the photographer has no control over
brushstroke, texture and the rendering of detail. It's
all in there when you press the shutter, whether you
like it or not. What the photographer must do is alter
composition by changing his own viewpoint, and influ
ence color and texture by using lighting. Within this
somewhat rigid framework there are arrangements of
subject matter and modes of composition which have
proved most successful. This is why we have seen them
"so many times before". I don't wish to stifle cre
ativity, and I challenge all stereographers to develop
their own style and show us new perspectives, but I
believe that the most successful pictures will follow
these tried and true rules.

Sincerely,

David Kuntz

Volunteers Needed

The California Museum of Photography, located on the
Campus of the University of California Riverside, needs
volunteers for a current photographic preservation
project.

Among the collections of the Museum is the Keystone-
Mast Collection of stereoscopic prints and negatives.
These priceless images in this Collection are in danger
of deterioration. For the past year a group of inter
ested volunteers has been meeting one or two days a
week, Tuesday and Thursday from 2:30 until 4:30 PM to
assist the Museum.

The Keystone-Mast Collection preserves over 350,000
items. It is the world's largest known Collection of
stereoscopic negatives. It represents the archives of
the Keystone View Company, publisher of stereoscopic
photographs from 1892 through the 1930s. The Collection
was a donation from the Mast family that arrived at the
University in 1979.

A collection, be it of books or photographs, is only
as good as its means of access. While the Keystone-
Mast Collection is not completely catalogued, most of
its materials are readily available. There are three
printed finding aids: one on subject classification;
another on geographical areas; and a third lists over
120 photographers represented in the Collection. Ref
erence prints are arranged geographically with a range
of subject divisions within each locale. There are
also separate subject drawers for a variety of topics:
early aviation, prominent people including political
figures like Teddy Roosevelt, Czar Nikolas, King Edward
VII, or writers like Mark Twain and Tolstoy. One can
even find Babe Ruth and Jimmy Durante. Additional
subject drawers cover World War I, American Indians,
and scientific subjects ranging from Botany to Zoology.
There is also a section on comic stereographs which
presaged television soap operas by about 60 years.

The uses of the Keystone-Mast Collection are indeed
varied. Reprints from the original negatives are fre
quently employed in text book illustrations. Stereo
graphs depicting the devastation of earthquakes between
1900 and 1910 were helpful to a professor in Structural
Engineering. Enlargements from original glass plate
negatives have been used by the National Park Service
in their interpretive exhibits, and the J. Paul Getty
Museum has requested several hundred modern prints of
archeological sites and artifacts from classical Greece
and Rome'. The Collection is also actively used as a
primary source for the study of American material cul
ture. In this case, it is not just the visual infor
mation which is of concern but also the stereograph as
a tangible artifact.

If you would like to assist in this very important
project, or other volunteer work, please call the Cali
fornia Museum of Photography at (714)787-4787, mention
the Keystone-Mast Volunteer Project and leave your
name, address, and telephone number.
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for l^ewer^JotesStereograpVier

Founding Father

It Is always good to know a little about the background
of the stereo cameras we use, so here are a few words
about the creator of the Stereo Realist.

Seton Rochwite invented the Stereo Realist camera sys
tem which sparked the mid-century stereo revival and
set 35mra 3-D standards. Seton was an engineer and
amateur photographer, and began his camera work in the
basement workshop of his home in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Seton built his first stereo camera in 1930. It was

made up, essentially, of parts from a pair of Kodak
box cameras. It took adequate pictures in black-and-
white. Better cameras of American, French and German
manufacture could be purchased at that time, but Seton
elected to make his own, probably as much for the fun
of designing and building it as for enjoying its use
later on.

His second camera, built in 1932 after photography with
35mm film had been established with the Leica, was of
all-metal construction and used a pair qf 50mra f/4.5
Certar lenses in Vario shutters with interlocking fo
cusing and aperture adjustments. Neither of these
cameras was particularly significant in itself. The
self-assigned task of designing and building them gave
Seton the experience and confidence to go ahead when
the time was right for a third experiment.

Up to that time most stereographers had used larger
cameras. Pairs of black-and-white prints from their
negatives were most commonly mounted on cardboard for
viewing with devices that ranged from elaborately-
carved cabinets to the simple Holmes stereoscope that
was a fixture of grandmother's parlor in the 1890s.
There was even color stereo, achieved by hand coloring
prints on glass slides.

The introduction of 35ram Kodachrome in 1935 brought not
only color, but also sharpness and an ability to repro
duce fine detail that made it a natural material for a
new approach to stereo photography. Here was a chance
to combine the inherent realism of color with stereo's
built-in depth effect. Seton assumed that the big
camera manufacturers would see it the same way. Think
ing of himself as an amateur camera user rather than
a professional camera designer, he waited for them to
bring out the ideal stereo outfit — a camera designed
to use 35mm Kodachrome. But nothing happened!

Nothing kept on happening. Letters to manufacturers
brought no encouraging news. Seton finally decided
that if he wanted his dream camera, he would have to
built it for himself. He started shopping around for
a pair of used cameras to provide parts and lenses,
meanwhile wondering what would be the best picture
size. The 22 x 24 mm format he came up with is the
standard of the stereo field today. It was adopted by
Kodak for its stereo mounting service.

Seton selected a pair of Univex Mercury cameras with
35mm f/3.5 Wollensak Tricor lenses that had been worth
$25 each, new, in 1938. That's where the 35mm focal
length of modern stereo camera lenses comes from. He
chose the five-perforation-wide picture on 35mm film
as a most economical size, one his lenses would cover
well, and a most convenient size for which to design a

stereo film transport system. That's the source of the
present stereo format.

The camera was finished in 1940, along with its com
panion viewer. Seton's first slides had to be mounted
for viewing, and the most convenient glass for him to
use came in 3i" x 4" lantern-slide plates. Cutting one
in half gave him two pieces 1-5/8" x 4", which is how
the overall size of today's stereo evolved — not in a
big research laboratory, but in an amateur's home work
shop.

The David White Company of Milwaukee, primarily a man
ufacturer of surveying instruments, expressed interest
in Seton's camera. In 1943, Seton went to work for the
firm, designing a camera based on his original, hand
made model, that could be factory produced. The Stereo
Realist camera was placed on the market in the summer
of 1947, along with its associated mounting and viewing
equipment.

The Realist hand viewer was especially important. Its
lenses, of focal length approximating that of the cam
era lenses, give a person the three-dimensional view
that would have been experienced with the eyes in the
camera position at the time of exposure. By the mid-
fifties, Kodak, Revere, Graflex, TDC, and others, had
introduced stereo cameras.

Seton was a graduate of Marquette University in Mil
waukee with a degree in Electrical Engineering in 1929,
and went to work for Wisconsin Electric Power Co. as

an illuminating engineer. He remained with the Utility
Company until he went with David White Co. in 1943. He
left David White Co. to become a consulting product
engineer in 1952. He has continued to design stereo
cameras, equipment, and other optical instruments.

Seton is a Fellow in the Photographic Society of America
and received the Society's Progress Medal in 1979 for
his work in stereo photography. Seton and his wife
Isabelle make their home in Loveland, Colorado.

—Adapted from an article in
the PSA Journal
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Each year the Photographic Society of
America sponsors several Regional Con
ventions throughout the U.S. with shows
in all the photo mediums. In April there
will be one in Tucson. Attendance is
open to everyone. Here are the details:

•\TUCSON REGIONAL
tA convention

TUCSON. ARIZONA

18 - 20 APRIL 85
29 programs for both the serious photog
rapher and the non-photographer are on the
agenda for the 1985 PSA Tucson Regional
Convention, 18-20 Apr 85. The three-day
conclave will be held at the Holiday Inn
Broadway, 180 West Broadway in Tucson.

Dr Bernard Stel), APSA, has assembled an
unusual array of how-to-programs, work
shops, travel features, and some special
presentations which are of interest to the
non-photographer as well as photographers.

MULTI-MEDIA SHOWS
Three multi-projector shows will take the
spotlight for one late afternoon session and
the two evenings of 19 & 20 April. Kodak will
present the charm and grandeur of a fabled
land, "Greece: A Celebration In Pictures."
The 75 minute program is Kodak's usual and
unique panoramic wide-screen presentation
of slides and movie vignettes with appro
priate musical accompaniment and narra
tion. It will be presented Friday night.
For the Saturday night banquet attraction,
Charles R Osborn, FPSA, and Maude M
Osbom, of San Bernardino, California, will
premier their newest multi-projector
program, "Jamica: Island in the Sun".
Filmed with the full cooperation of the
Jamaican government, the Osborns' film
presents in depth the colorful people, culture,
and history of the Island, and is interwoven
with calypso songs which have made
Jamaica famous.

The third multi-image presentation (13 slide
and movie projectors) is entitled
"Photography Without Clothes" and will be
shown by Don Duryee of Rochester, New
York. A professional photographer for more
Chan 25 years, Duryee devotes the major part
of his time to portrait photography. An
author of note, he is well known also for his
lectures. He will use a live model to demon
strate aesthetics, ethics, lighting, posing,
styles, and trends.

OTHER PROGRAMS
Other Presenters, in alphabetical order, are:

"Color Printing.
An Easy And Inexpensive Way"

by Eulice F Burnett, Tucson PSAer for 18
years, and winner of many awards. His
program is a detailed discussion of
equipment, procedures and persona! short
cuts in the production of award-winning color
prints.

"Shadows And Reflections"
by George S Butt, FPSA, coordinator of
program services for Kodak, and well known
to PSA audiences, will show this educational
and entertaining portrayal of the creative use
of reflections and strong shadows.

"How To Photograph
Cactus Blossoms"

by John C Cacheris, APSA. shows the basic
equipment and step-by-stcp procedures for
making cactus blossom close-ups with both
sunlight and electronic flash. Cacheris is a
master of this type of photography and the
lecture will be slightly technical.
"How To Taste And Judge Wine

As A Professional"
by Albert B Cribari, winemaster and vice
president of the Cribari Winery, included will

be the history of wine making, and sharing of
favorite recipes. Reservations must be made
for this program.

"Arizona Highways"
by Donald E Dedera, editor of the Arizona
Highways magazine. This famous magazine
has attracted much attention for the color
reproductions in its issues.

"Hiking For Better Scenics"
by Dr Richard D Elton, college professor and
administrator. This program will prepare
photographers for travel into remote areas
where unusual picture possibilites may exist.
Elton has hiked the 1000 mile Pacific Crest
Trail from Mexico to Lake Tahoe.

"Desert Foods"
by Sandal English, food editor for the
Arizona Daili/ Star. This is a show and tell
program about native and cultivated desert
foods, which Includes historical, botanical,
and nutritional value information.

"Viewfinder To Negative
To Print"

by Jack G Karreman, an award-winningslide
and B/W print maker. A demonstration of
simple lighting, negative development and
short cuts in printing. The accent will be on
simplified portrait lighting.

"Three Photo Essays"
by Geraldine Keith. "Monsoon Season In
Tucson", "1 Am A Redwood Forest", and
"Oregon Coast". The redwood forest
sequence won a first place medal at PSA
International, and Keith is well-known for
her landscape photography.

"The Desert Speaks"
Two internationally known nature
photographers. Howard and Alice Kessler,
both FPSA, present this program on how to
attract and photograph wildlife and what
equipment to use for flowers and landscapes.

"Handbell Music"
Die Kruegel Glockenlauter will present two
programs of handbell music for the conven
tion. The musicians are costumed and will
pose after the concert for flash photography.
This program is mainly for the non-photog
rapher.

"Faces Of The World"
by Paul T Luebke, APSA. This program will
show how to make candid portraits • from
toddlers to octogenarians - in many parts of
the world. While the expository part of the
program is slightly technical, it has a fast-
moving presentation of examples and ends
with a brief photo essay.

"Stereo Kaleidoscope"
by Rick Finney, APSA. and Jerry Walter. An
odyssey through time and space featuring
the visual possibilitiesof stereo photography
by essays and sequences with narration and
music. Finney and Waiter will also present
the premiere of "The 3-D World of John T
Chord, FPSA". This PSA Club program
shows the 30.year legacy of the late John
Chord, formerly of San Diego. A dedicated
and enthusiastic stereographer. Chord's
versatility and unusual approaches will be
displayed, all set to appropriate music.
"Special Effects With Textures"

by Carole G HonigsfeJd, FPSA, an excep
tional lecturer and author of creative photo
techniques. An instructive slide presentation
on the use of textures to enhance prints. Her
lecture also describes creating contemporary
slides combining litho and color textures.

"Art In Nature Photography"
by Norman Freeman, FPSA, a well-known
photographer with diversified interests. This
Instructional botanical program demon
strates how a camera can change reality and
create an illusion.

"Synchronizing A Movie With
Two Dissolve Controlled Slide

Projectors"
by Donald D Heffelfinger, a retired engineer
with practical experience in the presentation
of audience-pleasing travelogues. This
program will show how to assemble and use
electronic components for the production of
a mini-multimedia show.

"Presenting Your Prints
For Judging"

by Horace S Rees, FPSA, an internationally
known exhibitor. He will demonstrate how to
spot, crop, mount, and Unish off a print for
the most impact on judges.

"The Canadian Arctic:
Some History, Some Flora,

Some Fauna"
by Sid and Kathy Rucker. The show includes
some Eskimo history, and includes the
Northwest Territories and Bathurst Inlet.

"The Five Challenges Of
Nature Photography"

by Karl Schanz. Schanz will take the viewer
to Glacier, Tetons, and Yellowstone National
Parks, as well as the New England area to
demonstrate aspects of nature photography.

"Under Tropical Seas"
by Bette and Jerry Singer. This is a photo
story of the life of the coral reef by day and
night. The Singers have been diving for 25
years around the world. Their photography
and articles have been published in
numerous magazines.

"Ready'Set-Go!"
by W F Scott, Jr, FPSA. The program deals
with the diverse problems of travel and (he
preparation and presentation of travel
stories.

"Glamour And Figure
Photography in 3-D"

by Otto F Walasek. This Internationally
known stereographer, author of articles an
calendar photographer, will tell where to
look for, how to approach and pose models,
as well as how to use lighting, props, and
background for successful competition
stereograms.

"Time Lapse Photography >•
The Easy Way"

by Norman E Weber, FPSA. Use of inexpen
sive equipment for making time lapse
movies, intervals necessary, and other
illustrations.

"The Way We See"
by Gertrude Wohltman, FPSA & ESFIAP,
and Henry Wohltman, APSA. This instruc
tive lecture illustrates the unlimited creative
possibilities available when a personal
reaction to a subject is considered before the
camera's shutter is released.

REGISTRATION
A registration flyer may be obtained from:
Edward and Jane Sargents, APSAs, the Co-
Registration Chairmen, PSA Tucson
Regional Convention, P O Box 2801, Mesa,
AZ 85204. Registration fee for individuals is
$18, for families $25. The Banquet fee is $15.
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Breaking The Rules

There are, in most activities, a set of rules to
guide conduct, set boundaries, enshrine tradition,
and identify taboos. Whether these rules are carved
in stone or subtly implied, they exist nonetheless.
Photography has its rules; stereo photography has
even stricter rules (apparently, the more dimen
sions you work with, the more rules you have to
follow). Stereo rules include not tilting the
camera, leading the viewer down the dimensional
path to the proverbial "point of interest", the
"correct" exposure, having the same subject on
both chips, etc. (you get the picture).

When we make stereo photographs to carefully fit within only these rules
we run the risk of our images becoming ail-too expected and boringly pic
turesque. When our rules become blinders they subvert the essence of the
medium of stereo photography, which is the expansion of our visual sense.

This is not to say that technical sloppiness should be accepted as art.
The best experimental artists(the "avant-garde") have mastered the rules
before they can successfully break them. And as stereo photography becomes
an increasingly popular artistic medium, it is important to maintain stand
ards of quality (which are not the same as "the rules"). Hurting the eyes
is just as unpleasant as boring the mind.

Yet we must be careful not to make technical virtuosity the goal of stereo
photographic art. We would then be like 18th Century landscape painters
who tried to reproduce nature ever more exactly on canvas. (They even used
camera obscuras — pinhole cameras without film — to guide their brush
strokes.) The invention of photography abruptly ended their quest because
photography renders reality perfectly (and stereo photography does this
with a vengence). 3-D slides reproducing reality like a mirror, made by
the rules, may someday seem as naive and quaint as the "perfectly rendered
landscape". The development of a practical holographic process could do
this overnight.

So before we become straight-jacketed by rules we invent to use stereo
photography for realistic effect, perhaps we should explore more of its
artistic possibilities—by breaking the rules and questioning the assump
tions everyone takes for granted. Murray Lerner, who created the 3-D film

a little more...

MEETINGS; Third Thursday of each month (except July 6 December) *t 7;30 at the
Los Angeles PJioto Center, 412 So. Parkview St., L.A. Visitors and guests always
welcome. MEMBERSHIP; Annual dues are Single/$12j Couple/$18: Patron/any add'l
amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for the first partial
year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS; The 3-D NEWS
is published monthly; 88 for 12 issues for non-memberis; sand fees to the Editor.
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"Magic Journeys" for Disney, did just this—question
ing the assumptions about eyestrain, coming off the
screen, and other orthodox film making techniques. As
a result, his film was both innovative and beautiful.

We can do the same in our own stereo photography — by
experimenting, breaking the rules, seeing what happens,
learning from "mistakes", and creating different ways
of looking at the same old things. And when we look
at someone else's stereo slide, especially of the more
avant-garde variety, being open to experiencing the
image before listing the rules it breaks, might open
our eyes a little more. And along the way, we might
just find out that breaking the rules can be "FUN"!

SCSC Scoreboard

April 1, 1985

Total Members

Total NEWS Subscribers . . .

New Members, March. .....
NEW Subscribers, March. . . .
Slides in recent competition
March meeting attendance. .
After Club at House of Pancakes

Feedbacks to NEWS Editor. . . .

182

78

5

1

134

60

13

3

April May
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14 15 16 170190 12 13 14 15 017(i8)
21 22 23 24 n 26 ^ @20 21 22 K 24 25
28 29 30 26 27 28 29 30 31

Stereo Activity Calendar

SAT APR 13 Workshop — Exhibition and judging, using
the Traveling Stereo Exhibition, hosted by
Susan Pinsky and David Starkman - 7 PM
Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Sampling from independent stereoscopic
artists

Workshop — Use of twin 35mm camera rigs
hosted by David and Susan - 7 PM - Duarte
Copy Deadling - May 3-D NEWS
Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Fifth and final Club competition
18-19 Outing — Yoseraite National Park
Details from George Cushman
18-19 Western Photographic Collectors
Association Spring Trade Show, Pasadena
City College
Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Audience Participation Evening
Annual Club Banquet - Pike's Verdugo Oaks
Details from Daphne Shepard

JUL 30-31 Outing - Orcas Island, Washington
Details from Tim Cardinale

THU APR 18

SAT APR 20

1

16

MAY

MAY

WED MAY

THU MAY

SAT-SUN

SAT-SUN

THU JUN

SAT JUL

TUE-WED

20

27

ARTHUR E. OJEDA, FPSA

Art Ojeda, a long-time stereographer from the
San Francisco area, and a very active member
of the Oakland Camera Club and the PSA Stereo
Division, passed away March 15. He was known
for his enthusiasm and willingness to lead or
help on any 3-D matter that came his way. He
was responsible for spearheading the formation
of the Stereo Hall of Fame, in which many noted
modern stereo slides have become a part; three
full-length Hall of Fame programs, assembled
under his direction, are now available through
Stereo Division Club Programs. Art and his
widow Beatrice were also worldwide stereo

travelers; they assembled numerous programs
andwillingly presented them many times. Eight
of these programs have been made a part of
the Stereo Division Club Program Library. The
Club extends its condolences to Bea Ojeda.

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these five new Club members:

LINDA J. ALBERTANO

PHILIP MURRAY

605 Westminster Avenue

Venice CA 90291

R & B (213) 392-1679

MAX GOULD

2828 N. Beachwood Drive

Hollywood CA 90068
R (213) 467-2470

ROBERT SIMONTON

1743 N. Evergreen Street
Burbank CA 91505

R (818) 841-1418
B (818) 841-2387

ALBERT T. SWEET

5741 Carlton Way #313
Los Angeles CA 90028
R (213)467-8573
B (213) 391-0568

Good reading extended to the new NEWS subscriber:

WES WESTERN

San Diego Stereo Camera Club
5116 Bocaw Place

San Diego CA 92103
R (619) 462-0530

Club membership anniversaries for April

Lloyd Berman - 4 years
Barbara Henricks - 5 years
Duane Kesler - 7 years
Daphne Shepard - 1 year
L. Van Vliet - 4 years
F. F. Worster - 3 years

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar

CAUTION: Do not leave any valuables in your car while WED JUN 12
parking at the Photo Center for Club meetings, espe
cially any visible camera bags, purses, etc. There has
been at least one instance at this location lately, MON JUL 8
and there is no reason for us to tempt anyone further.
Enough said...

Closing - PSA Seattle International
Forms - Howard Rix, APSA, 923 SW 124th St.
Seattle WA 98146
Closing - PSA Stereo Traveling
Forms - Ben Shook, APSA, 8815 Fallbrook
Way, Sacramento CA 95826
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Let's Join Together...

...April 18

I'he program for the April meeting will be a sampling
of works by numerous independent stereoscopic artists
and photographers from across the nation. Because of
the wide variety of themes and techniques employed, it
is difficult to characterize the show beyond the uncon
ventional application of stereoscopy to contemporary
art. Because most of these artists work in relative

isolation from the conventional stereo community, many

of them have improvised solutions to the viewing pro
blem and many of these slides will be projected for
the first time ever.

Among the artists participating are Steve Aubrey of
New York, with some of his stunning 3-D photo composites
and Richard Lindblom of Georgia, who is noted for his
experiments in retinal rivalry. Unique, hand-drawn
portraits of famous people by local artist Michael
Meyers will be shown, along with Danny Martinez' docu
ments of "ordinary" Angelenos. Rob Kulakovsky will
send some original slides from his recent anaglyph
book of the Bay Area punk rock scene, Loud 3D. Austin
Texas photographer Steven Schwartzman has sent some of
his infrared stereos. Dan Gosch of Rhode Island, one
of the 3-D photographers featured in LIFE magazine,
will send a few slides. Los Angeles artists Byron
W-Tii^r iiid Suzanne Williams have also agreed to brin/r

some of their images. Hopefully a few more artists
will be added by showtime.

The second part of the program will be presented by
Virgil Morano, a motion picture special effects tech
nician headquartered in Venice, California. Virgil
will bring "behind-the-scenes" stereo slides from such
recent hits as Ghostbusters, 2010, Star Trek, and Blade
Runner.

You may never get another chance to see most of these
slides, so don't miss this show!

—Tony Alderson, Program Directo;-
I

. •.June 20

The June program will be an "Audience Participation
Night". Everyone is encouraged to bring up to five
slides to share with the rest of the Club. These don't
have to be "competition quality" — just fun, inter
esting stereo slides. Club members who don't normally
compete, in fact, are especially encouraged to partici
pate. Everything from highbrow art to family snapshots
are welcome — if the slides are meaningful to you,
bring them along and share them with the rest of us.
We'll all get to know each other a little better and,
hopefully, have a little 3-D fun.

—Tony Alderson, Program Director
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Outing News

Yosemite

Plans for the outing at Yosemite are in high gear.
Early indications are that we will have a good number
of Club members in Yosemite the weekend of May 18-19.

Reservations are

mandatory. If you
haven't made yours

^ do so at once. If

A'-. J .l' vV- yo" intend to stay
1^^/ M in a tent cabin,

'jW'iyi phone (209)252-4848
right away. Cabins
are $17.75 per nite

single or double. For full particulars see the an
nouncement in the February NEWS, Page 3. Those driving
motor homes or trailers should make reservations at

once through any Ticketron agency. Should reservations
be sold out, accommodations should be obtained at near
by motels or campgrounds at Atwater, Merced, or the
smaller towns closer to Yosemite's entrance.

Wearen't planning a lot of Club activities as a group,
preferring to let each member search out photographs
on his own, but we will meet for lunch in a group on
Saturday noon May 18. The place will be announced
later, but plan to be available for the Club luncheon
in the Park Saturday noon. (The sun is too high at
that hour anyway for good picture-taking!)

Please make sure I have your name and phone number for
last-minute information or any possible change in our
plans.

—George Cushman, Outing Director
(213)498-1634

Orcas

if'"'*

fi •
.j (^ombs

^ ' San^aun I
Island Amtficancom

Mofo uckanu

Guycvrt Ifdiso

..'his Outing is in conjunction with the Photographic
Society Convention to be held in Seattle this summer.
I am inviting any stereographer attending to come by
and visit and take pictures for two days on Orcas
Island, up here in the San Juan Islands in the north
west corner of Washington. The dates are July 30 and
31. You are cautioned however, that the big industry
on Orcas Island is tourism, so it is essential that
you make your lodging reservations by the end of April.
So I offer you these places, in my order of preference
(all prices double occupancy).

The Outlook Inn (206) 376-2581

100-year-old hotel
$57 private bath; $35 bath down the hall

Kangaroo House (206) 376-2175
Within walking distance of airstrip
$45 with bath; bed and breakfast

Rosario's (206) 376-2222
Big Resort, with suites and alll
$79 and up

Moran State Park (206) 376-2326
For beautiful camping
Reservations essential, by mail only
Star Route Box 22, Eastsound WA 98245

Deer Harbor Resort (206) 376-4420
Out of the way motel, but inexpensive
$35

The two scheduled activities are: Tuesday, July 30, a
get-together at my house at 7:30 PM; and Wednesday
July 31, breakfast together at 9 AM at the Bungalow,

If you don't plan to rent a car, San Juan Airlines can
get you from Seattle to Orcas Island. Call direct for
reservations (206) 378-2123.

If you plan to come (and I hope you do!) please let me
know so I can send you the ferry schedule and other
info to make your visit enjoyable. Don't hesitate —
make your positive decision today, and join us on
Orcas Island.

Tim Cardinals

R1 Box*46A

Eastsound WA 98246

(206) 376-4720

Workshop News

Two workshops are scheduled for April:

Saturday, April 13 - Judging and competition

Judging of the 106 slides of the PSA Traveling
Exhibition, comments and critiques of the process,
and discussion of the slides. Here's a chance to
look at a good selection of varied slides, and par
ticipate in a discussion afterwards.

Saturday, April 20 - Use of twin 35mm cameras

How to hook up two 35nnn cameras for use as a 3-D
rig, pointers on shooting, as well as mounting and
projection techniques. This is the system of the
future, with all the small auto 35mm cameras
appearing on the market.

Both workshops will be held at Susan and David's home
in Duarte at 7 PM. Please call (818) 357-8345 to make
your reservations. Everyone welcome, but space is
limited. Please accept these opportunities to expand
your knowledge of 3-D, and meet other Club members.

—David Starkman, Workshop Director

Board Meeting Notes

The Third Quarter Club Board Meeting was hosted by
President Bob Kneisel on February 28, 1985. Although
not too well attended, some very important issues were
discussed: lOOOw Realist projector continues to be
investigated; February Auction was declared a great
success and will be held again next year; projection
techniques at Club will be improved upon with a pro
jection "core" group; the April program will be a very
special showing of art stereo slides. In addition, a
lengthy discussion ensued relating to Club competition,
and Director Jeff Sylvan would like comments on the
following matters: ways to increase participation;
expand groups to three, such as B, A, AA; mandatory
moving of top scorer to next highest group next year;
dropping"similar" slide rule; clarification of make-up
slide rules and policy. The next Board Meeting will
be held in May.
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Club Competition News

On March 21st, the fourth, and next to last, Club com
petition for the year was ably judged by John Hart,
Marilyn Felling, and Bert Laursen. A special thanks
to each of them. This was by far the best supported
competition of the year with 29 members submitting 134
different slides for judging. The March competition
included first-time entries by new members Larry Brown,
Max Gould and James McLoud. Also included were 21

makeup slides which increased the potential number of
members who will receive 100%Club Competition Partici
pation Ribbons for the year. With the final competition
scheduled for May 16, there's still time to increase
that number. So let's all try and beat last year's
record in which 12 members were honored for entering
all competitions in one category, and 8 members for
entering all competitions in both categories.

This month four more members contributed to "Insights"
by telling us something special about their high-scoring
slides in March. Much thanks to Marjorie Webster, Ray
Zone, Larry Brown and Alan Williams.

Now is also the time to start planning for the Annual
Slide of the Year Awards. The rules are simple. This

year each member may submit up to five different slides.
There will be no distinction between the Standard and

Nonconventional categories, which means that you can
submit whichever eligible slides you prefer, regardless
of category. The only requirement for eligibility is
that each entry must have been submitted during one of
the five regular Club competitions held during this
year. In addition to the top Slide of the Year Award,
there will be runner-up Honorable Mention ribbons as
well as special category awards for:

* Best Animal

* Best Flower

* Best People
* Best Landscape/Seascape (Natural Scenic)
* Most Promising New Member (Since 1/1/83)

Entry forms will be mailed to all eligible members
along with your copy of the May 3-D NEWS. The rewards
are certainly worth the effort, so let's all pull to
gether and make this final event of the Club season a
festive and memorable one.

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director

B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY A CROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

WAR CUM MAR CUM

57 237 Herb Fisher 63 *250.66

HM: Andrea

58 235 Marjorie Webster
Award: Tahitian Dancer 57 249

53 *234.66 Tony Alderson 60 247
58 232 Ursula Sylvan

HH; Twin Lakes 60 *246.66

56 231 Bill Daggett
HM: Artlst/Model/New Orleans

A1 Bohl 61 *245.33
Bill Shepard

HM: Frost 59 245
HM: Oppenhelmer Fountain 56 232

Worth Booth 59 *230.66
Award: Where'd He Go?

225 George Cushman *114
HM: Mount Bundle's Domain — *108

— *222.66 John Hart 19

Jerry Walter
Award: Nature's Confection
HM: Utah Aglow

Stuart Welsbuch

David Hutchison

HM: Boating Lake-Central Park
David'Starkman

HM: Lady and the Rose f2
HM: Jeremiah

Rick Flnney
Award: Solitude on Arrakis

Rusa Terrill

Earl Colgan
Susan Plnsky

HM: Synrmetry in Fire
Marilyn Felling
Ward Clark

Tim Cardinale

51

55

227

*226.66

226

52 220 Bob Kneisel

— 178 John Konrad

59 174 Jeff Sylvan
Award: Lake Luc

— 172 Bill Boyd
— 172 Robert Commagere
55 171 Bruce Wendorff

52 167 Edward Dlllberto
— 116 Richard Evans

56 112 Bert Sikli

Award: Evening
54 108 Marshall Stewart

52 107 Ray Zone
— 96 Alan Wllllarns
— 59 Earl Anderson
— 59 Jonathan Kuntz

— 56 James Prestridge
— 56 George Skelly
— 55 George Rigney
— 54 Steve Buchanan

53 53 Max Gould

40 40 Larry Brown
Award: Convex

15 15 James McLoud

*Judge* s Scores Averaged

B GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

MAR CUM

61 243 Herb Fisher

Award: Flying ;
56 234 Earl Colgan
36 200 George Cushman
20 135 Bill Daggett

— 110 Richard Evans

59 59 Ray Zone
HM: Kodachrome

— 56 Bob Knelael

— 56 George Skelly
36 36 Marjorie Webster
21 21 Alan Williams

HM: Pink and White

GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

MAR CUM

57 *245.3 Jerry Walter
61 *242.66 Rick Flnney

HM: Aurora Flora

HM: Phlox Dance

Rubs Terrill

Award: Navajo George
Susan Pinsky

HM: Furry Face
Tony Alderson
David Starkinan

Ward Clark

Tim Cardinale

61 240

61 *238.66

54 *229.33

55 *172.5

— *116

— 19

4 t . y
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3-D Range

by Russ Terrill

After seeing some of the slides from the newer members
in the last competition, it occurred to me that if
you were aware of the somewhat critical limits for
near and far distance in your stereo images, you might
profit from adhering to the chart below in your future
stereography. Below is a chart which came out many
years ago in a magazine. It can be memorized or clip
ped out and carried in the camera bag. I'm sure your
scores will improve if this advice is heeded.

Proper limits for taking stereo
pictures with the average stereo
camera for comfortable viewing
and satisfactory projection are
given in the table below:

Nearest

object
Farthest

object

(in feet)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

3

5

7

10

14

20

32

Inf,

INSIGHTS:
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

"CONVEX" by Larry Brown. This slide was several years
in the making. I'm fond of walking around downtown
Los Angeles, visiting book stores and camera shops and

looking for interesting things to
photograph. I first encountered
this scene around 1980 and have

photographed it (not in stereo)
several times since. The scene

consists of a large round convex
mirror mounted on the end of a

wall which surrounds a large brick
building (a private club, I be
lieve), across Flower Street from
the Atlantic Richfield Plaza. The

mirror is a safety feature for cars exiting the grounds.
My previous efforts with this image lacked something,
the something being a sense of depth and a feeling of
texture in the wall. These deficiencies were solved

by my Kodak Stereo with K25 film. December 31, 1984,
was very bright and clear. Although I used an exposure
meter set at ASA 32 or 50, the resulting slide is
slightly overexposed, except for the reflection in the
mirror. I was surprised that it appeared to look
better projected than when viewed in my Kodak viewer.
Another factor leading to the success of the slide is
that there are no people (other than yours truly) and
cars to complicate the image.

"PINK AND WHITE" by Alan D. Williams. As one might
guess, this slide was photographed using a slide bar
and conventional 35mm SLR. Here are the technical
details; Pentax Spotmatic camera, Vivitar 85-205 zoom
lens (set at 85mm) with Vivitar
close-up lens #3, Kodachrome
25 film (my favorite). Distance
from film plane to nearest part
of subject was 20 inches and
the stereo baseline was about

3/8 inches. Lighting was by
two electronic flash units, one

high and to the left, the other
level with the subject and to the right. The background
was a piece of flocked black paper placed as far back
as possible. A small pump spray bottle was used to add
a little "early morning dew" to the petals. The fact
that it won an award is particularly gratifying since
this slide came from the first batch of slide bar

stereos I shot for artistic purposes. The next step
will be to experiment with softening the light from
the flashes (I don't particularly like the hard-edged
shadows).

"TAHITIAN DANCER" by Marjorie Webster. This is an ex
ample of a 3-D slide with motion! I used ray trusty
Kodak Stereo Camera, Kodachrome 25 film, and a Graflex
flash gun with a #5 blue bulb to transfer daylight
film to indoors. It was shot at 1/50 second (I never
use a tripod) at f/ll at about 8-10 feet. I have taken

slides of many Tahitian dancers in the
Islands, but this "grab" shot was done
in a show at Disneyland! The shaking
whisks in each hand (called i i and
pronounced ee-ee) are slightly blurred
because of the rapid motion. Her head,
shoulders and upper body are "frozen",
but from the waist down (below the ex
posed naval) the tassels are flipping
and twirling at her hip line and the
simulated grass skirt is flashing green
shreds. Most tourists return home

thinking this "Shreaded Wheat Dance" is Hawaiian. My
hula students are always suprised when I teach them
to undulate their arms and roll their hips — slowly
— instead of shimmy and shake. Either dance is good
exercise. That's why I teach "Hula for Health". Try
it sometime! Men, too! It's coeducational!

P

"KODACHROME" by Ray Zone. This stereo slide was cre
ated in conjunction with a project to introduce the
Japanese public to various forms of 3-D imaging. As a
result, the most universal kinds of
images were sought for stereo repro
duction. The slide was shot using
a slide bar with an interaxial of

1 7/8" and exposure of l/60th of a
second. At this close range it was
necessary to use a +2 diopter lens.
Lighting was critical to produce the
extreme warm red tones. A TDC

{2-D) projector with magenta gel was
used to light the right side of the vegetables at a 45
degree angle. A 150 watt floodlamp and amber gel lit
the left side of the subject, again at a 45 degree
angle. The background of the setup was a piece of
black velvet that made the warmly lit vegetables seem
even hotter by contrast. This slide demonstrates, I
think, the inherent spectral qualities of Kodachrome
film and its capacity for ultra rich red hues.

Kodachrbmel.> .
FILM FOR COLOR SLIDES

36 EXPOSURES

KR135-36
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David Starkman's 3-D Diary

Dear 3-D Diary: ^

Well, the 3-D Trivia has not exactly been pouring in,
but David Hutchison of New York did call to remind me

that the star gremlin "Gizmo" of the recent film
"Gremlins" was a fan of 3-D comic books, and is shown
with 3-D glasses in one scene.

I'm not sure if this qualifies as "trivia" or the real
thing, but certainly one of the cutest 3-D items to
come to your local drugstore is the "Paas 3-D Coloring
Set". You'll find it in the Easter section, near the
Easter egg dye kits, as part of Paas' "Easter Basket
Stuffers" series. The set includes a pair of anaglyph
3-D glasses, six 3-D scenes to color, a 3-D artist wall
certificate, and one 3-D Artist Club membership card.
At $2.99, how can one resist? Parts of this kit are
reproduced below.

A few of us in the 3-D Movie Division were lucky enough
to get Invited to see a demonstration of the United
Artists twin 70mm "Stereospace" system. We ended up
seeing the 20-minute documentary "Water: Source of
Life", which was made for and shown at the New Orleans
World's Fair. It was really quite good (even narrated
by John Houston), and I have been told that they will
be pleased to set up a showing for the whole Club some
time. Watch the NEWS for an announcement.

Susan and I are going to Las Vegas at the end of March
to the annual convention of the Photo Marketing Associ
ation. Manufacturers of photo products from all over
the world will be there, and we'll be scouting for
interesting 3-D or 3-D adaptable items. I'll report
if we find anything.

( jathers

OfficiaiMembership Card

Name

Address

FAA.9'
3-D Artist Club

CERTms

15 AN OFFICIAL

3-D ARTIST

On October 9th we'll be going to the 5th International
Stereoscopic Union Congress in Washington D.C. (it ends
on October 14th). This is the first time that the ISU

Congress is being held in the U.S.A., and it may be the
last time for many years, so it is a rare opportunity
forSCSC members who might want to take a "3-D Vacation"
and really see a lot of different 3-D slide programs
from all over the world. At present, Pat Whitehouse
from England is planning to put on one of her usual
spectacular programs, probably with a double-Hawk fade
and dissolve stereo projector. David Burder of England
is also coming. Slide shows will also be presented
from Switzerland, Holland, and Germany, and more are
in the works. Plus all sorts of interesting equipment
will be on display. Anyone interested in going should
write to Paul Wing, 50 Floret Circle, Hingham MA 02043
for more details.

Finally, even as I write this, there is a World's Fair
going on in Tsukuba, Japan called Expo '85. What is
interesting about this is that five of the dozens of
films being shown there are in 3-D! I know that one
is in twin 70mm, one is in a new single-strip full 70mm
format, one is standard over/under 35mm 3-D format,
and the other two are a mystery. If anyone in the Club
attended the Expo, please send in a report to our
Editor! We'd all like to know more about this!

Until next month...

D

EASTER BASKET STUFFERS

Tgrrcnce 7

KaoAOiuiled Itu 6aid all

CONTENTS: FOUR COLORFUL 3-D PENCILS-SU EXCiliNG 3-D SCENES TO CQLORH PAIR OF 3-D
VIEWING GLASSES- ONE 3-0ARTIST WALL CERTIFICATE- ONE 3-
EASY-TO-FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS

GREAT
EASTER
BASKET
TUFFERSI
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IDEAS

How scientists visualize the

Fourth Dimension
Computergraphicsmake a baffling concept tangible

Thomas Banchoff struts over to a
bookshelf and retrieves the seminal
work that helped launch his career as a
mathematics teacher and prominent
theoretician: "America's Greatest
Comics."

Inside is a 1940s "Captain Marvel"
strip in which the Einstein of the day,
Dr. Kiddin, takes boy reporter Bill
Batson to see the world of tomorrow,
where scientists are working on the sev
enth. eighth, and ninth dimensions. "1
wonder what happened
to the fourth, fifth, and
sixth dimensions," the
young scribe thinks to
himself.

Banchoff, about 10
when he first read it.
wondered the same
thing — and has much
of the time since.

Now chairman of
Brown University's
mathematics depart
ment, he is in the fore
front of scientists today
making strides in visu
ally depicting the
fourth dimension —
and thus making this
mind-bending concept
more tangible.

The idea of a direc
tion beyond length,
width, and depth has long intrigued ev
eryone from Qrti.sts to philosophers to
science-fiction buffs. But even though
re.searchers have routinely dealt with it
as a serious mathematical concept, the
public (and some scientists) have been
slow to accept something they couldn't
se<; or feel, or even pinpoint what and
where it was.

But now that they are able to illus
trate it with computer graphics, scien
tist."? are retrieving the fourth dimension
from the abstract world of mathematic.s
and the imagination —as well as finding
practical uses for it in everything from
geology to oceanography.

"There is a rebirth of interest in it be
cause we can actually achieve with
graphics what people in the past only as
pired to," says the bearded Banchoff.

What he and his colleagues do at
Brown is use computers to simulate
four-dimensional objects moving
through three-dimensional space. The
results are captivating. In one film, "The
Hypercube," a standard 3-D cube with
its eight comers and six square faces
suddenly changes info an object with 16
vertices and eight sides — a basic 4-D

cube. In another, a blue hemisphere is
shown rotating against a black back
drop. The figure distorts, twists into new

shapes, collapses into a
dot. and finally
reappears in origin^
form.

These kaleidoscopes
are not actual objects in
the fourth dimension,
or "hyperspace." They
are. in essence, three-
dimensional shadows
cast by theoretical 4-D
shapes. The objects are
rotated on the screen so
scientists can get differ
ent views and begin to
understand them.

What's happening is
analogous to casting a
shadow on a wall. To
flat (2-D) creatures on
the wall surface, the
shadow of your hand (a
3-D object) would ap

pear mysterious indeed. It would change
shape, growing fatter or thinner, as you
turned your hand. If you moved it out of
the light, it would disappear altogether.
In reality, of course, your hand isn't
changing. It only appears to do so to the
2-D creatures.

Similarly, a four-dimensional crea
ture invading our world would presum
ably appear just as odd; contorting,
turning inside out, appearing emd
disappearing. No one knows, of course,
exactly wliat would happen.

The fourth dimension is sound math
ematical theory. But whether it will ever
translate into something earthlings can
experience directly is where fiction takes
over for science.

"No one pooh-poohs it as fantasy
stuff." says Banchoff of the theory. "It's
accepled. But whether there are beings
that will visit us from the fourth dimen
sion —that's another question."

The affable mathematician dodges
such speculation ("I'm just a theoreti
cian"). But he and colleagues have come
as close to anyone else to "seeing" what
this baffling world might be
like.

Ecirly on in his science,
Banchoff himself was inspired
by fiction. It came in the form
of a satirical little novel writ
ten by Edwin Abbott in 1884
called "Flatland." It depicts a world of 2-
D creatures who won't accept the idea of
another dimension, even though they're
visited by a sphere from a 3-D world.
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At one point the protagonist, a square,
visits the third dimension and sees what
he's been missing. He suggests to his
spherical friend that maybe there is even
a fourth dimension. The sphere scoffs.
The square returns to his 2-D domain and
tries to tell friends of his journey, eventu
ally ending up jailed for his heresy.

In our world, doubters and devotees of
a higher dimension have existed through
out history. In the second century, the as
tronomer Ptolemy flatly rejected the idea
of a fourth dimension. Earlier in this cen
tury, Einstein decreed that, yes, there was
a fourth dimension, but designated it as
time. This satisfied many scientists. In re
cent years, though, the concept of a fourth
spatial dimension has again gained cre
dence, aided in part by some contempo
rary theories on the stnicture of the uni
verse, as well as the computer graphics
work.

Along with the serious speculation has
come a rebirth of interest from other quar

ters as well. This is as it has al
ways been, too: Everyone
from Biblicd figures (St. Paul)
and philosophers (Plato) to
artists (Dall) and poets (T. S.
Eliot) has been captivated by
the notion of an extra dimen

sion to life. At Brown, both the serious
and curious — several hundred scientists,
artists, writers — recently turned up for
the first world conferenceon the subject.

"The fourth dimension is almost a pro
totype of what we mean by a mind-
stretching experience," says Dr.
Banchoff.

Still, to most laymen, something intan
gible like hyperspace seems fanciful. "It
is still mysterious to the general public,"
Banchoff says. But like the "square" in
Flatland, he continues to challenge those
perceptions and try to broaden people's
thinking.

Among today's youth, in particular, he
may be winning enthusiasts. After all,
they have grown up in a world of 3-D
graphics and "Star Wars" heroes like
Han Solo, who routinely blasts his
starship into hyperspace. "Students now
adays are more sophisticated visually,"
he says. "They were brought up on televi
sion. We have a whole generation of stu
dents willing to think about the idea.''

Even if they don't, plenty of others to
day are finding down-to-earth applica
tions for 4-D. Indeed, the serious research
done in computer visualizations here and
elsewhere is being used increasingly by
scientists to interpret vast amounts of
data with four or more variables. Ocean-
ographers, for example, use them to plot
such things as wind speed, pressure, hu
midity, and temperature in studying at
mospheric and oceanographic phenom
ena. Sociologists use them in drawing
conclusions about human behavior. Ge
ologists at Brown are using them to probe
ancient climates.

"We are coming up witli totally new
ways of examining data," Banchoff says.

In the end, Dr. Kiddin may have been
right, too: Physicists are now studying 11-
dimensional structures that might give a
unified account of the basic forces of
nature.
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Suppose They Gave A Field Trip...

...And nobody came? What if the Club planned a great field trip to a really
wonderful place to take stereo photos and nobody showed up? Would anything
be "wrong" with this? Well, maybe not. It could just be that after waiting
with keen anticipation for the trip, people found that they actually couldn't
go through the time and work to spend a whole weekend away, even when they
knew they would really enjoy it.

Well, it appears there won't be much of a crowd of stereographers at
Yosemite on May 18-19 for the Club's first big field trip in a while, unless
a number of you get fired up at the last minute. The initial multitudes
who expressed interest in going have dwindled considerably. Such a large
undertaking is bound to make too much of a demand on lots of people—myself
included. But somehow, it would be nice to get together as Club members
and go out and take pictures of an interesting location. Maybe we need to
have some mini-trips, or even a short afternoon visit to a place right here
in Los Angeles, such as Huntington Library, Descanso Gardens, the local
customized or antique car show, a pet show, etc.

The end result we're after in offering outings is to stimulate and develop
our photographic technique. If we can all do this by ourselves, that's
fine. But there's something about grouping together in a photogenic
place that brings out the best in our photographic ability, allows us -to
share our expertise with each other, and produces more interesting slides,
both for showing the Club in competitions and for viewing in the privacy
of our own homes. Let's have some suggestions for getting us out to photo
graph together, in either small or large groups. All your ideas are welcome
including just calling a few people in the Club and organizing a spontan
eous outing. (And if you'd like to go to Yosemite on May 18 and 19, call
our Outing Director right away.)

Until then, remember what Swami Said: "We send out a thousand letters,
requesting a reply. We receive none. This, too, is an answer."

MEETINGS; Third Thursday o£ each month (except July s December) «t 7:30 at the
Los Angeles Plioto Center, 412 So. Parkview St., L.A. Visitors and quests always
welcome. HEHDERSHIP; Tlnnual dues are Single/S12; Couple/SIB; Patron/any add'l
amount, all due July 1. Hew membership dues are prorated for the first partial
year. Send new duos to the Membership Director. SCaSCRlPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS
is published monthly; 38 for 12 issues for non-memberc; ccnd fees to the Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar
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TUE MAY 7 Club Board Meeting - 6:30 PM
THU MAY 16 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Fifth and final competition
SAT-SUN MAY 18-19 Outing — Yosemite National Park

Details from George Cushman
SAT-SUN MAY 18-19 Western Photographic Collectors

Association Spring Trade Show, Pasadena
City College

SAT JUN 1 Copy deadline - June NEWS
THU JUN 20 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Everyone bring six slides
THU JUN 20 Closing - Club Slide of the Year Competition

Get your five slides to Jeff Sylvan
SAT JUL 27 Annual Club Banquet - Pike's Verdugo Oaks

Details from Daphne Shepard
TUE-WED JUL 30-31 Outing - Orcas Island, Washington

Details from Tim Cardinale

Board Meeting

The traditional annual Club Pot Luck Board Meeting will
be hosted by John Hart at 6 PM, Tuesday May 7. The
eating starts at 6:30, whether you're there or not.
Please bring your own silver, plates, etc. If you
haven't already signed up for a dish to bring, call
me at (818)798-9686 right away. We will be having some
important business to discuss at this, the last Board
Meeting of our year, so please attend. Yes, spouses
and kids are welcome!

—Bob Kneisel

Member & Subscriber Update

Club membership anniversaries for May

Joy Anderson - 3 years
Earl Anderson - 3 years
John Bittel - 2 years
George Gougen - 4 years
Bob Greenberg - 3 years
Herb Guttman - H years
George Hiam - 4 years
Jonathan Kuntz - 4 years
Dennis Lockwood - 9 years
Jim Lott - 4 years
Craig Mathieson - 2 years
Thomas McDonough - 4 years
Kathleen Perkins - 3 years
Josef Petr - 4 years
Adolph Sanchez - 4 years

Nomination Committee Report

The following nominations are hereby made for the four
elected Club officers for the 1985-86 Club year:

For President: DAVID KUNTZ. David has been our Vice
President for one year and a Club member for five
years. He has been one of the leaders in giving us
innovative slides in competition, and has written
many stimulating and perceptive articles for the
3-D NEWS.

For Vice President: JEFF SYLVAN.

leading the Club through
tition year as Competition Director. He has demon
strated keen administrative skills and brings with
him a broad knowledge of photography.

For Treasurer: BILL SHEPARD. As an incumbent, Bill
will again collect and disburse the Club's funds
with a deft and assuring hand. Bill has an exten
sive collection of 3-D books, posters, and other
related objects.

For Secretary: DAPHNE SHEPARD, Another incumbent,
Daphne produced well-written minutes of past Board
Meetings. As Banquet Director she was the organizing
force behind the immensely successful Christmas food
fest/pot luck at the December 20 Club meeting at
the Photo Center.

Further nominations may be made from the floor at the
May meeting; elections will be held at the June meet
ing; installation of officers will be at the Awards
Banquet on July 27.

Respectfully submitted.

Bob Kneisel

Bill Shepard
Jerry Walter

—1985 Nomination Committee

jo
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DISCOUNT COUPON T
WPCA I

CAMERA SHOW I
18 ft 19 MAY 1985 I
ADMISSION FOR ONE< -

la.ss wrm mis coupon I
PASADENA CITY COLLEGE I
!()• COIOMDO auro. PMADENA. CAL •

A PHOTOCOPY OF THIS FORM "
MAY BE USED

Jeff is presently
a very successful compe-

FEATURiNQ
* ANTIQUE AND CLASSIC CAMERAS
* OLD PHOTOQRAPHS
* MOVIE EQUIPMENT
* USED EQUIPMENT
* DARKROOM EQUIPMENT
* PHOTOGRAPHIC LITERATURE
* STEREO VIEWS
* SILENT AUCTION (1 PM -SUNDAY)

PASADENA CITY COLLEGE. 1S70 E COLORADO BLVD
PASADENA. CAUFORNIA

SATURDAY, 18 MAY 1985, 10:30 AM • 5:00 PM
SUNDAY, 19 MAY 1985, 10:30 AM • 3:30 PM

Over 120 table* Uled with all kind* ol camera*, photographic
equipment, and photo memorabilia. In addition, one room of
Cable* will be devoted to diaplaps from WPCA member** rare

photographic collection,

ADMISSION: S3.SO (13.00 with the accompanying dUcounI
coupon (or photocopy thereof). Student* and Senior CiiUen*,

11.50. Children under 12 admitted free with parent,

BRING YOUR OLD CAMERAS
TO SELL OR TRADE

SPONSORED BY
THE WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHIC COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
W.P.C.A., P0B0X41M, WHITTIER, OA 90607

PHONE (2131 6934421
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"" Needed
...to help assemble (from computer printouts) a new
Club Directory of Members and Subscribers. The work

M is easy, creative, and rewardingl Please contact
Membership Director Susan Pinsky at (818)357-8345.

Looking Backward to...

^ ...April 18
Acrowd of well over 100 people turned up forthe Club's
April "double-header" program. At least one fourth of
those attending were new to the Club, due in large part

* to the prominent publicity in the Los Angeles "Reader".
Certainly one of the most rewarding results of the
April show was linking up with so many new 3-D enthusi
asts. Many thanks to the contributing artists:

Daniel Martinez (portraits of the people of LA)
Ron Edwards (airbrush illustrator)
Steven Schwartzman (stereo infrared photography)
Michael Meyers (3-D drawings of famous persons)
Byron Werner (experimental stereography)
Suzanne Williams (hot rods in stereo)
Richard Lindblom (exploration of bicamerial imagery)
Gary Robert, Rob Kulakovsky and Mike Arrendondo

" (LOUD 3D, punk rock)
Dan Gosc)i (light sculpture)
Jerry Marks (random multi-exposure)
Brad deGraf (computer-generated images)

* Steve Aubrey (stereo photo composites)

Ray Zone also brought some anaglyph samples from the
new 3-D comic, "Sheena, Queen of the Jungle", and the
new 3-D hot rod poster by Robert Williams.

Thanks are also due to Virgil Morano for bringing his
fascinating set of 56 slides from behind-the-scenes of
recent special effect movies.

* And finally, a special thanks to David Starkman for
bringing his lOOOw Realist 82 to project the show. The
large, bright image from this fine machine really gave
a spectacular look to the program.

—Tony Alderson, Program Director

Let's Join Together...

...May 16

May 16 will be the fifth and final regular Club compe
tition of the year. The judges for this round will be
Club members Sylvia Sikes, FPSA, Russ Terrill, APSA,
and Carl Felling. A review of the standings thus far
indicates some close races in several categories, so
we should have a very interesting finish. There are
still several members who have missed only one compe
tition, so remember May 16 will be your last chance to
submit those makeup slides and reach that 100 percent
participation goal. Don't be left out in the cold!
Remember also that only those slides entered in any of
this year's regular Club competitions are eligible for
Slide of the Year. Therefore, the more slides you have
entered, the better your chances and the greater choice
you'll have in selecting your final entries for the
Slide of the Year competition.

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director

...June 20

It's time to start thinking about your selection of
six slides for our June meeting. Everybody, and I mean
everybody, is encouraged to bring up to six slides to
project. This is not a competition. It's an oppor
tunity to share something you think is interesting with
the rest of the Club.

* You got a funny picture of the neighbor's cat?
Bring it on down!

* A cute snapshot of the kid's birthday party? I'd
like to see that!

* An architectural study?
* A technical photo?
* A slide copy of your favorite old Keystone stereo

card?

* An award-winning stereo slide from the 50s?

Bring 'em all down! There will be an open mike for
those who wish to make comments. (Frankly folks, I'm
burned out after mounting all those slides for April.
This is just a device to spread the work around a
little. "Every Person a Program Director" will be our
slogan.)

—Tony Alderson, Program Director

...July 27

1985 AWARDS BANQUET

This year's Awards Banquet will be held on Saturday,
July 27 in the Florentine Room of Pikes Verdugo Oaks
Restaurant in Glendale. Cocktails begin at 6 PM; the
buffet dinner starts at 7 PM. The price is $15.00 per
person (all you can eat) and consists of lasagna, beef
stroganoff, chicken and roast beef. There is a choice
of 3 vegetables, rice, potatoes, rolls, 12 salads, and
coffee.

Bring your friends and family for a great introduction
to the world of 3-D photography. The program will
consist of all the slides submitted in the Slide of the

Year competition, headed up by Competition Director
Jeff Sylvan. Winners will be announced, and other
awards given.

For reservations please call me Mondays - Fridays
between 11:30 AM and 12:30 PM at (213)381-7393x217.

—Daphne Shepard
Secretary and Banquet Director

Outing News

Yosemite

Are you going on the Club outing to Yosemite May 18-19?
If so, please make sure I know and have your name and
phone number. Two other members need a ride. Have you
an extra spot for a fellow Club member? Both have
registered accommodations, but need a ride up and back.
Please let me know if you can help out.

The Club will get together for lunch Saturday noon at
the Four Seasons Restaurant. I will make your reser
vations for you, so let me know you will attend. This
will be the last outing of this Club year, and it
promises to be an exciting one.

—George Cushman, Outing Director
(213)498-1634
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Slide of the Year

Hooray! The annual Slide of the Year competition is
just around the corner. The rules for entering are
really quite simple. Each member may submit a maximum
of five slides. The only requirement is that each
slide must have been entered in any one of this year's
five Club competitions. All entries will be judged as
a single category (no distinction between standard and
nonconventional) so it doesn't matter which category
your slides were originally entered in or the scores
they received. Your entries may be a mix of standard
and/or nonconventional, so select your best slides and
get them to me at the May or June meeting, or mail them
to me at 1329 N. Fireside Lane, Moorpark CA 93021.
Along with the awards for competition standing, partic
ipation, honorable mention and Slide of the Year, there
will also be special category awards for:

* Best Animal

* Best Flower

* Best People
.* Best Landscape/Seascape (Natural Scenic)
* Most Promising New Member (Since 1/1/83)
* Competition Director's Choice

The judging for Slide of the Year will be conducted in
June by an independent panel of non-SCSC stereographers.
All entries will then be included in a special program
for showing at the Awards Banquet on Saturday, July 27.
To make the program a bit more interesting, each entrant
is requested to include brief highlights for each of
your slides, such as location, subject, camera equip
ment, etc. Please include the highlights (on separate
paper) along with your completed entry form. For your
convenience, a special Slide of the Year entry form
has been included along with your May 3-D NEWS, If you
did not receive yours, or need additional copies, let
me know any I'll get one to you ASAP, And remember,
the absolute and final deadline for entering this gala
once-a-year event is the close of the June 20 meeting,
so select your slides accordingly. Good luck to each
of you.

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director

David Starkman's 3-D Diary
Dear 3-D Diary:

As the story of the discovery of the Tomb of King Tut-
Ankh-Amun goes, in November of 1922 the archaeologist
Howard Carter and his wealthy backer Lord Carnarvon,
made their way to the debris-covered entrance that the
Egyptians had sealed some 3,500 years earlier. This
led them down an approach corridor to the sealed en
trance to the tomb chambers. A hole was broken through
at eye level, and Carter showed a light through it into
the space beyond. He was struck dumb by what he saw,
and when Carnarvon asked impatiently, "Can you see any
thing?" his reply was, "Yes, wondrous things!"

This is how Susan Pinsky and I felt on the afternoon
of April 22, 1985 when we went to the California Museum
of Photography at the University of California at
Riverside to visit Seton and Isabelle Rochwite. For

those readers who don't know Seton, he is the inventor
of the Stereo Realist camera. His working design pro
duced exactly the same format which was used in the
production version of the Stereo Realist, and was to
eventually become the "American Standard" for stereo
photography, Kodak, Revere, Wollensak, TDC and numerous
others all followed the same format.

This day was special because Seton had decided that it
was finally time to donate all of his prototype cameras
to the Museum, and we wanted to be on hand for the oc
casion (and take a few stereo pictures, too!)

"Wondrous things!" is just what came to my mind as
Seton began taking one marvelous item after another
out of plain cardboard boxes. Among the treasures:

Camera No. 1. Built in 1931 out of two Kodak 50th
Anniversary box cameras (that cost 40c each; an amount
which required some debate in these early Depression
years!) This took large size roll film, and he made
contact prints which were mounted on 3i x 7 inch cards,
for viewing in an antique style stereoscope.

Camera No. 2, Seton had a friend who was taking the
much more expensive 45 x I07mm transparencies, which
were far superior to the prints. This inspired him to
make a much more sophisticated camera in 1933, from
two German Dolly half vest pocket cameras ($11 each).
This used 127 roll film in a way which left no film
wastage. Positive slides were made from the negatives
in a transposing print frame.

Camera No. 3, In 1936, Kodak introduced Kodachrome in
16mm, followed by 35mm size in 1938, Seton was excited
by this, and thought that this new possibility would
inspire a camera company to make a stereo camera to
take advantage of this new color slide film. No such
camera was introduced, so in 1940 Seton made his third
and most significant design.

Using the lenses and other parts from two Univex Mer-
curys, he created a simple design with pictures five
perforations wide, and a spacing between them of 15
perforations. This resulted in a uniform film advance
of ten perforations, and left room for two frames be
tween each pair. This meant that the entire film area
was used, except for one frame at the beginning and
end of each roll.

There were no masks for this format, so Seton made his
own, stamping each film aperture with a die stamp made
for him by his father. The only thin glass readily
available in a suitable size was made for the 3i x 4"
lantern slides. Simply cutting it in two along the
long dimension resulted in the now familiar 1 5/8 x 4"
size. This is the design that he took to the David
White Company, and led to their making the Stereo
Realist.

Stereoscope No, 1, Seton used a German 45 x 107 viewer
to view his slides. After negotiating with David White
Company he knew he had to have something better to go
with the camera. For this he designed and built the
prototype for the first stereoscope with built-in bat
tery illumination. It was remarkable similar to the
familiar "Red Button" Realist viewer that we now know
so well.

All of the above-mentioned items, and more, still exist
and are now in the possession of the California Museum
of Photography, available for researchers to study,
and to be exhibited. I don't know when they will first
be put on display, but they will definitely be part of
a large stereo exhibit that the Museum will have in
conjunction with the National Stereoscopic Association
Convention there in June 1986. Susan and I plan to
work on a "History of the Stereo Realist through Adver
tising" slide show, which may appropriately be shown
at the same time.

Well,Diary, that's enough 3-D excitement for one month!

Yours in Depth,
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ISCC Report

The Stereo Club did pretty well at the most recent
International Stereo Club Competition, hosted this time
by the Sydney Stereo Camera Club in Australia on Febru
ary 23. Stuart Weisbuch took the top award for his
basketball action slide "Tight Corner". Also contribu
ting slides were Bill Shepard, David Starkman, Tony
Alderson, Marjorie Webster, and Ray Zone. The third
and final competition of the year will be hosted by
the Potomac Society of Stereo Photographers in Arlington
Virginia on May 9, 1985.

—Tony Alderson, ISCC Coordinator

The 3-D Chef

...Don Ricardo, Stereo Chef

Here's a little COMPETITION ENCHILADA CASSEROLE to get
over the "Oh, gosh, it's competition night again" blues.

li pounds ground beef chuck
1 small onion, sliced
1 pkg (lioz) taco seasoning mix
1 cup water
1 cup bottled green taco sauce

10 corn tortillas
2 pkgs (10 oz ea) frozen chopped spinach (thawed)
i cup chopped fresh cilantro
3 cups shredded jack cheese
1 cup shredded sharp cheddar cheese
i pound cooked ham, diced
1 cup sour cream

Combine beef and onion in a frying pan and brown over
high heat, stirring meat to crumble. Stir in taco
seasoning mix and water; cover and simmer 10 minutes.
Choose a 2i to 3 qt baking pan or casserole and pour
half the taco sauce into it. Turn 5 of the tortillas
in the sauce to coat lightly and spread them, over
lapping, in the bottom of the dish.

In a wire strainer, press out most of the water from
the spinach and mix the cilantro into spinach. Stir
half of it into the beef; spoon the beef mixture over
the tortillas in casserole and sprinkle with half the
jack cheese. Cover with remaining tortillas, overlap
ping, and spread the balance of the taco sauce over
them. Distribute ham on top and spread with sour cream.
Scatter the spinach over the cream, and top with remain
ing jack cheese; then cover evenly with the cheddar
cheese.

To cook at once, bake in a 375° oven for 50 minutes,
covered for the first 25 minutes. To make ahead for
competition night, cover and refrigerate, bake at 375°
for 1 hour, 10 minutes (while you're getting your
slides ready), cover for the first 35 minutes. Makes
8 to 10 servings.

Die to Competition Enchilada Casserole!

tJotes for

Postcarding

Your new-found interest in 3-D photography might have
stemmed from any number of urges: the urge for pure
experimentation with the 3-D visual phenomenon; the
desire to collect unusual photo equipment and old
stereo cards; the hope of learning more to satisfy your
technical curiosity about this photo medium; or the
desire to produce modern 3-D slides of conventional
vacation-type pictorial content. If your interest is
the latter, you may be interested in the technique of
postcarding.

Let's assume you are on vacation, spending your hard-
earned money on food, lodging and transportation, while
sightseeing at any nearby, or perhaps distant location
someplace around the country or around the world. As
a photographer you are interested in bringing back the
very very best scenic/location slides you can take.
You might never be at that tourist spot again, and you
want fine slides to help recall the time and place,
and to share with friends back home.

What inexpensive device will help you locate the best
picture possibilities? Postcards! Wherever you travel
you will find racks of postcards depicting scenes of
nearby attractions. These racks are in motel and hotel
lobbies, curio shops,drugstores, book stands, and even
gas stations.

The postcard industry is competitive; the most attrac
tive cards are the ones that sell, which means that
photographers in this business are always looking for
new and interesting subjects, better camera angles,
and better time-of-day lighting.

Most subject locations are identified on the back of
the postcard, so all you need is a map and you're on
your way. For one thing, this postcard rack will
introduce you to photogenic sites you may not have
known about, all within the immediate area. These
sites may be only a few minute's drive away.

And for another thing, these postcards will indicate
the highest potential a site has for good photogrpahy.
They will help you decide if the place is actually
worth visiting, or if your time could be better spent
someplace else.

Study the postcards carefully. Note the position of
the camera. Notice the time of day from the shadows
and light angle. Notice the weather condition (and
possibly envy the blue sky with fluffy white clouds,
while you stand in drizzle!) When.at the site, analyze
why the photographer chose that particular location,
and why certain portions of the subject were included
or excluded.

Don't worry about copying the very same view, if it is
the best one. Don't be self conscious; remember, you
are a newer stereographer, and you are learning. You,
also, have every right to the best stereo slide pos
sible, even though it may have already been done as a
postcard. Seeing through someone else's eyes is great
training. If you work at it through the postcard
approach, you'll develop an eye for interpreting pic
torial content very quickly. So on the next vacation,
try some postcarding, and come back with some fine
stereo slides as a result.
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3-D Forum

On Viewing and Aesthetics

Reading several past issues of the 3-D NEWS has provided
the stimulus that I have needed to collect my thoughts
on the state of stereo photography in the world today.
Perhaps some of these comments will be useful for sub
sequent Club discussion.

Two conclusions have been identified by me;

1. Stereo imagery is maddeningly difficult to show
to anyone.

2. The few traditions of stereo imagery that do
exist are more a craft activity than a developed
art form.

On Going Public—1

If you wish someone to see the imagery
normally you cannot just send them a
instead must include either a stereo
them somewhere that stereo projection
course, this is true of movies also —
over to that little dark theater room,
or inconvenience has, it seems, been
public. They will go to see a movie.

that you produce
slide of it, but
viewer or invite

can occur. Of

• you have to go
This limitation

accepted by the
but not 3-D.

Because stereo projectors cost upwards to $500, almost
no individuals who are not producing 3—D imagery possess
one. Few, if any, museums have one. Colleges and
universities will offer all manner of courses on the
visual arts, but almost none of them offer instruction
in 3-D, nor would their photo or art departments even
be able to view a 3-D image if you sent them one.

Therefore, those who intend to produce stereo imagery
for a broader public should assume that what most insti
tutions do possess are the Carousel slide projectors.
These now exist, and they are out there in place being
used. 3-D projectors are not. If all these institu
tions really need to purchase are a couple- of polar
izing filters to fit over the lenses, and a few viewing
glasses, then there might be a real possibility of
developing interest in viewing stereo examples.

Stereo hand viewers also exist for matched pairs of
35mm "stereo" slides, although none seems to be of the
battery type with the better optics. The "Gepe" type
glass slide mount is available that offers both pro
tection and exact registration for projection.

If the transition can be made to Carousel stereo pro
jectors, then there is the possibility of not only
obtaining a wider audience (a real audience, not com
posed of just us who make stereo imagery), and of
attracting artists who will feel that if they do work
in the stereo area their photographs at least have a
chance of being seen by the public.

Aesthetic Depth or the Development of Visual Meaning—2

My second conclusion is less obvious. This I base on
an assumption of either "aesthetic development" or
"depth of meaning". Put simpler, there are almost no
significant stereo pictures. What does exist seems to
exist more at the level of "snapshots" than a developed
artistic statement or aesthetic school of thought.

Certainly most stereo photographs were not actually
taken "as a snapshot", but were produced with a concern
for composition, balance and clarity, as "...put the
tree limb in the foreground to act as a frame...",etc.
But still there seems to be few original and insightful

visual examples in this medium. The 3 star, 4 star,
and 5 star exhibitors are reminiscent of the Victorian

salons, where so much correct and tedious academic
works were all awarded prizes, while most of the major
artists of that period were rejected and thrown out.
Although these salon examples had deep visual perspec
tive, they had shallow aesthetic perspective. Put
another way: the best in the stereo world must compare
with the best imagery in any media.

One additional factor that suggests the craft level of
stereo imagery is the preponderance of information and
discussions devoted to technical matters and the absence

of image-aesthetic-meaning issues. It is more like the
individuals in stereo are discussing ways of building
a chair than a pictorial experience. Consult a copy
of "Art Form" or "Art News" to see the difference.

Origins and Comparisons:

"Stereo imagery", "photography", and "stereo photog
raphy" all are about the same age. Wheatstone is
credited with the invention of the stereoscope in about
1832, with the first stereo image being apparently a
drawing. Photography's origin is usually dated from
around 1839, with Talbot's or Daguerre's examples.
Stereo photography comes surprisingly right after with
Collen's examples of calotypes mounted for viewing in
the stereoscope (1841).

Photography has become the dominate image making process
now on Earth. There are probably more photographs made
today than all other types of visual process put to
gether.

However, stereo photography is probably the rarest form
of image making in existence today. There is not one
single major museum or art gallery today in which there
is on permanent exhibition or display a stereo photo
graph (or stereo image). Yet you can find just about
anything else. (What then does a gold medal or a 5
star exhibitor really mean?)

There are probably no "professionals" in stereo pho
tography — that is, no one making a full time living
at stereo photography. Are we all amateurs?

There are "International" Stereo Exhibitions, but such
exhibitions are seldom, if ever, reviewed in the "Inter
national press", and the images in these exhibitions
are not for sale; none are sold. Other imagery —
paintings, drawings, photographs — are sold on a reg
ular basis (consider advertising and the fine arts)
but not apparently stereo imagery, with the exception
of old "stereo cards" which are collected more like
baseball cards.

While museums do possess collections of stereo imagery
(preferably older than 50 years), when was the last
time you ever heard of a museum purchasing or acquiring
a contemporary stereo image? And these collections are
put away and are not on exhibition to the public; if
they are to be viewed they have to be requested.

Art goes back a long way (reflecting on the works from
30,000 B.C.), so, relatively speaking, ALL Photography
is Modern Art.

—Richard Lindblora

256 Pinehurst Lane

Marietta, Georgia 30067
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PHOTOGRAPHING THE MOON IN STEREO: (1) SCOPING THE PROBLEM
The moon is 240,000 miles away. A suitable stereo baseline to photograph it would be
8000 miles, which is the diameter of the earth. Thus one possibility is to shoot
the full moon just after sunset, and again just before sunrise, as was pointed out in
#11. However, the really interesting detail on the moon is visible only near the
terminator where the shadows are, and this can not be photographed by the sunset to
sunrise method, for two reasons. First, you can only photograph the moon when it is
well above the horizon, and the sun is well below the horizon, uut this interval gets
shorter and shorter the further you are away from the time of the full moon. Second,
and more significant, the terminator moves far enough in a half hour to begin inter
fering with stereo fusion. Terminator discrepancy is the problem with most of the
1900 vintage moon stereos which show the terminator at all.

lIBRATION

How then is it possible to pnotograph the moon in all phases, not just at full phase?
The answer is that the muon does not always face directly toward the earth, due to
what the astronomers call libration (lie BRAY shun). To see how this comes about it
is necessary to understand the geometry of the sun-earth-moon system. The earth
rotates on its axis and orbits sun in a path called the ecliptic, but the north pole
of the earth and the north pole of the ecliptic are about 14^ degrees apart, which is
why we have seasons. Similarly the moon rotates on its axis and orbits the earth in
an elliptical path, and again the north pole of the moon and the north oole of its
orbit do not coincide. Because of these facts an observer on the earth is able to
see over the north pole of the moon, and under the south pole. This is libration in
latitude. See Fig.l.

Libration in longitude is a bit more difficult to explain, but is due to the ellip-
Licity of the moon's orbit. According to Kepler's third law. the moon moves so that
its radius vector to the earth sweeps out equal areas in equal times. Thus it moves
quite a bit faster at perigee than at apogee. However, its rotation on its axis re
gains constant, oecause there is nothing to change its angular momentum - che first
law of thermodynamics. Thus while the moon presents the same average face to the
earth, its instantaneous aspect oscillates back and forth according to its position
in orbit. See Fig. 2. This is libration in longitude. One can take advantage of
libration to produce, to a high degree of approximation, the same effect as if one
were able to move back and forth along a baseline. The combination of latitude and
longitude libration determines the total effective stereo parallax at a given moment,

THE TERMINATOR
Another point we must mention is the location of the terminator, which depends on the
relation of the moon to the sun. As seen from the moon, the sun's latitude varies
plus or minus degrees, so the terminator can "tilt" back and forth by this amount,
enough to spoil the old stereos.

STEREO PARALLAX

To make a "good" stereogram one needs to have enough, but not too much, parallax.
For our purposes 3 to 5 degrees is optimum.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A PROPER STEREO PAIR _ . . o
The sun's selenographic longitude must be the same in both shots to within 1/^ ,
The sun's selenographic latitude must be the same in both shots to within 1/4 .
The sun must be at least a half hour below the horizon
The moon must be at least a half hour above the horizon
The net libration must be between about 3 and about 5 degrees
The horizontal direction on the stereogram must be the direction of the parallax
The two images must be the same size.

Apogee: the moon' s farthest point from earth; Ecliptic: the plane of the earth's orbit
Perigee; the moon's nearest point to earth; Terminator: the line of light and shadow
on the moon; Selenographic: as seen from the moon
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR

PHOTOGRAPHING THE MOON - FIGURES 1 AND 2
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JUNE 1985 NUMBER TWELVE

Show Your Stuff

If someone asked you to show them the stereo slides of yours that you
liked best, what would you show them? Would you automatically pull
out the slides which had won awards in competition (and thereby risk
substituting the judges' preferences for those of your own, the maker?)
Would you trot out the slides which you knew would bring an eye-jerk
response, those easily-understood, familiar images, that always bring
oohs and aahs? Would you show slides of your favorite subject, regard
less of technical quality? Would you dare to bring out your more exotic
attempts, even if you weren't completely satisfied with the results?
Or would you bring out all of these types of slides?

Well, you're likely to see all these types of slides at the next Club
meeting, June 20. We are all being asked — even expected — to bring
six slides we would like to show, for whatever reason. What's more,
the maker gets to talk about the slides while they're being shown (if
you care to say anything, that is). What a great way to explain your
technique, get back at the judges who gave your slide a low score in
competition, or just plain show off.

And as if that weren't enough, we have yet another opportunity to show
our slides to the Club. This time it will be at the Annual Banquet,
where up to five slides that have been in competition this year can be
submitted. One of the beauties of the Banquet Show is that we get to
see how interesting the slides of different makers can be when grouped
together. And one of your slides just might win an award, even if it
didn't score high in competition. Just remember, someone's slide has
to be in first place — it could be yours!

MEETINGS; Third Thursday of each month (except July & December) «t 7:30 at the
Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 So. Peirkview St., L.A. Visitors and guests always
welcome. MEHDERSHIP; Annual dues are Single/S12; Couple/S18j Patron/any add'l
amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for the first partial
year. Send new duos to the Membership Director. SCESCRIPTI0N.9: The 3-D NEWS
is published monthly; 38 for 12 issues for non-members; send foss to the Editor.
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Editor's Comment

Is Stereo Dead?

The point here is that if we keep calling it "stereo",
it, and we, may as well be dead, photographically
speaking that is. The entire public, including most
other photographers, now consider "stereo" to be the
short form of "stereophonic" — stereo sound. And
that's not our game. They do not think of it as the
short form of "stereoscopy" — stereo vision. We're
after the eye of the public and other photographers —
not the ear.

So what do we do? Start using the term "3-D"! People
know what you mean when you say "3-D"— it means three
dimensional photography (be it movies, slides, old
stereo cards, anaglyph comics, or whatever). "3-D"
captures the imagination. "3-D" is what we are.

This discussion is not new. It's been talked about by
various groups for years. But without any widespread
adoption. Now it's time. Of course any subject like
this has its controversial points.

So let's have discussion about this. The 3-D NEWS
(appropriately named) will be happy to print any
letters.

—Jerry Walter, Editor

Stereo Activity Calendar

June July
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 1 2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

9 10 11 12 U 14 15 14 15 16 17 18 19 ^
16 17 18 19 @21 22 21 22 y 24 25 26 @
23 24 25 26 ^ 28 29 28 29(39)(31)
30

THU JUN 20 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Everyone bring 6 slides

THU JUN 20 Closing-Club Slide of the Year Competition
Get your five slides to Jeff Sylvan

MON JUL I Copy Deadline - July 3-D NEWS
SAT JUL 27 Annual Club Banquet - Pike's Verdugo Oaks

Glendale - Cocktails at 6 PM

TUE-WED JUL 30-31 Outing - Orcas Island, Washington
Details from Tim Cardinale (206)376-4720

Classified

FOR SALE: TDC 116 Stereo Projector, $225. George
Skelly, address on Page 1.

FREE: List of available vintage View-Master reels.
Send SASE. Also available are 3-D comics, collectibles,
books on 3-D, and stereo viewers. C. Varen, 31-39 83rd
St., E. Elmhurst NY 11370

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these 5 new Club members:

JOE GARCA

1843 N. Cherokee #106
Los Angeles CA 90028
R (213)469-0071

BRICK PRICE

7231 Remmet Avenue

Canoga Park CA 91303
R (818)703-7266
B (818)992-8811

MICHAEL MEYERS

CHERYL HASTINGS

10760 Lull Street

Sun Valley CA 91352
R (818)764-6958
B (818)764-9263

BRUCE NOLTE

285 Cherry Drive
Pasadena CA 91105

R (213)257-5502

Club membership anniversaries for June:

El Don Adams - 1 year
Gladys Bergman - 4 years
Theodore Bergman - 4 years
A1 Bohl - 4 years
Oliver Dean - 15 years
Michael Johnson - 2 years
John Konrad - 4 years
Abe Leibowitz - 11 years
John Martin - 2 years
Barry Megdal - 4 years
Sylvia Sikes - 25 years
Holly Weisbuch - 4 years
Stuart Weisbuch - 4 years
Dorothy Westbrook - 8 years
Kermit Westbrook - 8 years

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

WED JUN 12 Closing - PSA Seattle International Exhib
MON JUL 8 Closing - PSA Traveling Stereo Exhibition
WED AUG 7 Closing - Los Angeles County Fair Exhib.

Forms - Photo Dept., L.A. County Fair, PO
Box 2250, Pomona CA 91769

SAT AUG 10 Closing - Third Dimension Society Exhib.
Forms - Neville Jackson, 21 Middlefield
Lane, Hinckley, Leicestershire LEIO OQZ
England

About the FAIR: Every year our Club sponsors an Inter
national stereo slide exhibition which is part of the
Photography Exhibition of the Los Angeles County Fair.
There are no restrictions on who may enter the compe
tition, and entries are usually received from stere-
ographers from all around the world. Our Club conducts
the judging; accepted slides are then displayed in
stereo viewers during the Fair and are seen by literally
thousands of people. We encourage all members of our
Club to participate in this exhibition; it provides
tremendous exposure for stereography to the general
public, and gives entrants a chance to show their work
to a large audience. Entry forms can be obtained from
me, or from the Fair office, address given above.

—David Kuntz, 1985 Chairman
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— Club Competition News

The May Competition finished our successful 1984-85
Club competition season. Many thanks to our judges
Sylvia Sikes, Russ Terrill, and Carl Felling for their
outstanding efforts. The final results following the
May Competition are not printed here. All that must
wait until after the July 27 Awards Banquet when the
winners in each category and group are announced. But
the Award and Honorable Mention slides are listed below.

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director

MAY COMPETITION AWARDS AND HMs!

A Group Standard
Award: Gliding In - Susan Pinsky
HMs: Casino - Susan Pinsky

The Mint - David Starkman

Colorful Bryce - Ward Clark
Time for a Workout - David Starkman

Valley of Ten Peaks - George Cushman
Cheerleader #1 - Stu Weisbuch

B Group Standard
Awards: Red Rock Crossing - Lee Pratt

Hindu Dancers - Marjorie Webster
African Masks - Bruce Wendorff

Along the Navajo Trail - Lee Pratt
HMs: Lockheed TriStar Cockpit - A1 Bohl

Rain, Rain, Go Away - Bill Daggett
Blue Madonna - Marjorie Webster
Tied Up - Herb Fisher
Black Rock Pass - Bruce Nolte

Danny Martinez - Tony Aiderson
Sunset at Oxbow Bend - Lee Pratt

Diner - Ray Zone
Geisha Girl - Marjorie Webster
Rescue - A1 Bohl

A Group Nonconventlonal

Award: Happy Landing - Ward Clark
HMs: Treasure Adventures - Ward Clark

Ocean View Blvd. - David Starkman

Blusher - Susan Pinsky
Woody - Susan Pinsky

B Group Nonconventional

Awards: Off the Line - Herb Fisher

Nasturtium - Earl Colgan
HMs: The Lady in Red - Herb Fisher

Bee in Cactus Flower - Earl Colgan
Orange Night Bloomer - Bill Daggett
Follow the Leader - Herb Fisher

Slide of the Year

HELP! I still haven't received all of your slides for
the 1984-85 Slide of the Year Competition. I know that
many of you are waiting until the last minute to submit
your entries, but remember the absolute and final
closing date is:

THURSDAY, JUNE 20, at the Club Meeting

Friday, June 21, will be too late!

So please give me five slides that evening, or mail
them to me at:

4329 N. Fireside Lane

Moorpark CA 93021

Each slide must have been entered in any one of this
year's five Club competitions. They may be any mix of

standard and/or nonconventional. In addition to the
Slide of the Year Award and Honorable Mention ribbons,
there will be special category awards for:

Best Animal

Best Flower

Best People
Best Landscape/Seascape (Natural Scenic)
Most Promising New Member (Since 1/1/83)
Competition Director's Choice

And again, all the slides I receive will become part
of the July 27 Awards Banquet Program. Only through
your cooperative efforts can we have a really outstand
ing show, so dig into your files and get those slides
to me before the June 20 closing date!

—Jeff Sylvan, Competition Director

Let's Join Together...

...June 20

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

pKigpeCD AIT
INSTRUCTIONS

Bring up to six slides in combined ASA format (i.e.
1 5/8" X 4", 5 or 7 sprocket). Cardboard mounts
are acceptable.
Slides may be of any subject, restricted only by
the bounds of "good taste".
All slides should have thumb spots and be labeled
with your name. If the slides are in a particular
sequence they should be numbered.
Submit slides to the Program Director before the
June meeting starts. Slides will be projected in
the order of submission.

There will be an open mike for comments and/or
narration if you care to say anything-
Slides may be picked up after the program.

This program depends on you folks!
Everyone is expected to bring slides!
Let's see what you can do!

—Tony Aiderson, Program Director

...July 27

THE 1985 CLUB AWARDS BANQUET

This year the Annual Banquet will be in the Florentine
Room of Pike's Verdugo Oaks Restaurant in Glendale.
Festivities start at 6 PM, with dinner at 7 PM. The
price is $15 per person (buffet, all you can eat) and
consists of lasagne, stroganoff, chicken, roast beef,
vegetables, 12 salads and miscellaneous other goodies.

Everyone is welcome, andit'sa good place to introduce
your friends to 3-D. The program will consist of all
the slides entered in the Club's Slide of the Year

competition. Winners will be announced, and other
awards will be given.

For reservations please call me Monday - Fridays
between 11:30 AM and 12:30 PM at (213)381-7393x217.

—Daphne Shepard, Banquet Director
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INSIGHTS:
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

"RED ROCK CROSSING" by Lee Pratt. This slide was taken
on July 2, I98A at the famous photographic location
near Sedona, Arizona and at the end of Oak Creek Canyon.
This site is often used as a background for Western
movies and television commercials, as well as for Jig
saw puzzles and other photographs. i used a Stereo
Realist with K6A film but with one unusual twist. The

camera was fitted with a pair of glass filters made of
didymium glass which contains the rare-earth elements
neodymium and praseodymium. The glass had many peaks
and valleys in its spectral transmission curve, which
means it enhances some colors and suppresses others,
but without looking unnatural. In this slide the yel
lows are suppressed, making the oranges and reds more
dominant. Both the sandstone cliffs and foreground
rocks are then emphasized. The result is one of my
favorite slides.

"BLACK ROCK PASS" by Bruce Nolte. I am both a photog
rapher and a backpacker. Most of my family and friends
willnever know the joys and painsof putting a 50-pound
pack onone's back and climbing up a steep Sierra trail
at 13,000 feet elevation. Stereo slides are a great
way to give my friends a window into the beauty of the
high mountains. "Black Rock Pass" was taken while
descending the infamous trail of the same name during
a five-day outing in Sequoia National Park in August,
198A. I used my Realist 3.5 in a straight forward
manner to record both the people and place that made
up my experiences of the trip. Kodachrome 6A was my
film with an exposure of about 1/150 at f/8. When at
high altitudes, with a heavy pack, any task requires
effort and many times even taking pictures is not fun
at the moment. But when I return home and get my film
back from the lab, all the pain if forgotten as I ex
perience the joy of a little wonderland of 3-D images
brought back to life in my viewer.

"GLIDING IN" by Susan Pinsky. This slide was made at
Pacific Grove on the Monterey Peninsula. It was Novem
ber 198A, and we were in the area for only two days on
a type of semi-business trip. On the morning of this
slide we decided to set the alarm and get us extra
early (before sunrise, which is not normal for me!) to
capture that early golden light that can make stereo
pictures so spectacular. Alas! it was hazy, and stayed
that way well into mid-morning when finally the sun
partially broke through. It wasn't really the kind of
light I wanted, but I started shooting away nevertheless
with my TDC Vivid and K6A film. For some reason there
were zillions of birds also enjoying this beautiful
spot, and I concentrated on their movements in space.
This slide was shot directly into the sun and exhibits
quite a bit of disturbing flare in the handviewer, but
on the screen the flare is forgiven, and the backlit
birdscome out bright and spatial.. .nice slide mementos
to have for this glorious day.

"HINDU DANCERS", "BLUE MADONNA", and "GEISHA GIRL".by
Marjorie Webster. Three out of three in Stereo!
Everyone should have goals. I usually win at least
one award and/or HM during the Club competitions. As
of the May competition I was in second place in the
B Category. No time to quit now! I told my good friend
Kathleen Perkins (also a member) "I now have a goal of
getting three ribbons in one night!" The problem is
guessing what the judges will go for, a la score. I
have jillions of scenes from all over the world. I
have gorgeous flower picture slides ad infinitum. Also
unusual animal stereos. But, what is my strongest
suit? People!

I have already shown my movie stars of the '50s in a
special show for the Club. I recalled going to the
Las Palmas Theatre (in Hollywood) in 1951, and meeting
the famous "Hindu Dancers"—Sujata & Asoka backstage,
after their incredible performance. (My architect
husband, Robert B. Stacy-Judd, and I were also famous
for our Sunday Bruncheons all through the June-October
summers and falls. We entertained 25-30 guests in our
garden, rarely repeating a guest. Architects and their
wives, lawyers, doctors, undertakers, mayors and gov
ernors, movie producers, directors and stars. There
were also musicians, magicians, poets, dancers, singers,
ane even the clergy of all faiths, etc. Most were
already famous, but eager to participate. So we had
fabulous entertainment — free!)

I invited Suj ata & Asoka to our next Sunday Bruncheon
and gave them our phone number. They called and asked
if a Mrs. Tifal could join us, since they had no auto
and she could drive them over. (I had many people
phone as early as April, ask if they could bring food,
their own tables and chairs, just to be included!) I
pictured Mrs. Tifal as a fat dowager. She turned out
to be my first slim hula teacher at the Ruth St. Denis
Studio! "Miss Ruth", known as the founder of modern
dance, had travelled and researched in India, so Sujata
& Asoka sought and used her studio when they arrived
from India. She didn't approve of the hula, but she
let teachers like Dorothy Tifal use her facilities. I
had several opportunities to photograph "Miss Ruth" in
many 3-D exotic poses in her studio and outdoors.
Hence "Blue Madonna", my second slide of the evening.
She was in her 80s in the pose.

I took many 3-D and 35mm slides of Sujata & Asota during
the *50s, '60s, and '70s. Adventures too numerous to
mention here. By them showing my 3-D slides in a hand
viewer (of their gorgeous costumes which they designed
and made by hand) they appeared on the Dinah Shore Show
and received $17,000 apiece for their performance! I
was there to take special 3-D shots behind the scenes
with other top movie and TV celebrities.

Sujata is Hindu and a famous movie star from Bombay.
Asoka is German, but always dresses in Hindu style.
They spent a whole year in Japan, studying the dance,
costures and makeup of that Oriental area. Hence, the
third slide of Sujata as a "Geisha Girl", with fan and
the transparent parasol. (Some of our members thought
she was Italian!)

There is a story behind every slide I take, and also
many stories I cannot even tell, except for a few to
the really curious. The aftermath: resulting from a
backstage introduction, I became the only teacher of
Hawaiian History on the Mainland in Adult Education
and City Colleges for 20 years, after much research
and trips to the Hawaiian Islands! Now I am teaching
"Hula for Health", which is an enjoyable exercise for
ages 1 to 100! 3-D has done it again for me! Set your
goals, and hold to them.
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1985
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA

July 29-August 3.1985 Westin Hotel

Vtehington

1985 PSA Seattle international Convention

IProgram Schedule I
STEREO PROGRAM AND ACTIVITY CALENDAR

The 1985 Photographic Society of America International
Convention will be held at theWestin Hotel, 1900 Fifth
Avenue in Seattle. The following is the tentative
schedule for the stereo programs and activities. In
addition there will be many more programs in all of the
photographic mediums. You don't have to be a PSA mem
ber to attend. Registration information is available
from Ruth Archibald,15A65 Virginia Loop Road, Poulsbo,
Washington 98370.

WEDNESDAY. JULY31.190$

91»-10:1S AM

STEREO INTERNATIONAL, FIRST SHOWINQ/Warren Callahan,
presiding

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1,1905

9DO-10:15AM

STEREO DIVISION SEQUENCE EXHIBITION (SD)/Norm Henkels,
presiding

I04S AM-12£0 NOON

STEREO SLIDE OF THE YEAR JUDGING (SD)/Carol C.L Lea,
presiding

niDAY, AUGUST 2,195$

9;00-10:1SAM

TWIN SLR STEREO WITH THE LOW-COST KONICA F S-1 /F T-1
(SO)/Allan Griffin, APSA. presenling

A ftow-io program leaiufing award-winning, wide-base stereos
supported by botfi /T/gn-speedacr/an andporiraiture, allusing the
Konica F S-J stereo rig.

104$ AM-12D0 NOON

COLORADO, A ROCKY-MOUNTAIN HIGH (S0)/Stergi3 M.Slergis,
APSA, presenling

3-D photo essay capturing the sights, sounds and ntoods al(his
Rocky Mountain area.

34$-5:00 PM

STEREO DIVISION EXECUTIVE MEETlNG/MelvinM.Lawson. APSA.
presiding

$110-0130 PM

STEREO DIVISION DINN£R/Melvir> M. Lawson. APSA presiding

SATURDAY, AUGUST3,1905

91IO-10:1$AM

STEREOGRAMS AND HIGH SPEED FLASH (SO)/Bernard S. Slell.
APSA. presenting

Action shots of small suojecis at close range. Eleclronic barrier
switches and variable Hash delays will be described.

1045 AM-121X) NOON

CAVE EXPLORING IN 3-0 (SO}/Richard LaForge, presenting
Pnotos from 22 years of cave exploring showing what caves are
like and cave exploraiion.A trip(/irougdFossi/iWounrdin ice Cave
in Wvoming.

2DOJ3:1SPM

STEREO INTERNATIONAL, SECOND SHOWING/Warren Callahan.
presiding

ISU Congress

The International Stereoscopic Union (ISU) will hold
their 5th Congress on October 9-14, 1985. It is being
hosted by the Potomac Society of Stereo Photographers
and will be held at the Westpark Hotel in Arlington,
Virginia. An 8x12 foot screen and an array of pro
jectors will make it possible to handle a wide variety
of top-grade 3-D programs from around the world. Here
is a sampling:

United States

* Potomac Society- Hosting an International Stereo
Exhibition

* PSA Stereo Division- 1984 and 1985 Sequence Shows
* Dan Gosch, Providence, and Ron Labbe, Boston -

Contemporary works
* Stereo Club of Southern California - "Stereog

raphy: A Fresher Portrayal"
* The late Art Ojeda - A travelogue from the files
* Fred Spira and Steve Aubrey - Stereo History

United Kingdom
* Pat Whitehouse - Special artistry with the double

Hawk projector
* Mike Fisher - A four-Carousel show

* Pat Milnes and John Taylor - Highlights of the
Third Dimension Society

Germany

* A firm commitment has been made

France

* Guy Ventouillac - A multi-Carousel superstar show
* Guy Moisan - Another representative from the

Stereo Club Francaise with "The Flight of the
Condor"

Holland

* Hugo de Wijs - Technical points, including the
Kaiserpanorama viewer, plus display of photo
graphs, with much appartus

* Harry zur Kleinsmeide - Three short subject on
American themes

Switzerland

* Tom Handschin -

level

"Oldies in 3-D", professional

Canada

* Stan White - Featuring the ultimate in 3-D humor,
and other fine slides

Australia

* Arthur Ewen - Macro stereo and spirographs

There will also be stereo clinics — small groups to
discuss such subjects as slide and print mounting,
anaglyphic processes, etc. And a display and sale
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area. The Congress ends with a Sunday night banquet
and an optional tour to Harper's Ferry on Monday, which
is Columbus Day.

Paul Wing, General Chairman, reports that he actually
has a bit more program material than he can handle.
This is the place to see the best and learn the most
about modern 3-D photography. And meet and talk directly
with a host of diversely-experienced stereographers.
More detailed information can be obtained from Paul

Wing, 50 Floret Circle,Hingham MA 02043 (617)749-1996;
or Mel Lawson, 1400 S. Joyce St. (A-513), Arlington VA
22202 (703)521-3395. Attendance is open to all inter
ested people; advanced reservations are encouraged.

Workshop News

TRAVELING EXHIBITION WORKSHOP

The combination of presenting and judging the 29th PSA
Traveling Stereo Exhibition took place April 13 at our
home. This judging workshop afforded three people who
had never judged before the opportunity to try out
their scorecards. Earl Colgan, Jeff Sylvan and Ray
Zone siezed the opportunity and proved themselves quite
capable. Bill Daggett called out the scores, while I
projected the slides. Susan represented the audience.

Honorable Mentions were given to: "The Anchorage" by
A1 Sinden; "High Country Dreamin'" by Martin Folb;
"Brilliant Day" by Jerry Walter; "Dancer at Dawn" by
Charles Jones; and "Water, Steel and Gravity" by David
Starkman. Third place award went to "The Six Million
Dollar Rooster" by Martin Folb; second place award went
to "The Adventure of the Red and Blue" by Martin Folb;
first place award went to "East Orange Overlay" by
Jerry Walter.

Cookies and ice cream (essential for 3-D) ended the
workshop.

TWIN 35mm WORKSHOP

On April 20 we held a twin 35mm workshop at our home in
Duarte. Seven people attended, including Larry Brown,
Skip Greenlee, Richard Karnette, Bill Daggett, Alan
Williams, and Lyman and Sandy Van Vliet.

The purpose was to explore the various aspects of taking
and shooting with twin 35nun cameras and projectors.
Twin camera setups were demonstrated, mounting for both
Realist and separate 2"x2" formats was shown, and two
different twin 35mm projector systems were used.

Although not shown with twin projectors, an increasing
number of images seen at the Club are being taken with

slide bar or twin camera rigs, and the interest seems
to be growing. It isn't a substitute for our trusty
stereo cameras, but it offers one more creative option
for 3-D imagery. Twin projector systems offer the pos
sibility of automated projection, without having to
constantly mind the projector.

The evening proved to be a fun and exciting one when
Lyman brought in his home-made twin 35mm motorized
automatic viewer. It was a real crazy looking con
traption, but it even used a standard straight slide
tray and worked perfectly!

An outline of the subjects discussed follows below.

If you're interested in any future workshop, on any
subject, please call me at (818)357-8345. We need your
suggestions.

—David Starkman, Workshop Director

TWIN 35mm WORKSHOP

SHOOTING AND PROJECTING STEREO SLIDES WITH

TWIN CAMERAS AND TWIN PROJECTORS

by
David Starkman

Outline:

1) Why bother with twin 35mm?
Advantages:

a) Greater choice - focal length, stereo base,
hyper, macro

b) More modern equipment, automatic exposure,
better lenses, etc.

c) Automation in taking and projecting
Disadvantages:

a) Not part of any "system"
b) Relative mounting difficulties
c) Greater expense (in the long run)

2)

3)

A)

5)

6)

What equipment do you already own that is suitable
for this format?

Taking the picture
a) "Rock and Roll" method
b) Slide bar
c) Twin cameras on platform/bar - mechanical synch
d) Twin cameras on platform/bar - electrical synch
e) Custom full frame 35mm cameras, e.g. Burdlo

(modified Nimslo)
f) The base line question

Mounting the slide bar
a) Single mount - Realist or European (7 sprocket)

format

b) Single mount - 2" x 4i'' mount
c) As separated 2" x 2" pairs

Kodak

Gepe (pronounced like "preppie")
Bonum

Wess

d) Mounting lesson, tips, aids, gauges

Viewing the separated pair
a) Custom-made hand viewer
b) Commercially available viewers

Projecting the separated pair with twin projectors
a) What types of projectors will work

Twin projector stands
Polarizers

Matched lenses vs. zooms

e) Target slides
f) Projector synchronization

Carousels vs. Ektagraphics
Eumig system

b)
c)
d)

g)
h)
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May 13, 1985

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL REVIEWS

Starchaser: The Legend
Of Grin

(Animated Sci-Fi—3-D—
Deluxe Color—Scope)

An Ailantic Releasing release of a Thomas
Coleman—Michael Rosenblall presenta-
lion. Produced, directed by Steven Hahn.
Executive producers, Coieman, Rosenblatt.
Screenplay by Jeffrey Scott. Animation
directors, Mitch Rochon, Jang-Gil Kim. In
3—0. Deluxe color, widescreen; music.
Andrew Belting: editor, sound design (Dolby},
Donald W. Ernst; character design, Louise
Zingarelli; hardware design, Thomas Warftin
tin; background design, Timothy Callahan,
Roy Allen Smith: special visual effects,
Michael Wotf; associate producers, Daniel
Pia, Chnsline Oanio. Reviewed at the Can
nes Film Festival (Market), May 11. I98S.
Running time: 96 min.

Voicecharacterizations:Ohn (Joe Cclligan),
Dagg (Carmen Argenziano), EianMviana
(NoeSe North), Zygon (Anthony Delongis), Ar
thur (Les Tramayne), Silica (Tyke Caravelli],

Cannes — Being advertised in-
currecliy as the ilrsi animated 3-D
feature, "Starchaser: The Legend
of Orin" turns out to be a moder-
aiel}' engaging sci-fier strongly in
the "Star Wars" mold. Atlantic
Releasing hud great success re
establishing (he kiddie market in
the U.S. with "Sinurfs And The
Magic Flute" und should do quite
nicely with this one as weil. Pic
opens in its first regional engage
ments this week.

Pic wtin'l be sptikcn dI very
seriously tor (he quality ol' its ani
mation, since eharacteiT> are basically
stick figures moving against flat
backdrops. Nor is the 3-D used to
any particularly sianling effect.

But the elemental story compo
nents, which borrow heavily from
the King Arthur legendund the first
"Star Wars" entry, make for a fast
moving tale chock full of incident,
resulting in an entertainment that
will keep moppets plenty diverted.

Yarn opens in an underground
world where robots enslave humans
for hard labor. Finding a magical
sword handle and advised in a vision
that he should seek out the blade so
(hat he can free his people, hand
some young Orin escapes to the sur
face world and meets up with swash
buckling Dagg. Aboard the lalter's
computerized spaceship, (he two
fight numerous battles with the evil
empire before ultimately making
the universe safe for human beings.

Each fellow has his love interest —

in Dagg's case she's a sexy young
"fambot" — and dialogue is pep
pered with a surprising number of
"hells" and "dams," given the
target audience.

Animation method in the early
going is unimpressive, as the chara
cters walk around as if between
sliding bits of scenery on a stage.
The 3-D technique is easy on the
eyc.s und uvcrull quiie agreeable.

Music by Andrew Belling is in the
expected John Williams style, and
nothing in the film is so silly as to
make silting through it an ordeaJ for
adults. Cart.

Kodak recently made these two announcements:

** All films still packaged in 20-exposure lengths will
be converted to 24-exposure lengths during 1985. This
includes the Ektachrome and Kodachrorae films. "The

conversions offer the consumer the benefit of 20 percent
more exposure at no increase in price," the press re
lease goes on to say.

** A new bonus pack of 24-exposure 35mm Kodachrome
film, offering consumers A rolls for the price of 3,
will be at retailers during the summer of 1985. This
promotion coincides with the 50th anniversary of Koda
chrome film, A spokesman added, "With the number of
pictures taken by amateur photographers in the United
States running about 12 billion per year, it's hard to
imagine that the first commercially successful color
process made its debut only 50 years ago."

In what has been described as a "first", the "PSA
Journal", (Official magazine of the Photographic So
ciety of America), has devoted the whole cover of the
April 1985 issue to a large color stereo view. "Flour
and Eggs" by Robert James Leonard was printed as a
side-by-side pair for the "cross-eyed" free-viewing
method. Those using stereoscopes will have to cut the
two images apart. Behind the scenes, our own Club
member Paul Wing went to a lot of trouble, first to
convince the Journal to publish in 3-D, and second, to
see that the print was done correctly. The end result
quite justifies the effort, and there is a good pos
sibility that more stereo pairs will appear inside the
Journal in future issues.

3-D Nostalgia
THOSE 3-D COMICS OF YESTERDAY

Looking back now, I find it hard to believe that a 25c
comic book that I once owned when I was a kid is worth
800 times its original cost. I'm speaking of "Superman
3-D #1", the blue cover anaglyphic comic book I once
paid a quarter for is worth $200, in mint condition.

Just for a minute, let us travel back in time 31 years
ago. It is the summer of '54. We're in the little
town of Tuckahoe, New
York, and its a bright
sunny day in July. The
newstands are filled with

shiny new Dell comics,
like "Donald Duck", "Andy
Panda", Looney Tunes",
"Uncle Scrooge", and
"Woody Woodpecker". Lest
we forget "Oswald, the
Rabbit", "Batman", and
"Captain Marvel". A 64-
page comic is lOc. But
years old.

Thomas's English muffins are only 15c, and if you got
any money left, you can buy baseball cards or airplane
cards, or even develop "Sun Pictures".

The R.K.O. movie theater in White Plains is showing
"Second Chance" with Robert Mitchum and Linda Darnell.
It's in color and something called 3-Dimension. I
don't know what that is but, entering the darkened movie
house anyway, I soon find out! I'm watching the film
(3-D glasses perched on my nose) with my friend Marvin.
Suddenly, Marvin leaps out of his seat — a piece of
fireworks has gotten in his eye from the movie. I turn
to Marvin and tell him that he's crazy. Later in the
same film we saw a cable car plunge to the bottom of
a canyon, as it falls toward the audience (out of the
screen).

After the movie, we stop at a soda fountain with its
marble counters; the ice cream delights look tempting.
Marvin checks out the latest comics. There's lotsa

3-D comics! — Like "Rootie Kazootie", "True 3-D",
"Abbott and Costello", "Li'l Eva", and "The Three
Stooges". All in wonderful 3-D! With glasses! And
then I spot it! IT! Over in the corner, slightly
larger than the rest: "Superman 3-D".

I dig for a quarter, reach up, and pay the man. Proudly
I take this wonderful new possession home. That night
I study all the double images on the pages, through the
multi-colored spectacles. Superman, the man of steel,
leaps from page after page!

In those golden, beautiful days in the summer of *54,
we thought for certain 3-D was here to stay. But it
wasn't. By the end of '54 the 3-D films were gone,
and so too were those comics we got to love. 3-D films
gave way to CinemaScope, and by '55 widescreen was in
and 3-D was out. A flash in the pan, they called it.

On T.V., we watched"Science Fiction Theater","Topper"
and "Father Knows Best". On the radio they played
"Shboom, Shboom" and Doris Day sang "Secret Love". The
movies were showing "The Beast From 20,000 Fathoms"
and "Them".

At that time I had no idea that here I was a kid going
on nine, and I, through no knowledge of my own, had
just gone through the Stereo Craze of the Fifties....a
moment in time that would never come again.

—Bob Meretsky and C. Varen

10c is a lot if you eight
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Books

There is a new book on 3-D! "Photographing in 3-D" by
David Burder and Pat Whitehouse is a new book published
in England by The Stereoscopic Society. It is intended
to be a no nonsense non-technical introduction to 3-D
photography for the total beginner. It succeeds very
well, covering everything from taking 3-D photos with
a single ordinary camera, to mounting, viewing and even
projecting in 3-D. Twin cameras, stereo cameras, at
tachments, and even a bit of history are all included
in this 32-page book. A 4-page chapter-by-chapter
supplement by Susan Pinsky and David Starkman gives
useful extra tips, equipment information, and addresses.
To add to the interest, Pat and David, both award win
ning stereographers, have filled the book with 30 full-
color stereo pairs which are suitable for free-viewing,
or viewing with a lorgnette viewer that is supplied.
The book is approximately 5 3/4" x Si", printed on
heavy glossy coated paper. Twenty-seven black and white
pictures and illustrations supplement the text to make
it quite easy to understand.

This is the perfect book for beginners, but both novice
and advanced stereographers will enjoy the many color
3-D photo examples, which range in subject from the
Crown Jewels to macros of flowers and birds. Price is

$9.95 (including viewer). Available from Reel 3-D
Enterprises, PO Box 35, Duarte OA 91010. Add $1.00
for shipping.

—David Starkman

3-D Equipment

Computer generated
by Richard Ogle

KODASLIDE II VIEWER

One of the best Realist-format stereo viewers ever

produced was the Kodaslide II viewer, originally made
by Eastman Kodak Co. This viewer had all the features
necessary to ensure both good performance and user
convenience. There are controls for adjusting focus,
interocular separation, and light intensity; other
features are a catch to keep the light on without
pressing the switch, a 1/4" x 20 mounting hole and
excellent doublet lenses. Additionally, the window
can be easily widened to accommodate "7-sprocket"
slides. Unfortunately, like much stereophotographic
equipment, many of these fine viewers have suffered
the ravages of time and use. Luckily, two of the most

commonly encountered problems with Kodaslide II viewers
are relatively easy to fix.

In almost any Kodaslide viewer that has been left set
ting around for a long period of time, you will find
that the focus adjustment is either stuck, or does not
move easily. The reason for this can be readily deter
mined by opening up the viewer; the viewer is opened
by loosening the two screws on the underside. What you
will see is that focusing is accomplished by a roller
which goes over a foot which extends out from the
slide carrier. This foot is covered with a piece of
cork which maintains friction between the roller and

the foot. When left setting for a length of time, the
cork will eventually become permanently deformed, and
there will no longer be traction between the roller
and the foot. There are two simple ways to correct
this. First, the slide carrier must be removed from
the viewer. To do this, one must remove several Phil
lips head screws which retain the carrier. After having
removed the carrier, the cork can be removed by scraping
it off with either a knife or razor blade. It can then

be replaced. To avoid recurrence of this problem it
is best to replace it with a piece of rubber, rather
than another piece of cork. The replacement strip
should be about 1 mm thick and should just cover the
foot. I have found epoxy cement to give good, perma
nent results in bending the rubber piece to the metal.
Another method of fixing this problem is to put a piece
of rubber or plastic tubing on the roller; this method
probably has the best potential for surviving for a
long period of time. The only problem is finding a
piece of tubing which has both the correct inner and
outer diameter. It can simply be slipped onto the
roller, no additional material is needed on the foot.

The other common problem with these viewers is that
the white diffuser becomes stretched out of shape, or
has been partially melted by the light bulb. Unless
the damage is very minor, the entire diffuser roust be
replaced. The roain problem in replacing the diffuser
is in finding a suitable material from which to make a
substitute. The material must be very white; also it
must withstand the high heats generated by the bulb
under continuous usage and it must have the proper
elastic properties to take on the correct shape when
installed in the viewer. If the material used is not

a pure white, slides will appear somewhat tinted when
viewed. I have found a readily available material
which fulfills all of these criteria; it comes in the
form of plastic cups. Of course, there are many types
of paper and plastic cups available. You must use one
which has a sufficiently large area that is free of
any ridges or embossings. I have used the large Solo
cups very successfully for this. Since these cups are
designed to hold hot liquids, they can withstand the
heat generated in the viewer. They are a very glossy
white, and in fact give a brighter image than the dif-
fusers originally supplied with the viewer. Simply use
the old diffuser as a template to cut out the new one
from the cup; all of the little indentations must be
cut out if the diffuser is to fit in the viewer prop
erly. Since the plastic material has a glossy finish,
and the original diffusers were a more matte finish,
there may be a problem with highlights that make the
viewed image uneven in brightness. These can be elim
inated by clipping off very small bits from the new
diffuser to adjust the way it seats in the viewer.
When correctly done, you should have a viewer which
gives views as bright and even as the original, and is
ready for many more years of service.

—David Kuntz



CLUB HIGHLIGHTS FOR 1983-84

JULY _;j3...Club Awards Banquet at Sorrentino'a...Slide category top awards to
Marilyn Felling, Rick Flnney, Carl Felling and Jerry Walter...Tony Aldereon
named *Most Promlelng New Member"...Slide of the Year Is "East Orange Overlay"
by Jerry Walter..."SCSC On Display - '83" Is show with four best slides from
23 members, plus "The 3-D People Parade"...Marilyn Felling 82-83 President
receives appreciation photograph....New Member Info Meeting at Photo Center
well attended...

AUGUST .lW...John Konrad wins President's Essay Contest...PSA/San Francisco
Convention attended by members...3-D NEWS takes 4th place In PSA Bulletin
Contest...Club conducts L.A. County Pair Stereo Exhibition Judging...August
program is "Terra Australia" by Charles and Colma Jones, Australia...Club
outing to Spruce Goose and Queen Mary...

SEPTEMBER '83...21 members help tend booth at County Fair, where thousands
vie* stereo...First competition with 30 participants judged by John Hart, Tim
Cardinale, and David Starkman...Big Slides: "Temple of Heaven" by LeRoy Barco
and Red Wing" by Bob Knelsel...Show and Tell Initiated at meeting...Notes for
Newer Stereographers Initiated In NEWS...ISU Conventlon/Buxton England attended
by several members...

OCTOBER '83...Sandwich slide workshop held by Susan Plnsky...4th Annual Auction
big success...Tim Cardinale, Grand Auctioneer...NSA Holmes Library highlighted
In show...Scratch 'n Sniff delights NEWS readers...

NOVEMBER '83...Second competition Judged by George Walker, George Cushman, and
Jim Pettlt...Blg Slides: "3-D Expert" by Tony Alderson and "A Bus Full of 3-D
Nuts" by Susan Plnsky...Toy Time Camera distributed to all NEWS readers.. WPCA
Display/Sale draws members..Club hosts International Stereo Club Competition..
DECEMBER '83...Christmas Banquet at Sorrentino'a...Show Is 1983 PSA Stereo

.George
. .Toy

Sequence Exhibition...Technical Page #91 published by Charles Piper....
Skelly plays Santa and gives new Sigma masks to all attending Banquet.
Time Camera receives devastating review...

JANUARY '84...Club Competition Game given to all NEWS readers...Third Competition
—r— - —- — - fcw AAA A cauBA a • • • Aiixi u uumpvvi

Judged by Jim Pettlt, George Cushman, and George Walker...Big Slides: "First
Snow" by David Hutchison and "Brooklyn Bridge Cables" by Rich Evans.
FEBRUARY '84..."Nexus" by Tim Cardinale and "3-D For You and Me" by Rick Flnney
and Jerry Walter featured at Club meeting..aSlide mounting workshop conducted by
David Starkman...Club celebrates Earl Colgan's 80th Birthday with big cake...
Tim Cardinale leaves Los Angeles for Orcas Island, Washington...
MARCH ..Fourth Competition judged by Marilyn Felling, Bill Daggett, and David
Kuntz..«Big Slides: Phantasm of the Sea" by Oliver Dean and "lou Can Bear the

Breathing" by Rick Flnney...Advanced Slide Mounting Workshop conducted by
Jerry Walter...First script presented at Movie Division meeting for group film
project...The Maze baffles NEWS readers...

APRIL '64...Nine new sequences unveiled by members at Club meeting...Oliver Dean
gets profound In NEWS about Dirty Celery...Club Judges PSA Traveling Exhibition...
Notes for Newer Stereographers in NEWS gives "More on Mounting"...
MAY_J^...Fifth Competition Judged by Bert Laursen, Carl Felling, and Charlie
Piper...Big Slides" "Max" by John Konrad and "Tackle Tangle" by Marshall Stewart..,
Marilyn and Carl Felling host Pot-Luck Board Meeting...Peggy Knorr wins Free
Viewing Contest...

JUNE '84...One Roll Assignment completed by seven members-and displayed at June
meeting with arrangement by David Kuntz...Very special show "Antique Stereo Views"
by Susan Pinsky and David Starkman shown at Club using twin Carousels in 2x2
format, a Club first...One of the largest Club attendances of the year...Bob
Knelsel elected 84-85 Club President...Technical Page #95 published by Charlie
Piper...Club finishes year with 176 members and 80 NEWS subscribers...
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CLUB OFFICERS

1983-84 1984-85

Bob Kneisel

David Kuntz

Daphne Shepard
Bill Shepard

President

V. President

Secretary
Treasurer

Tony Alderson
Bob Kneisel

Bill Daggett
Jim Riggs

AWARDS BANQUET COMMITTEE

Holly Weisbuch - Director
Ursula Sylvan - Hospitality
Oliver Dean - Competition Director

PAST PRESIDENTS

1955-57 Dr. Harold Lutes, APSA 1970-
1957-58 Dr. Duane Smith 1971-
1958-59 Elyga Wenger 1972-
1959-60 George Pond 1974-
1960-61 Merle S. Ewell, FPSA 1975-
1961-63 Sylvia Sikes, FPSA 1977-
1963-64 Lew Butterfield 1979-

1964-66 Russ Terrill, APSA 1980-
1966-67 Charles Osborn, FPSA 1981-
1967-68 Elmer Weidknecht, APSA 1982-
1968-69 Stergis Stergis, APSA 1983-
1969-70 Dr. Art Spalding

•71 Bert Laursen, APSA
•72 Lester Lauck, APSA
•74 Floyd Garton, APSA
•75 Bryan Riggs, FPSA
•77 Charles Piper
•79 Jerry Walter
•80 Tim Cardinale

•81 Rick Finney, APSA
82 David Starkman

83 Marilyn Felling
84 Tony Alderson

1-

Invocation

Welcome

Buffet Dinner

Break for Projection Setup
Introductions

Last Words from Tony...
Appreciations
Installation of Officers

First Words from Bob

Presentation of Club Competition Participation Ribbons
Presentation of Club Competition Awards
Feature Show:

"Sheerluck Holmes Meets Godzilla
In The Singular Affair Of The Missing 3-D Spectacles"

Featuring the slides of...

Tony Alderson
Earl Anderson

Ward Clark

Earl Colgan
Bill Daggett
Oliver Dean

Richard Evans

Carl Felling
Marilyn Felling
Rick Finney
Howard Frazee

David Hutchison

Bob Kneisel

John Konrad

David Kuntz

Edd McWatters

Susan Pinsky
David Starkman

Marshall Stewart

Ursula Sylvan
Russell Terrill

Jerry Walter
Marjorie Webster

The Slide of the Year Competition was judged by
members of the San Diego Stereo Camera Club:
Julia Fago, Wayne Davis, Russ Lewis and Owen Western

Presentation of Honor Slide Ribbons

Presentation of Most Promising New Member Award
Presentation of Slide of the Year Awards...

..Competition Directors Choice, Bert Silki, Sponsor

..Best Animal, Oliver Dean, Sponsor

..Best People, SCSC Sponsor

..Best Flower, Stergis Stergis, Sponsor

..Best Natural Scenic, Jerry Walter, Sponsor

..Slide of the Year, SCSC Sponsor
Closing Remarks


